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The 2002 conference of the Mormon Pacific Historical Society was held in New
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locations with links to LDS Church history. Along with extensive planning by
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MPHS leadership: Rex Frandsen, Merlin Waite, Riley Moffat, John Elkington,
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Zealand in the form of a tour with meetings and firesides held in various

Stella Keil, and Londa Chase, the Association would like to recognize the
invaluable assistance and arrangements made by Raewyn and Colin Shelford
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in setting up the meetings, and arranging the accommodations and
transportation.
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With Assistant Prime Minister Winston Peters, Wellington
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MPHS New Zealand Trip: Daily Diary, April 16-28, 2002.
Tuesday, 16 April

Provided by Riley Moffat

)

We left Honolulu at 12:30 a.m., 5 long hours after leaving Laie. At some point the 6 ½-hour
flight to Nadi we crossed the International Dateline and lost a day, arriving at Nadi at 5:30 a.m. on
April 16th.
We thought we only had a couple hours layover going down, but it turned out to be 6 hours.
We, along with out baggage, got kicked off the plane, forced through Customs, even though we
weren't planning to go anywhere, and then sent down to the lobby to sit and twiddle our thumbs
waiting to get into the air conditioned transit lounge.
After the fitful sleep on the plane we used this dead time to get better acquainted with each
other. Most of us were already acquainted with each other, but many ofus seemed to use the time
to get better acquainted, and I'm sure this is just the beginning of many stronger friendships.
The flight to Auckland was much shorter. Processing through Immigration and Customs in
Auckland was efficient. The food-sniffing dogs were even friendly. Our coach and driver were
waiting to take us to our hotel. I was surprised to see how much baggage people brought, especially
considering how many times we were going to have load and unload and wrestle all those bags
around.
We all met in the lobby after checking in to sort out what we were doing. The hotel seemed
to be somewhat isolated, and our diner options seemed limited. The hotel chef offered to lay on a
buffet with little notice, which most people accepted.
Considering the limited sleep most of us got the night before, it was not surprising most
people turned in early for a long rest. I
understand BJ and Cissy had a little
excitement in the middle of the night when
someone tried to break into their room.
We noticed that while the schedule
was not as smooth as it could be, and many
were tired, that the group was quite pleasant,
and there was no complaining. It was
indicative of the unity and cohesiveness and
spirit of the group. Some did some exploring
and others caught up on their sleep and
talked and got acquainted.
Connie thinks the reason everyone
gets along so well is because almost all the
women have gone through menopause and
Nadi airport, Fiji
the men have learned patience through
dealing with them.
Wednesday, 17 April

Provided by Yvonne Curnow
We rejuvenated from our previous day's long flight from Honolulu to Nadi to Auckland by a
good night's rest at Kiwi International Hotel.
The evening dinner and morning breakfast at the hotel was superbly presented and
appreciated by all. The morning devotional, held on the coach, includes a short inspirational
thought on "appreciating God's creations" by Yvonne Curnow; a hymn: "Choose the Right" led by
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Brother Wylie Swapp; invocation by Stan Curnow; all of which set the day "right" for us all.
The coach journey northward was expertly driven by Tai Ngakuru and was made enjoyable
by his pleasant jokes and commentaries.
An important and necessary stop was made in Takapuna for
supplies and money exchange, etc.
Travel continued northward to Wellsford to stop at the Citizens
Community Center. The traditional Maori greetings were warmly given
and received. Our Kaumatuas, Colin Shelford and John Elkington gave
eloquent response and the generous koha was given and received
graciously. All then enjoyed a meal together.
Then onward to Paihia - to the Casa Bella Motel. The evening
was enjoyably spent at the Paihia Branch Chapel with some of their
branch members. Back to the motel for a much needed rest. All tired,
but greatly appreciative of the day's events.
TaiNgakuru

Mlhl at Wellsford

Thursday, 18 April

Provided by the Pierces

After staying the night at Paihia, in the Bay of
Islands, our group started the day at a breakfast
buffet where many members of the group were
introduced to their first (and final) taste of vegamite.
We boarded the bus. We crossed over the
Waitangi River and made our way to tour the Treaty
grounds. Each year on Feb. 6 th the Waitangi National
Reserve hosts the Waitangi Festival. This
commemorates a truce signed between Maoris
Program at Paihia Branch
and the English.
Many of us enjoyed looking at the
construction of the treaty house and reading about the history of this house and the family that
lived there. We quickly viewed the Maori Meeting House and Maori was canoe before we boarded
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the bus.
Our next stop was for an ice cream treat. Very delicious.
Once more we boarded the bus on our way to Awarua. We drove in the country viewing
rolling hills and cattle. We arrived at an LDS church house that seemed to be in the center of a
pasture. We were greeted by some branch members and met together in short meeting. The Stake
Patriarch spoke.
Yes, back on the bus on our way to Kawakawa. Our lunch hour began about 3:30 p.m. with
the majority of us standing in line to order "fish-n-chips." Others browsed the shops, or had their
hair washed and styled, or visited the public toilet to see the unique structure and design (art). The
walls, floors, and doors, the windows were constructed and adorned with glass bottles, ceramic tile
chips, and other odds-n-ends.
Once again 4:30 we boarded the bus and continued on to the Maromaku Chapel. This chapel
is in a beautiful valley of farms, many owned by the Going family. This lovely, gracious family had
some members there to greet us, especially Les and Ken and talked to us of their family and their
settlement of this valley. After the Going family ancestors joined the Church, some left for America
to join the Saints and others stayed in New Zealand and kept the Church growing in their family. We
enjoyed a lovely spirit as we mingled with this family.
Getting on the bus at 6 p.m. we left for our next stop where we arrived 50 minutes late. We
were now in the city ofWhangarei where a chapel of members of various ages had been waiting to
host us for a dinner. This was very much appreciated.
After eating, we joined with the members in the chapel where we had a fireside meeting.
Our group was in charge of this presentation. The Stake Patriarch spoke followed by Brother Waite
and Brother Baldridge.
This had been a lovely day. We saw much, we ate too much, and we enjoyed everything.
Friday, 19 April

Provided by Kirk and Midge Evans
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After breakfast and one false start we moved out ofWhangarei, having a devotional on
board by the Evans and the Petersons. The following treasures were discovered in the full day.
Treasure #1: A fun sing on board the bus. Raewyn taught us "Te Matau" which we later sang
as part of the ceremony at more than one marae. Then Wiley passed out papers with words to 240
songs. (We sang only a dozen this time!)
Treasure #2: We drove through beautiful country, up and down hills with many shades of
green in the trees, grass, lower lying bushes, and accented by the white feathery pampas grass.
Some people see it as a weed, but in this context it is a real beauty.
Treasure #3: John Elkington presented a paper on the labor missionaries, a combination of
facts and remembrances. This was followed by a sharing of personal labor missionary stories by
Ken Baldridge, Raewyn Shelford, Betty Versteeg, Stan Curnow, and Keith Pierce. Their stories
substantiated John's talk of labor missionaries sacrificing much, often involving young men (boys)
and proving great benefits in developing both skills and testimonies.
Treasure #4: In Temple View, many of us attended a temple session. The difference in the
temples are only cosmetic; the session and the sweet spirit are the same in all temples.
Treasure #5: Following the temple session we went to CCNZ. Following a proper Maori
welcome with students participating on their side and two good Hawaii songs, "Nani Laie" and
"Hawaii Aloha" to fit with Colin and John's speeches on our side, we enjoyed the College to include
dinner in the cafeteria, visiting with some of the students, and a short tour of the facilities with the
principal and his wife.
Treasure #6: We heard two speakers in the evening: John Aspinall with slides of the labor
missionary connected to the temple and college; and Rangi Parker with an exciting presentation of
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"Missionaries Make History." She has contacted missionaries to collect pictures and stories, some
going back as far as 1896. Her PowerPoint presentation included many wonderful photos, but time
allowed to tell only a few of their stories. This has become a real passion of hers and when a
compilation of her collection is published, it will be treasure.
Treasure #7: To the hotel and to bed!
Saturday, 20 April

Provided by John Elkington

Today we traveled from Hamilton to Tauranga and visited the marae at Judea. We were
mihied on the marae by Tamati Tata. Colin Shelford and John Elkington responded with a formal
korero. We were told of how poor the people in the Branch were, but regardless of the poverty,
Matthew Cowley never failed-to come and visit the Maoris in this poverty stricken condition.
According to Sister Caroline Kohu, who was a small child, President Cowley would come and
inquire of where the men were and was after told they were playing "two up," a gambling game that
requires to card to be flicked in the air and calling out either "odds" or "evens," "tails or heads."
When those people playing the game came late for Conference President Cowley would ask how did
the game go and they would respond, "How do you think we got here President?" The distinct
impression I got was that President Cowley understood people at their level, regardless of position
or level in society.
Sister Ruth Ryan spoke of how a room was prepared for President Cowley and that for two
years while in Judea, President Cowley translated the 2nd edition of the Book of Mormon. Sister
Ruth Ryan also spoke of how President Cowley's bed and shirts were prepared and ironed daily and
that often times they would fast and pray in the room.
Brother Tamati Tata spoke about always having to wash President Cowley's car whenever
he came to Judea. If the car needed oil or gasoline the people would pay for it. If the car needed new
tires they would replace them. President Cowley relied on the people for sustenance. He was on the
Welfare Program of the Church.
Whenever President Cowley came to Judea he would stop and visit with the people who
took care of him as a 17-year-old missionary. At the conclusion we had lunch at the Kai Hall and
then proceeded to Four Canoes Hotel in Rotorua. Everyone was happy that we had a night off and
just stayed loose at the Four Canoes Hotel.
Sunday, 21 April

Provided by Paul and Betty Versteeg

Following a good night's sleep and a fine breakfast at the Four Canoes Hotel in Rotorua, we
departed about 8:00 a.m. Plans for Church and the day were changed because of the long distance
we had to travel and the time commitments we were trying to meet. We made a brief stop at the
Rotorua Chapel for a quick picture. The Chapel, now a Stake Center, as an evidence of the growth of
the Church, has been in this area since its dedication in 1960.
The devotional this morning was led by the Shelfords and Versteegs. Raewyn led the song,
"Koutou Kotoa." Paul offered a prayer and blessing upon the day; Colin presented the thought for
the day, using tapes of Matthew Cowley talks to set the spirit for the events of the day to follow.
From Rotorua we traveled to Taupo, with a brief stop at Huka Falls before going through
Taupo and continuing on to Napier, where we enjoyed a one hour stop for lunch on our own. Some
found local food; others found comfort at the local Subway Sandwich Shop.
Following the lunch we traveled along Hawke's Bay to Nuhaka and the marae at the Pa. We
were received warmly with a Maori greeting. Tommy Taurima was our host. Tommy is a former
BYU-H student and later an instructor at PCC. He told us of all those who had slept in the Pa -
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General Authorities,
Mission Presidents,
including Matthew
Cowley and Robert L.
Simpson. It was a
particularly touching
scene as Hawaiian
Sisters Cissy Fong, BJ
Lee, Josephine Bird,
and Edith Kanekoa with
Wylie Swapp gathered
around Tommy and
reminisced about the
early beginnings of
Tommy Taurima, Nuhaka
Marae at Nuhaka
PCC.
We left the Pa and went to the Wairoa
Chapel where a fireside was in session with Herewini Jones speaking. We joined the group for about
twenty minutes, but had to leave due to the lateness of the hour and the distance to our hotel.
We made our way back through Napier and on to Hastings and our lodging at the Anvil
Court. The night was dark and the road was winding. We were grateful for a careful and skillful
coach driver.
Our day had been long, but we traversed beautiful countryside and we had met beautiful,
kind, and generous Saints.
Monday, 22 April

Provided by Zane and Renee Clark
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We left our motel in Hastings by 8:00 a.m., but only drove a short distance before stopping
at Classic Sheepskins where we had the opportunity to see how these skins are turned into
beautiful rugs and other items. Several of the group took advantage of the chance to purchase
rugs, pillows, and other wool souvenirs of this major product of New Zealand.
We then continued our journey. We stopped the bus in Korongata and viewed the church
and the area where the MAC had been. Across the street is where the large mission conferences
(hui tau) were held, and down the street was a little house where Elder Cowley stayed. During the
trip Ken Baldridge presented his paper on the history of the MAC from its early beginnings in 1913
to its final demise in 1931.
On the way to Dannevirke Stan Curnow shared some wonderful personal memories of his
life and the life of his family. When Stan was 11 years of age his mother joined the Church. Even
though his father was not a member, he agreed to take them to Conference. At the beginning of the
Conference the Stake President announced that there would be a baptism in the river for several
who had accepted the gospel after the Conference. During the Conference Elder Cowley spoke of the
basic principles of the gospel. Stan said he would never forget that talk. At the end of the
Conference the Stake President read the names of those who were to be baptized. He then looked
down in the audience at Stan's father and jokingly asked him if he wanted to be baptized. His father
said yes he would like to be baptized, but he felt totally unworthy. Elder Cowley then stood up and
said "Brother Curnow you let me and the Lord decide if you are worthy or not." He was baptized
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and has served faithfully many years including many years as a labor missionary. Stan told other
stories.
We arrived at Dannevirke for lunch at the chapel. The food was not only delicious but the
way they had arranged it on the tables was a feast for the eyes. As in other stops, old friendships
were renewed by some on the bus. Our host, Dick Marsh, then guided us over to Auntie Polly
Duncan's home. On the way we passed by the old Tamaki Chapel, where Elder Cowley organized
the first deacons quorum in New Zealand. Our host was the first president of the quorum. Deck and
his wife now live in the Duncan's home where he was raised. They maintained a bedroom as a
memorial to Matthew Cowley. Elder Cowley lived here 21 years and while here translated D & C
and the Pearl of Great Price. He also retranslated the Book of Mormon. The older Maoris helped
him with his translating. Brother Marsh told how because Elder Cowley was serving without purse
or script. The saints took care of him. He never lacked the basic necessities oflife including tires
and gas for his car.
On the final leg of our journey to Wellington, Grant Underwood presented his paper on
the beginning of the Church in New Zealand.
The next stop was the Porirua, Takupuwahia marae. Many of John Elkington's family were
here. It was interesting to see the women of the marae lead the greeting. In return our sisters led
our greeting in response.
After the welcome we had another delicious meal by the members of the marae.
After the meal talks were presented. One presenter explained the carvings and designs in
the marae. She said the marae is a gathering place, a place oflearning, a genealogy library. It is a
place to learn the cycle of life.
Most of us have heard the story of the baby who was brought to Elder Cowley who was
asked to give him a name and a blessing. The parents said, "By the way while you are giving him
his name, bless him to have his eye sight also. At the marae we met this man, Raha Wineera. He is
an uncle of John Elkington.
We then drove to the Willis Hotel in Wellington.
Tuesday, 23 April

Provided by Daniel Chase
On the bus at 8:45 in "look sharp" dress and we're off to Parliament. Once there, we're
greeted by Winston Peters who is Raewyn's cousin and a member of the For New Zealand party.
He answers our questions with aplomb and organizes us on the beautiful marble staircase for a
picture. Michael then takes half of the group and another tour guide the rest to lead us through the
three buildings. We visit the very modem Beehive, the Parliament Building which is a magnificent
marble structure and the restored Parliament library. A fire failed to destroy this largely cement
structure and the restoration is very true to the original. We are taken under the building to view
and be informed about the earthquake proofing of the building. Following this, we are introduced
to Albert Mackie, the other MP in Raewyn's family.
We almost forget our devotional but remember as we ride to the Te Papa Museum. Sister
Hunt leads us in "Oh How Lovely was the Morning." Daniel Chase offers prayer and Brother Hunt
tells a charming story encompassing the Articles of Faith and their simple clarity.
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The Te Papa Museum proves to be a treasure trove and somewhat a cross between a
traditional museum with scientific, historical, and cultural displays and a Disneyland like
presentation. The highlight for many is our trip to the storage area not often included on tours.
Here we are led through huge rooms containing row on row of Maori artifacts. The ages, styles,
and state of repair vary, but all are testament to the depth and richness of the culture. A favorite
feature is that we are allowed to open whatever drawers we choose and discover and share this
wealth with each other.
The rest of the day is spent as each person chooses. Some do laundry at the psychedelic
laundry. The Curnows and Pukahis are seen dining at a friendly local restaurant. Exploring
downtown is popular, but perhaps the largest number of us rest and rearrange our luggage.
The evening holds a great surprise. The Porirua marae bring lovely green stone and bone
jewelry. We jam one end hallway and Mike Foley's room as we peruse and purchase. Both sellers
and buyers go away feeling satisfied that they have been treated generously and have made a
good bargain as well.
Wednesday, 24 April

Provided by Wylie Swapp

We had a big breakfast at the Hotel Willis Lodge in Wellington. Everyone smiling
and nothing like a good start for the day.
We had our Devotional in the coach at the parking lot. Harold Pukahi conducting.
BJ Lee was the chorister. Opening hymn "Oh My Father", Lorene Pukahi gave the prayer and
spiritual thought from D&C 42:45-46 "Thou shalt live together in love, inasmuch that thou shalt
weep for the loss of them that die, and more especially for those that have not hope of a glorious
resurrection. And it shall come to pass that those that die in me shall not taste of death, for it shall
be sweet unto them."
It's a cloudy, cold, cold day. It's cold enough to wear a jacket or hands in the pocket.
We went to Mount Victoria and had a breath taking view of Wellington and snap pictures.
The roads are narrow and curbed. The site is so colorful by the trimming and the color of the roof
on the buildings.
Betty Versteeg presented
a paper on President H.
Clay Cummings.
Our trip from Wellington
to Taupo was a beautiful, scenic
ride with pasturelands with
cows and sheep. As someone
mentioned that the sheep look
like maggots on the hillside. I
noticed a pasture with brown
and white cows, black and white
cows, and Guernsey cows. Some
of the pasture grass looks like
Wellington
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green carpet. The grass looks thick There are patches of trees in the middle of the cow pasture
and it's beautiful. They have tree hedges that are trimmed. The houses are in the middle of the
pasture. This is country.
This is farming area with cantaloupes, blueberries, chestnuts, asparagus, strawberries,
and cows. There are also horses racing and horse farms in the area. Sister Delma and Brother
Kent Baldridge talked about some church history. We saw the first lama, the first chicks and
peacock on this trip. Some of the trees along the way are shedding its leaves and some are
turning color.
We traveled thru an area with Tongariro, Ngaruohoe, and Ruapehu mountains covered
in snow, traveled on Desert Road with tussock-covered scenery with rain and this scene
changes into a beautiful rolling hills, rivers, and valleys (gorges).
As we came out of the beautiful mountains and rolling hills into a calm beautiful Lake
Taupo. This lake is New Zealand's biggest and they fish for trout there.
We are staying at Twin Peaks Lakeside Inn. We had some Maori music by Tai, Coach
Manager, and sing along by Brother Wylie Swapp.
Thursday, 25 April - National ANZAC Holiday

Provided by Ken Baldridge

After a scrumptious breakfast we pulled away from the Twin Peaks Motel at 9:00-ish. The
light drizzle accompanied us north on Highway 1, just north of Lake Tau po, where we headed west
over back roads, past Mangakino and Bennydale, then north on Highway 3 to Te Kuiti, west again to
Waitomo Caves, back to Highway 3, lunch stop at Regent Cafe, and then north to Temple View.
Delma Baldridge conducted the devotional. Mike Foley led us in "High on A Mountain Top"
after which Ken Baldridge gave the prayer. Stella Keil told of the significance of ANZAC Day
(Australian and New Zealand Army Corps) commemorating the tragic landing at Gallipoli, Turkey
in 1915. She told of the dawn parades conducted by the Returned Servicemen's Association. Ken
Baldridge added how impressed he and Delma were on traveling through New Zealand in the 60's,
how many New Zealand servicemen were listed on the war memorial that every town seemed to
have.
Ken then shared his understanding of kia ngawari, the Maori concept so often emphasized
by Tumuaki Matthew Cowley. Although, as Colin and Stan pointed out the word translates as
"humility." Ken broadened it to include helpfulness, kindness, cooperation, consideration for
others, sharing, generosity, hospitality, courtesy, and love as described to him 40 years ago by
Turi Elkington of D'Urville Island. Ken then gave examples of "Kea Ngawari" as demonstrated by
various members of our group and concluded by complimenting the entire group for getting along
so well for such a long time together.
One stop at Waitomo Caves was pleasant in spite of the steady drizzle. We had the
opportunity of singing, "I Am a Child of God" and "Hawaii Ponoi" in the large chamber, much to the
delight of other tourists. The glow of the larvae is effective attracting flies and other insects, which
think the light is a way out of the dark cavern. As they move toward the light they become trapped
in the "fishing lines" lowered by the glow worms, which are then reeled in and then lowered again
after the "meal" has been consumed.

Traveling on through the rough hill terrain of the King Country we stopped for lunch at
Otorohanga before continuing on to Te Awamutu and a short stop at the community's rose
garden, still quite lovely in spite of the lateness of the season.
Out of the hill country bush, we passed paddocks where Romney sheep and Holstein
dairy cows enjoyed grazing. We even saw a couple of the many New Zealand deer farms, as well
as some well- fed Herefords.
En route Mike Foley gave a well-received presentation on the Polynesian languages, their
differences and similarities, such as the Maori "r" and the Hawaiian "l" (aroha vs aloha) also the k
and the t.
We stayed on the back roads, crossing the peak lands into Temple View by Collins Road for
a photo shop in front of the temple where Tai, Doobie (Do-B), and Sister Noelene Thompson, an
old friend of the Baldridges took photos with everyone's cameras. Charlotte and Sam Timu were
there to turn their car over to the Baldridges to use the remaining time they are to be in New
Zealand. Then, on into Hamilton to the very comfortable Ventura Hotel regarded by some as our
most comfortable "digs" of the tour.
Today is the Ngakuru's anniversary, but unfortunately missed out on the surprise dinner
the group had planned for them. John Elkington, the Baldridges, Moffats, and the Underwoods
visited family and friends in Temple View.
Provided by Mike Foley

The day dawned gray and drizzly, obscuring the view across Lake Tau po.
Following a traditional New Zealand breakfast, we rolled out toward Wai to mo Caves.

)
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During the devotional, Delma Baldridge pointed out that today's weather was "very, very
typical." Also no part of the devotional, Stella Keil- who grew up in New Zealand, explained that
today is the National ANZAC holiday, in honor of the combined Australian and New Zealand man
who had served in armed conflicts since WWII. She said over 30,000 New Zealand men had been
killed in battle, and that the red poppy flower she wore was symbolic of the poppies growing in
Flanders field and the blood that flowed there.
Stella said that typically every little community has some type of a war memorial, and on
ANZAC day all the returned servicemen (RS Assn.) will usually march to the memorial and lay
wreaths. There are also sporting events and lots of drinking at the RSA halls.
Ken Baldridge explained that ANZAC Day is "kind of a combination of Veteran's Day and
Memorial Day." Today, most stores are closed to 1:00 pm.
We arrived at Waitomo Cave - one of New Zealand's most popular visitor attractions - at
11:30 am. There were at least 3 other large motor coaches there at the same time, including
tourists from China and Korea. Tai explained that Waitomo means "water hole" in Maori, referring
to the underground river that flowed into a hole, curving out a limestone cavern.
A Maori guide led us through the caverns to the "cathedral" - the largest chamber - at 50'
high and 160' long, where our group sang "Hawaii Ponoi" and "I am a Child of God." We then said
how the glowworms set "fishing lines" to trap flying insects that are attracted to their
bioluminescence.
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Next, we boarded large boats, which the guide pulled through the cave with
overhead ropes.
As we left the dock and entered the darkest part of the cave, the thousands and
thousands of glowworms were like stars in the night sky. The guide had explained we had to be
quiet, as the worm would "turn off to loud noise.
Leaving Waitomo, we drove to Otorohanga for lunch. Kieth Pierce explained when he
was a missionary there; nobody would talk to them until they started playing softball with the
kids.
Next we stopped at Te Awamutu to visit the city rose garden. Then, enroute to Hamilton
Mike Foley gave a presentation on comparative Polynesian linguistics.
We took group photos in front of the Temple in Hamilton, and the rest of the
afternoon and evening was free.
Friday, 26 April

Provided by John Olszowka
Impressions: Ifl were married to a New Zealand girl it would be hard to stay/live in
Hawaii if she wanted to stay/live somewhere here. The land is green and lush. I'd have to get use
to driving on the left.
Although the itinerary said to leave the Ventura Hotel here in Hamilton (A beautiful hotel,
we had been here before, just built in Nov. 2001.) At 8 a.m., we left at 9 a.m. with the Chase's last on
board. A temperature of 19 degrees, over cast skies, and light drizzle. We got offlate because
Brother Merlin Waite and Rex Frandsen gave a blessing to Paul Versteeg. (Paul seemed fine the
whole day). As we pulled away from the hotel, Raewyn Shelford announced that we would not see
the Maori Queen due to a funeral at her marae. There was much discussion back and forth of what
should we do next. Do we visit the museum or go shopping. Shopping won. We dropped off Stella
Keil in the bus terminal. She left our group to visit her mom in New Plymouth. The morning
devotional was conducted by Grand Underwood. The opening song was Hymn 83, everyone got a
copy, "Guide Us, 0 Thou Great Jehovah" then an opening prayer by Sheree Underwood and a
spiritual thought by Josephine Bird (Thought: What a Blessing To Be On This Trip).
Riley Moffat came to the front of the bus, sat in Collin Shelford's seat and presented his
paper along with a handout called: "Andrew Jenson History of New Zealand in 1895."
By then we reached the Manakau Shopping Mall. It was huge and very much "American
style" i.e. 2 floors and an enclosed food court with McDonalds (They are ever yummy, have you
tried the kiwi burger?) Burger King - what I enjoyed was a fish stand selling raw fish in coconut
juice for $5 NZ a pound.
We loaded the bus and went down the road to an all fabric store and many of the ladies
ended up buying Polynesian/Maori fabric.
With Faith Wrathall kept an eye out for plants and Wylie Swapp formulated a possible
paper "How the LOS Church Encourages the Development of Talent Among the Saints."
We were bused all around till we got to the Papakura marae -A beautiful marae - big
parking lot -lots of well maintained buildings - eating hall, main marae, a building for arts and
crafts, a health center with doctor's offices. We were welcomed into the smaller arts and crafts
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building (They were expecting 15 and 40 of us showed up). They then
moved us to the big building and discussed in detail the carvings,
pictures, artwork around their marae (The carving of the jumbo 747 and
waka canoe; taking the best from both the old and the new).
Afterwards we went to town for kai (food) and came back at 6:50
pm for Herewini Jones. After the introductions (in Maori) he started at
7:30 pm, one rest hymn, then pau (finish) at 10:15 pm - home by 11:05
pm and right to bed we skipped the kai (food). He was very well versed
and the Power Point presentation was much better than using overlay
transparencies. He was serious - no nonsense look on his face. Brother
Jones used Cy Bridges of Hauula (PCC Hawaiian Village) as a cultural
Herewini Jones
expert. Jones went into detail explaining the tattoo face "moko" and told the youth not to tattoo
the body. From time to time you could hear the rain coming down hard on the metal roof.
Saturday, 27 April
Provided by Lila Waite

This was the last full day of our trip to New Zealand. It was spent shopping and touring in
Auckland. We left early to get to the swap meet at Otara where we finished up buying most of the
green stone and bone in New Zealand!! Some found other treasures: bandanas, tablecloths, more
fabric, suitcases (to haul all the loot home in), dresses, T-shirts, steamed puddings, and bags of
Rose apples. The apples were so sweet and crunchy, fresh off the tree.
From there we went to the Auckland Museum, which was wonderful, with a wide variety of
displays, from Maori carvings to a Holocaust display. It was as rich in interesting displays as the
vault portion of the Te Papa Museum was.
From there we went to Victoria Street for more shopping. By the time the feet were
getting weary and the pockets were very light - But we saved enough for one last stop - Pac &
Save - the "candy store." Enough cases of candy and a few of butter were purchased in 20 minutes
to feed all the children in Hawaii! We got a few stares, but most shrugged and thought "Tourists!"
Then it was home to the hotel and out again for our "last supper" at Best Western Hotel.
It was a full, rich, happy day.

Special Experience
Friday, 18 April '02
Provided by Margaret Enos

After sleeping in Paihia, we left for Waitangi, the Treaty House. After visiting the House
(Museum), the marae on the grounds, and also the canoe house where the long canoe was on
display. I then left for the gift shop and to our coach (bus).
As I looked around I came (across a picture of a chief name Chief Hapuku of Hawkes Bay. I
got excited, no camera, and we had to leave. So I was told Hawkes Bay is where Hastings is and we
will be staying for a night. But then in Wellington is where we will stay also. And visit Te Papa
Museum after the Parliament.

)
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Tuesday, 23 April '02

Today we went to the Parliament. That was good and informative. Took pictures. We also
went to Te Papa Museum. We got there at the Parliament about 9:30 am.
So we went up to the Parliament Building and met Raewyn's cousin Peters then we talked a
while and then we went to the Library Building and House, select Committee rooms. After, back to
the parliament Building to hear another cousin. Very distinguished men-Maori.
We left there and went to Te Papa Museum about 10-15 minutes down the road.
We, Eunice Kahookele McElroy, my roommate, and I went to the 4th level on the elevator;
it has 6 levels. It was a beautiful display of the Tuhoe Tribe. Native plant pictures on display.
We walked where the living dwelling is. This display was well done. Then to the Discovery
Room. This is where children's books and displays of the artwork from school children are at.
Seated at the table are 2 women, a younger one worked there (dressed in a black dress) and the
older one about 35/40 years old. They are cousins and she works as the Curator of the National
Library - Archives of Wellington. They were about to leave.
I told them I wanted to know where are the pictures of chiefs, if any, and I was looking for
Chief Hapuku's picture, which I seen at Waitangi - Treaty House Gift Shop. I got excited.
Well, they suggested I go to the Library. I told them my great-great-grandfather's name Hapuku Opumu Mano Kalanipo. They looked at each other and was surprised when I mentioned
that name. They said they are Hapuku's family. I then was shocked! So the older one, Te Koha
Teraho took me with her to the National Library, which was about 10-15 minutes down the road,
near the Parliament Building. I was so excited! As we entered the Archives I got chicken skin. So
there was a rock on the right side of the door and she rubbed her hand on it and I did, too.
We walked inside and saw many large size pictures on the wall of the family of Chief
Hapuku and also another individual whaanga, whose grandson sent all his genealogy to Salt Lake
City. I had a good experience today. Te Koha took me back to the (bus) coach.
She gave me a poster of Chief Hapuku's granddaughter. I will take it home to Hawaii.
I gave her a box of Macadamia Nuts Caramacs of Maui candies.
We took pictures together and said our good-byes. I cannot believe this happened to me
today.
Got in the bus and cannot believe what happened to me in the past hour. Amazing!!!
Friday, 26 April

We went to Papakura marae this evening. The main speaker was Herewini Jones. I spoke
with him and his wife's genealogy is Chief Hapuku. I'm really appreciative of this experience. I
wish to make contact with her in the future.
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Awarua Chapel

A

(Who?): Brothers and sisters
and friends, I acknowledge our
Heavenly Father for the blessings that
bring you people here to Awarua. Now,
I have just arrived back from
Wellington and I heard that this
Hawaiian group was coming from
Hawaii. The first thing that went
through my mind is Elder Forsythe, a
great missionary way back in the SO's;
he taught me how to strum a ukulele
and I have brought my ukulele and my
guitar and will sing you a few Hawaiian
songs. So, nevertheless, I acknowledge
also our patriarch Patariki Wihongi
Awarua Branch
on the stand and I am acting on
behalf of the branch presidency, they're all at work. I am the high priest group leader. So it's an
honor and privilege to welcome you here to our valley. And when that bus was reversing down,
down that driveway there, my tears, I was full of tears.
My mother went to the Hawaiian Temple in 1954 and they converted the Oronsay into a
luxury liner. So my mother didn't know how to use the dollar and she didn't know how to speak the
language but she still went to Hawaii. There are very fond memories of when we bid her farewell at
the Auckland port there. And that liner, what a sight. That boat when it took off from Auckland,
from the wharf, it was a big boat, and suddenly it was just a little speck going over the horizon.
I come from a big family of eighteen. I am number sixteen in the family out of ten boys and
eight girls. And, when dad passed away his greatest ambition was to take my dad and them to the
Hawaiian Temple. And the Hawaiian Temple meant a lot to our family, to the Taylor family. I am
really happy to see all of you people, we're all relatives.
Herewini Jones, a great young man who knew the history of our forefathers way back to
Egypt and right back to Israel when Moses was driven out, and we did a lot of the genealogy on our
forefather's interest. So Hawaii is all included on the Pacific Island right down to Aotearoa. You
people are very blessed to come to this beautiful country of ours, Aotearoa. It's a beautiful place
here and you never know, maybe one day I might come visit your beautiful country, too. But I hope
you enjoy your stay for your short visit here with us. May the blessing of Heavenly Father continue
to bless you as you travel through this land of Aotearoa I humbly pray in the name of Jesus Christ,
amen. Now I would like to pass the time to Patriarch Wihongi to address us, thank you.
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Patariki Wihongi: Welcome to our ward,
brothers and sisters. For those of you who are from
Hawaii: Aloha! I like this expression very much. Aroha
nui, which is the same in Aotearoa. Aloha! What a good
one! What a good response.
I acknowledge those people here, especially
Brother Colin Shelford, one of our boys from here, and
Sister Raewyn, the one who has been alongside of him
through his journey through life which has taken him to
the area of the prophets of the Church. What a great
achievement for one of our own young men here. His
older brother served in the branch as a branch president
in 1967. James Shelford, he moved from place to place. At
one stage they were in Dargaville for years and as branch
president during my time as district president and he was
Patriarch Patariki Wihongi, Awarua
in the area. And he kept on moving, he hasn't stopped;
he listened to the call, he obeyed the call of the Church
when he was called to go to the Cook Islands. He served there and then coming back, he was back
again to Hawaii. And each time he had something new each the time and as he returned this time,
we are told that he's going on now to become a patriarch; what a great achievement for one of our
own.
Awarua is just what we call this place here. Your driver here probably has mentioned to
you: you're going down to the winterless North. What a wonderful place; you have to live here to
really appreciate it but if you are new to Awarua you wouldn't think that it's a winterless option this
is indeed the winterless north. It rains sometimes, you forget to turn the tap off but most of times,
yes.
The branch it was formed in 1898. The first president was a Wihongi, a man who was an
ordained minister of the Church of England. He was leaving in Kaikohe at that time. And then he had
part of his flock out here in Awarua. While in Kaikohe he met the missionaries there. Of course, he
was a man who had a good education and trained for the ministry. And as he talked to the
missionaries, oh, something clicked. He was quick to grasp the message and admittedly it took a
little bit of interpretation but it clicked straightaway. But anyhow, that didn't convince him and he
waited until he came out here to visit some of his folk. In the meantime his sister Mary Whaanga
had already migrated to America to live. His sister Mary had migrated there. And, of course, his
brother, Hirini Whaanga, and his father were due to come back and said "Now, when you come back
there's a conference about fourteen miles away. Come over there with your collar turned back from
front and I'll be there. There's ministers thereto meet you there and here are a few things that I
want to confirm. It regards the message of the missionaries. I'm not so sure if you're telling me or
pulling my leg, or whatever it may be, I want to confirm a few facts so that when he did come there,
he met his brother Hirini Whaanga and he was convinced that the missionaries were telling the
truth a day after they journeyed there. Then this man, he didn't know and he had his collar turned
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round the wrong way. He turned his collar the right way and added a tie to it and said "Look, a
beautiful sight there, I didn't realize that I was doing the wrong thing putting my collar the other
way." So, in seeing the light, once he saw his picture there he never asked "Why". Wonderful man.
We had fifty-one years with him. He became the first president of the branch. It will take me about
two hours of your time to relate all of the instances this great man did for the branch at that time.
Two families were here; one was the Heperi and the Wihongi. They intermarried and they
were the happiest, they mingled together and the branch president here now is a Te Hape and a
Wihongi. This Wihongi family you could find in America. Right in Salt Lake they have thirty families
of Wihongi right there. I wished to tell you that one. Thirty families ofWihongi descendants.

)

)
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But as far as the branch was concerned, the children of Israel wandered in the wilderness
for forty- five years they had been taught certain lessons to be obedient. And the Lord kept them
there. Our biggest challenge was to become a ward. We've gone our first hundred years and our
second hundred years and we haven't achieved that. What a challenge to us. What a sign of
disobedience. What a sign of not being converted when the Lord said "When thou art converted,
strengthen thy brethren." Not converted when it comes to home teaching. Not converted when we
won't listen to the word when man cannot live by bread but alone but every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of God. They forget that the branch president that he has the word of God; they are
not prepared. So for that purpose we have been kept a branch longer than the original family of
Israel there forty-five years. A hundred and two years we haven't learned our lesson yet. Oh, what a
thing it is. I realized that there are some, many returned missionaries, kia ora kou tou. Kia ora
returned missionaries. Bro. Curnow, I think of your dad. Although I lost a bit of my hearing, the
most important part of the Gospel of Jesus Christ I can never erase is no matter how handicapped I
am with my hearing, my testimony of the Gospel of Jesus Christ means everything. I recognize
Brother Elkington.
The branch grew for the
firstten years up to 110. It kept
growing. Around 194 7 we
reached two hundred-and fifty. So
they decided to make application.
Actually we didn't qualify for it.
But they said since we've been
organized and contributing to the
funds of the Church we'll have to
give you a bigger chapel. So they
had worked it out and they
applied for a new chapel. This
man here he's dead, just buried;
he may be the oldest son. He was
called on a mission. He hadn't
Awarua Branch Chapel
started to settle down in life, so
when the mission president said "Hey, come over here; I got a job." He was a good carpenter there
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but only in a young way so he said "I want you to travel over to Awarua, build a chapel." Now this
section here from there to back there all the way right through to the back, that's the original
building. The first of the chapel building program of the Church in New Zealand
Now when they got to Hawaii in 1958, 59, and 60, I was in charge of the missionaries. There were
100 young men and 25 married couples that were engaged in the work which sometimes sent them
over to the islands to help assist with the building there. Now there were an instance when they
were in the construction of, the completion of the Center, the Hawaii cultural center there. And
there's part of the dormatories for the school there so they called to help. So I selected one to eleven
young men to go to Hawaii; so I sent them there. At the end of three years I prepared the releases
for those boys and how many came back? One, two, three elder elderly ones. I don't know if they are
still there. But one came back but when I prepared the release sent to them one, two, three
responded and came back. One was my own son, he came back. Eight would never come home. I am
certain they did a good job there. That's my feeling about that. I have had the opportunity of going
to the States as well as one of the first bishops in New Zealand here. But since the organizing of the
first stake in New Zealand - the Auckland Stake - I was one of those bishops who went to the first
conference. I visited, of course, in Hawaii. And we had the chance to travel and visiting all the
temples since. Oh they then gave me an awful treat there and took me there to all the temples. Then
when I became a patriarch in 1969, again I was invited to go back there, to go through again, going
to those areas. And paid another visit and on occasion all the temples again but the Hawaii one, of
course, was wonderful.
I'm sure that you may have heard that the gospel of Jesus Christ means everything. Let me
tell you one instance. This man, this first man, Elder Wihongi, he was such a scholar he had studied
for the ministry but he was a severe man. When a person, during his time as the first president, tell
him a lie once, he would give you one warning, tell another lie, excommunicated from the Church.
That he brought from his belief in the Church of England. He would only give them one chance. Tell
a lie, or swear, he would give you a "don't do it again". Next time, well, out you go. Oh my word,
there wouldn't be very many of us here or in the Church. There won't be eleven million anyhow,
there might be six million, somewhere round about there. You ask yourself how honest you are or
I'll ask myself- no, not a hundred percent. With the gospel ofJesus Christ you're given the
opportunity when you do bad we have the opportunity for reproving ourselves. None ofus are
perfect and if there is anyone in my area, I am certain that when any one of us has made mistakes I
take the proper action. Because the gospel of Jesus Christ is a gospel of repentance, my policy is
quick! Quick repentance. As soon as I do it, I'm repented. And that is the gospel of Jesus Christ.
My dad prepared to go to Hawaii; prepared all of these papers all his passports right through the
week that he was supposed to go at home they still having little korero with each other; they hadn't
reached the perfection as far as man and wife is concerned. He felt that he was not good enough. Oh,
if we all have to wait for that my brothers and sisters, what would happen? He thought that a
person, once you joined the Church, is perfect. He didn't see perfection. This is where you learn to
perfect yourself. The opportunities extended to you once you go into the waters of baptism now is
the opportunity for you to bring about that perfection. "Be ye therefore perfect even as your Father
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which is in Heaven is perfect. " Even if you have to stand there until you come to the end of the
world, you'll never land anywhere.
I leave you with this testimony, my brothers and sisters; I know that the gospel is true. You
know it's one thing at my age and my impression of it as a patriarch. I'm just a couple months short
of 90 at the present moment. But as far as the gospel is concerned be careful to stick to the law of
the Lord. A lawyer had a quick question ofJesus: "'What is the greatest commandment, 0 Lord?'
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all of thy might, and with all thy soul."' And
the second verse is like unto it "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself' And the last one here is the
most important. You see my neighbor there; you go and do something for that person. The
medication that will come to your heart is something that has confounded the doctors; they don't
know what it is. "Thou shalt love thy neighbor", that's what is keeping me going. I don't take any
medication. The only medication that I tried is because the fat guy said I talked too much. My doctor
said to me "Your heart is a hundred percent. Your heart will live another hundred years. You don't
need any medication." But I discovered that he put me on a trial. Go away somewhere and don't talk
because I was in the process ofraising children, grandchildren. I talked to him, "What's your
problem you go to huis?" I said "No, huis is not on my program." But I talked to the boys, two boys
I've raised "Alright, try and get out. Can you do it?" I said "Yes sir". I get on my machine. Spend a day
there, don't talk to my machine. After a week, he went and took my blood pressure and he said
"There, I proved to you. You talk too much." I was happy. And he said "Now, I don't want to restrict
you from enjoying yourself having and enjoying your talks. I'll give you these two to safely regulate
your day. Now you take two of those each day and now you can talk to people now." And I said,
"Thank you very much, Doctor, thank you very much. I'll do that."
The Gospel of Jesus Christ means everything. Life itself would be empty. Life itself would
empty without the Gospel of Jesus Christ. In Awarua it's the only thing that we can tell that means a
lot. But as far as prophecies are concerned, the gospel of Jesus Christ is everything as far as you're
concerned. And I leave you with this testimony. I promise that if you're suffering from any ailment
whatsoever, have faith. I have proved to you that it helped my heart tick this long and it will help
keep you on your feet. This love will help you when you're unemployed or when life, even at this
present moment. On Saturday, one of my grandsons who is in the police force and I stood with him;
he had one chainsaw and I had one. I stood the day with him.

)
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My friends, I spend my time giving service to my neighbor. That's what is keeping me alive.
If any one of you want to try it, do so. I am happy to tell you, before you try, it will bring you the
greatest comfort you have ever had in this life giving service to your fellow man. And I leave you
this testimony, thank you all for coming here. We've prepared for you to come to this little locality.
And I leave you this testimony in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.
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Maromaku Chapel
Les Going: The Church in the Valley here goes back to 1910 when my grandfather moved

into the valley. His life in the church began way back in 1890 and he lived in a different area at the
time, but when he moved here then he began the Church in this area.
You'll see over here a photo of home and a bit of the original home and a bit of the history
surrounding this area. For many years the meetings were just held in his home and if you had time
you'd see it up in the hill, but there's a good photo of it there. And his home was also the
headquarters for the missionaries.
Now to set everything in motion Ken is going to lead us in a song and we'll have a prayer so
that everything's in order
I see a few familiar faces here. I'd tell you a few stories about Colin Shelford there if we had
time and Brother Curnow over there. When I was in Hamilton on a mission his Dad and Mum were
the stalwarts there and there were only about half a dozen families at the most, not even that. If
you go to Hamilton now you'll see a number of stakes and numerous wards and branches. So the
church has grown, particularly in that area and also in Auckland and throughout New Zealand.
In the country area, people drive up the road here and nearly drop out of their skins when
they see a big chapel right out here in the country because it's not seen very often these days. And
we have to admit were struggling for numbers because in the country area you can only absorb a
certain number of people and the rest have to go to town to work. And we're fortunate to have
some who work in town and come back to help support the area.
As I was saying as the church in this area began with my grandfather and grandmother.
Their photos are over there. When they joined the church they were told by their parents, they
didn't come home or come back. But their parents did mellow a little over the years, but never
were totally receptive to the gospel. But my grandfather did have two sisters who also joined the
Church so, there was a special spirit there I'm sure.
He had a large family and
unfortunately or fortunately, however
you want to look at it half of them
went to the states. It was in those
early days when people were
encouraged to immigrate to Zion, to
build up Zion. So half my
grandfather's family went to America
and another half remained here in the
valley and built up the Church here to
what it is today.
My Dad. I'm the member of a
family of 12, 13 actually if you're
counting the ones that passed away.
And so I've now inherited the
Les Going (left) at Maromaku with the Evanses
responsibility. I suppose you'll
call it, the title, of being the patriarch of the Going clan there in America. I'm the oldest going, living
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here. It is quite a responsibility, but today some of the younger generation are not quite as faithful
as they might be.
In the early days we'd almost claim 100% activity, but that's something that has slid away
unfortunately and something we have to work on, of course, as they do in many other areas. But
we're grateful for the gospel. We have a rich life in the Church. I've had the fortune always of
having plenty of Church assignments to keep me busy and to keep the Spirit alive. And that's what
it's all about. Is the more you're involved, the more you get from the Church and the more you're
able to be blessed in so many ways.
And so, still forging on here, we have a beautiful chapel. Not being as filled as well as we'd
like it to be. But we've tried to keep the flag drawn so to speak and keep the gospel alive and give
the younger generation especially the opportunity and the teachings, which are important, which
will enable them to make right choices hopefully, but they all have their free agency and sometimes
we struggle a little.
So, welcome. There are a few photos around here and things displayed that we've tried to
portray to help you to understand a little bit the history of the Church here. Are there any
questions anyone would like to ask? Have you got anything?
What year was your chapel built?
The first one?
Yeah.
The first one was built in 1939 and dedicated in 1940 by Matthew Cowley on October the
6th. Now my grandfather donated all the timber and supervised the getting out of the logs and
what not and the milling of it and unfortunately he died just before the chapel was completed. He'd
been crippled for a number of years with arthritis he'd been on crutches for a number of years. But
he did have the pleasure of knowing that the chapel was being built and it was to be there to bless
his family and any others who wanted to be part of the church.
This was the chapel here ... ?
We did have additions to that original chapel around 1952 I think, which kept us going until
the time came for the building of a brand new building.
When was it built? Tell them where the building is now ...
The main part of the building is just across the road. A lot of the members were very lucky
to see that old chapel go off to the side, but you have to give way to sentiment. If we had kept it the
Church would have had two chapels to maintain and it would eventually have come to need repair.
So we had to take the, bite the bullet, so to speak. And the chapel, the stage part was cut off, and the
new additions were cut off, and that original part was put on a couple of big log skids and hauled
over there with a bulldozer where I re blocked it and have tried to preserve it. It's all kauri, the
timber, it will last forever as long as it's looked after. So it's there for a memory when I've gone and
the next generation or two come. Yes.
Could you introduce your family members to us please?
I'm sorry. Here's Mum over here. She's 94. That's my Dad's second wife, my step mother.
This is my oldest sister, Phy!, my younger brother Mervin, of the first family. Of the second family
we've got Ken here at the moment. Sid's busy milking cows and Ron's over in Aspen, and the girls,
well I don't know where they're at today, at work I guess. So, some of the family has passed on, my
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older sister Lois, my oldest brother Ray, was killed at the war, and Velma of the second family was
killed in a car accident.
Any other questions?
Yeah, just to go a little bit further than what we have done we can really say that this lovely
lady here who is 93 years old actually brought these children up as well as myself and our 6, so there's
not too many women who can do that...
How many children did Roland have?
Only 13
And somebody said 2 Jami/es or 3 families?
2 Jami/es. Lot 1 and Lot 2.
6 in each family that were raised because my little brother got drowned when he was an infant,
when he was really young.
And Merlin here is the baby of Lot 1.
They did grow up together as a happy family and we've remain that way, supporting and
sustaining each other. See that's on my Dad's home farm. My Dad's let me have 70 acres up here,
which I purchased and started off on. And we've had to expand up the valley further and we now
have about 1000 acres so quite a bit of bush and stuff, but we didn't, I didn't want to leave the
valley. It was my home. And so we roughed it out for a few years, but it eventually became right
when it was time to retire, I suppose.
I wonder if we could ask Ken to tell us just a little bit about the football legacy?
Oh, I better tell that. He might get carried away.
Ken: Oh, we were lucky. We were just lucky.
They were born at the right time. My Dad never came and watched me play one game of
rugby, but he never missed this one's. They reckon they were better than me, but I think Sid is wellknow that he was an All-Black for a number of years as a half-back. Ken and Brian were also,
excellent rugby players. They have a good combination and that goes a long way with making a
good player if you've got that right teamwork and they worked together in the back and did some
pretty fancy moves and made a good name for themselves.
They opened a lot of doors for the missionaries.
Yes, that's right.
I was a missionary here at the time. And I know, a lot of doors were opened when they would
say, "Well, aren't the Goings Mormons?" And we'd say "Yes, let us come in and tell you about them".
That is right. They lived to what they believe in that they didn't play on Sunday. Now, today
they're making excuses that rugby is a professional game and it's their work and so they justify
playing on Sunday, but that's the attitude of some. It's a thing, it's a conscience thing I'm sure. And
I'm sure those who still refrain from playing on Sunday will be blessed for that example. Yes.
I don't know what happened here, but a group knew about Sid Going being a companion on his
mission with Morris Graham.
Yes, well Sid served a mission in Canada for two years and put his rugby on hold, and he was
criticized for it because he was quite brilliant at college in that stage. Then I have another nephew,
Gloria's son, who did the same thing. He put his rugby on hold for two years to serve a mission and
he didn't lose anything from it except he kept his body in better shape. Rugby kind of knocks you
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about these days. I've tried to talk my nephews into giving it away because I don't believe our
bodies are made to go through what rugby makes them go through these days.
Well, I don't know.
Just take a look there.
At the time you tell us, no helmets. No, pads.
Do they play meaner now then they used to? I mean is it a harder game now?
It's professional. And you've got to perform or you're out. So they've got to put more into it
I believe. When I played rugby we played for sport and for a bit of fun. But the fun's gone. As far as
my observation. It's like anything else that's professional. It's got to be all in or you're out.
Colin: You may want to tell them the story about, that came out a few years ago, in the
Instructor that the Church published about this area when we had that drought and a lot of the area
was drying up except the Maromaku Valley. And it was taking loads of hay down to the Waikato area
to keep the industry and producing down there.
We have experienced a number of droughts. I don't know that. We had a person that lived
in the valley. He was a non-member. Every time we had a drought he would approach someone in
the Church and say, "When are you fellas going to have a fast for rain." So there was a little bit in
that. We believe that the power of fasting and prayer is still genuine. While we don't always get
what we'd like to get there are many times when we have been blessed in that respect through
fasting in time when there's been a real need for it.
(Further explanation of hay being sent on Saturday from other audience member and brief
response that hay was not harvested on Sunday.)
Do you have a count of the posterity, of the total number of posterity alive today from your
grandparents?
Well, I haven't counted them up. We have more recorded in a book. We have a Going
reunion every five years of my grandfather's parents descendants and in that book we have listed
most of Percy's ancestors or progeny. I haven't counted it up recently, but in that book Percy is the
most prolific. Percy and his sister who married a Finlinson and then they're all in the States. They
are the two most prolific family people in John Going's family.
Where's Dinks?
I don't know where Dinks is.
She went to the funeral.
The daughter in laws mother had an accident I think and the funeral is today. Yes.
You've taught the Going to come back to the reunion. Do they come?
We've had representatives come from time to time, but we only had one come from the
states this year and that was *Bonnie Thompson, who is from one of *John Going's daughter's
family, Jesse's granddaughter. Earlier on reunions had been going since 1972, earlier on we had a
lot come from the states, but a lot of the older generation. It's hard to believe that I'm the older
generation now or we're the older generation and the previous generation, she's the only one's
that's left. So, it's about 30 years.
How many years were you listed as the secretary of the mission? 16 years is a lot of time when
/was young.
I graduated from being district secretary and stake clerk and finally ended up as stake
president and now I'm stake patriarch, which is sort of a lot.
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You were mission secretary too weren't you?
Mission recorder, yeah.
For how long?
Well, I don't know. It was from the time, President Simpson's time, till the time the mission
was abandoned or replaced by a stake. I kept the membership records for the whole area for years
and years. Even the five years I was branch president they still elected me to do the mission
recording so consequently I know an awful lot of people. Yes.
Would this be the area of chapel that Matthew Cowley speaks of, the membership, the lumber.
He doesn't name the place.
That was the third original chapel. The story goes Matthew Cowley wrote back to the
brethren for approval, but before the approval came through the chapel was built. It costs the
Church very little because the timber was donated and a lot of the labor was donated and it was a
very satisfactory situation. In fact, Matthew Cowley said that he made the recommendation that the
local people wouldn't have to make any further contributions. In those days the units paid a certain
percentage and the Church paid a certain percentage, and it's all changed as well, changed quite a
bit today. Yes.
Do you have any missionaries now, sister missionaries, missionary couples assigned to this
chapel?
No, we share missionaries with a couple other units, but there are two missionaries who
come here, probably every second week or so at the most.
So, what year was this chapel completed? The new one?
1968 I think. Well this chapel only came to the end here originally and then they added, did
some additions on that side and then they did the additions around this side a third time. So, we've
really been blessed with those facilities.
Approximately, how many members in the ward?
How many members? I think it's about 120. I thought that the actual membership is about
150, but we don't really often get even 100 because we have an outlying area and it's inactive
members that are not participating, but we'd like to see it bigger. It's probably the smallest ward in
the Church. We don't meet the requirements as far as members go to be a ward if you were setting
out now, but that's only a technical thing really. Well the Hays have all gone. There's only one of
the Masons left. They've all moved away for employment or some moved down to Temple View.
Quite a few families moved down to Temple View. But all the Hay children when they married they
moved to Auckland and Stan at Hastings has remarried and he's at Hastings with Joe. Joe had the
farm and he moved to Temple View. It's a bit of a sad story. We don't like seeing farm property that
belonged to members going out of the members, but that happened with the Hay farm.
I have a boy that works in the Maori Village, his name is Johnny. ..sent him on a
mission ...Johnny from Solomon Islands.
He's over there, we know he's over there ... George and Pam
(Broken Discussion)
Okay well, I guess you folk are pressed for time a bit so if you'd like to just browse around
there and see anything that may interest you.
Rex Frandsen: On behalf of our group, Brother Going, we would like to present to you this book
it's a confirmation of most of our proceedings up to this point we're also very privileged at this time to
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have the editor Brother Underwood and he also signed this for you. Grant do you have anything you'd
like to say?
Grant Underwood: It's a pleasure and privilege to finally come here after having read about a
certain event or a certain place, it always seems like it's a story or almost a myth until you arrive there
and you see the people. And it's a real pleasure for me, it's a real moving experience to be here in this
beautiful valley and to sense the faith, the cumulative combined faith of wonderful people, a wonderful
family over many, many,years and it's just been a treat, thank you for allowing us to be here.
Thank you for coming it's our great pleasure to have you here.
Just to introduce one more person, we have the vice president from BYU.
Kirk Evans: it's a pleasure to be here, thanks for being so hospitable.
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Whangarei Stake Center
Monsey Anaru: We have a saying in New Zealand among the Maori people, which goes
something like this: Kia poto tonu te okou to paipa kie maha nai waha. Translated: we're happy to
see you, extremely happy. Especially when you're handed some candy and things like that.
Literally, that means: have a short stalk on your pipe to retain the warmth closer to your mouth.
So, I hope that I'm not going to speak for too long. I have all my notes with me. The first meeting
place in Whangarei was a street by the central Baptist Church there where the Osbourne family
used to live, was a pakeha family, a haole family. That was the first family.
Then the Jones family were converted to the Church. And we met at 6 7 Kama Road where
there is a motel there. There's no more Jones home there. From there the Church began to grow.
We met in the Friendly Society Hall, we met in the Ambulance Hall, we met in the hall in Norfolk
Street, belonging ... that's too long ago now. And then the Church, because of the growth of the
Church here, the Church decided to purchase this bit ofland. It had a very nice villa constructed
here. One of the greatest attraction to us, being a pakeha home it had a lot ofpuha around it. So we
eliminated the puha, saved the digging.
Eventually this chapel was constructed in 1958 I think and completed in 1959. My wife and
I were on a mission at the College building what you now see as the Church College and the Temple.
Our first branch president was a man called Bill Jones. Simple name, but a very, very astute
member of the church. Bill is about 80 now. He still lives in Hamilton now. And then my Dad
became the branch president. He survived with his children for a while. When Brother Jones
became the branch president the cement works was the attraction, plus the Government said to all
of us Maori people to leave the country and come to town. That sounded good to us, but it wasn't as
rosy as they painted it to be, however I think it had its purpose. To this town came people like John
Wallace. Kiri and Pat Wihongi, George Anderson, all these people. From that simple beginning gave
birth to what is now three wards in this area. And I give thanks to those people.
Brother Shelford was brought up in a little suburb, Awarua. But he lived in a suburb a little
south of that called Pokatai. Then he transferred to the big city of Dargaville. I'm sure his
recollection of Dargaville is quite vivid, as Colin became the branch president there for some time.
It was a struggle to survive with the Church in the North here. We had some brilliant, brilliant
people in the church. And I'll just name a few. Henere Wihongi, the father, the patriarch, or Uncle
we called him. His brother, Te Atowhai Wihongi. We had a man about seven foot tall called
Whotere Witihira. My Dad told me I saw Whotere Witihira when I was a very young man. I
remember my Dad telling me that Brother Whotere Witihira was so strong he had a hand about the
size like that with my two hands. And that's easy to believe if you saw this man. He would knock
out a yearling steer with one punch. So don't even think about it Mike Tyson. Those were the
stall warts of the church.
Awarua was one of the founding members I think of Relief Society or MIA, one of the two.
And Tehoro was the other. We've had some missionaries go through here. One missionary, Elder
Overson was the district president who lived way out in a place called Bland Bay, about 60 miles
from here. After we had played a game of basketball he would get on his bike, about 9 o'clock at
night, and bike all the way out to Bland Bay. And to slow him down on Helena Bay Hill, no tar seal
then, he used to tie a bit of - we grow a lot of ti trees, very expensive tree because we get all the tea
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on the trees, and it's called ti tree - he used to tie this ti tree behind his bike to slow him down. I
only say this because it gave growth to this Church.
I recall reading from Parley P. Pratt's epistle in 1853 as I was returning from Salt Lake in
1995 after completing the translation of the temple ordinance into Maori. I was looking up -you
know where it tells you how far you are from so and so and how fast you're going - and it said we
were doing 1,000 land miles an hour. And I thought, wow, that was pretty fast, but it's not really.
When a prophet of the Lord says, the time will come when the gospel will be taken to the four
corners of the earth at 1,000 miles an hour. That prophecy has been fulfilled because a prophet said
that, not a man on the street like me; and I believe in the prophets of the Church.
The Church has grown here despite the opposition. When this site was found there was a
legend that went around that it would devalue the homes around here. We know the Lord has a
hand in all that. The value of the homes in five years after this chapel was built rose to 27%. Did
Heavenly Father have a hand in that. You better believe it. As I look at the Bountiful Temple, and I
was there before it was completed, they had the same thing. People were worried about the value
of property and land surrounding the new Bountiful Temple. Well, if you visit Bountiful now, I
don't think you can buy a section or a lot to you people under $178,000 before you even build a
house. Did the Lord have a hand in that? Of course he did.
Let me just say to you that our faith has not diminished. We have never been reared in the
rhetoric of speaking, but we do listen to those who speak the truth. And when confronted with that
environment can we not say that this is the Church of Jesus Christ. That the prophet Joseph Smith
did see the Father and his Son upon his inquiry. Father pointed to his Son on his right and he
announced it to the inquiries of a humble boy - said, this is my beloved Son, hear ye him. The
prophet Joseph Smith immediately got an answer to his question. I have a testimony of the gospel.
I love the gospel. I love it more than anything in my life. My wife and I have dedicated our lives to
the Church. We've just completed a mission, so many years ago, serving at the Temple as a member
of the Temple presidency. What a glorious opportunity to serve the Lord. And as we live our lives
out I contemplate that we will never belittle the blessings that we have received. I know that you
will enjoy our land.
I was hoping they would feed you with fish heads rather than what you normally eat back
home. Fish heads are so lovely. And you will not forget a feed offish heads I'll tell you. God lives.
God does live and Jesus is the Christ. May you enjoy your stay here in Aotearoa is my humble
prayer. In the name of He who walked the shores of Galilee, in the name of He who made fishermen
to become fishers of man, He who tempered the waters, even so Jesus Christ. Amen.
)
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Beisinger Hall, Church College of New Zealand, Temple View
Bill Heperi: We're going to have two presentations this evening, it's all about Church
history, it's about a lot of the missionaries that came to New Zealand, way back in the early 1900s,
Sister Rangi Parker will be our presenter and after half an hour of that we'll follow through with a
recess for a moment, and then we'll have John Aspinall, he'll present to you rather interesting
pictures of the labor missionary days when they constructed this whole campus, temple, the
college, visitor center, and surrounding faculty homes. So without further ado I'm going to ask
Sister Rangi Parker to lead us in "We thank the O God for our Prophet". Then I'd like to invite
Brother Sam Beazley who is one of the first labor missionaries I believe, to offer the opening prayer
for us.
Vic Parker: Let me introduce myself I'm Brother Vic Parker, my wife Rangi here has been
fortunate enough over the past few years to collect history I'm sure you'd appreciate. I've been
fortunate in the past few years to collect a history that I'm sure you'll appreciate. I'm sure that the
labor missionaries when building the temple and the college didn't realize they were creating
history at the time. And it's a wonderful legacy and I feel they are part of the pioneers of our
country and they're the platform that has laid a solid foundation for the blessings that flow to the
ensuing generations. So we are in a debt of gratitude and my heart always goes out to the labored
missionaries who sacrificed. And they did sacrifice for a dollar a week which only gave them
toothpaste and soap virtually. They labored here, many, for up to nine years. And built this college,
the temple, and went on to build chapels throughout this country. And it's from their strength, their
dedication, and their sacrifice because this was a mosquito swamp, very much like Nauvoo.
Because of these sacrifices and their dedication we are the younger generations that enjoy the
facilities that they enjoy today. And so I'm sure when Brother Aspinall shows you what he has, little
did they realize they were making history, but they are wonderful pioneers in their own life.
My wife and I have been fortunate in the past few years to collect all of the history of the
missionaries that have come from Zion, the U.S. Zion, and have kept the history of our people
because of the journal, the meticulous journals that they've kept and the photos they took, which
preserved a time and a space in history that we wouldn't have otherwise because our people didn't
have cameras. And they've taken photos were they've been and preserved things in history that we
would be much poorer without. And so we are grateful to those missionaries who have contributed
to our culture so much and the mission never stopped a moment in time. It continues on.
And my wife, will no doubt, will tell you about a man that is now 98 years old. You see, he
served here in 1925, and who is still alive and living today and she contacts him regularly by e-mail.
And he is a wonderful man with a sharp mind and his faculties are still with him and he's outlived
two wives; he's a wonderful man and an inspiration to us all. And so many of the missionaries have
given us of their time and the time they were here and have also shared the spirit of the gospel with
us and so we had much to be thankful for and are grateful for. And I say this in the name of Jesus
Christ. Amen.
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Rangi Parker: Thank you dear. I love him because he
keeps the money flowing so I can go backward and forwards to
American to pick up all this wonderful history.
1988 was a special year for me because that's when I
started. It was a year of trials with a car accident. But through
that car accident it helped me to focus and see things ahead, but
were more important then my singing. And I've been on a
journey, a wonderful spiritual journey, which has taken me back
and forth to America to collect photographs. We have thousands
of photographs in the computer. We have enough photographs
that relate to every Maori family in the country, every iwi, every
tribal area in the country. Photographs that go way back to
1896. Now these are some of the missionaries that were here in
the early years of the church. Some of the photographs that
you're going to see are from missionaries that were here
Rangi Parker at C.C.N.Z.
around 1896. We know that the Church missionaries came
in 1854. What I've collected over the past few years is a photographic history, a film history, and a
journal history of our people that the missionaries kept.
I've had the most wonderful experiences of my life. I've seen wonderful things. I've felt the
spirit so many times, visiting America with these wonderful people. Here we have the man in the
top hat. He was here in 1896. His name is John Taylor and he spent almost six years here, after
three years on a mission he went to Brother Magelby. And he said Brother Magelby, "I need to go
home. I think you've forgotten about me". And President Magelby said "I'll speak to you in a few
moments". And he went into the room and came out and spoke to Brother Taylor and said, "I can't
send you home. I'm calling you on another mission." And then he went up to Parihaka and met Te
Whiti, the prophet and Tohu the prophet. And on one of my visits to America I took my son, one of
my sons with me. And he said, why are we stopping in Los Angeles, Momma. I said, you just come
with me. You don't ask me where we're going. You just drive the cart. So, we went to the Los
Angeles temple. And as I went into the temple, this lady came up to me and said, "Aren't you the
lady that was in the Ensign that is doing all this history on your Maori people?" And I said, "Yes I
am". She said, "My husband's grand-uncle was on a mission in 1896. He died in 1975 at the age of
97 and the year before he recorded a tape about his visit to Te Whiti the prophet and Parihaka and
the first twenty minutes of his tape he's speaking in Maori". And the family said on the tape that
they had to remind their father all the years they were growing up to speak English to them because
Maori was like a first language to him because he served here for almost six years.
And these photos that you see here are from Ezra Stephens collection. There was a 163
negatives and he was here in 1896 and they were in the Wairua, Mahia area, but these photographs
that you see coming up here are from James Morell who was here in 1904 and the Hawkes Bay area.
We have Asael Tiffany, we haven't time to tell you the story, but it is an amazing story about this
missionary. Maybe I will tell you a little bit about it. He was asked to be an interpreter in the courts
for Maori land. At the time when he was with his companion was asked to go to the court system on
this particular day and he had the impression to kneel down and have prayer and he said because
he was running late he thought, oh, no I'll be alright. I know how to speak the language and I'm
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going to be fine. Well when he got to the court and it was time for him to interpret he lost the
language. He couldn't speak the language and he was very embarrassed and asked if he could leave
and come back at another time. And he realized that the language was given to him as a gift and he
was too proud to kneel down and ask the Lord to bless him that day and help him and so he went to
the later date and remembered to kneel down and thank the Lord for the blessings that he had
given him in learning to speak the language.
These are all from the James Morell's collection. I had a wonderful experience when I went
and was in the States and I had a phone call from a young missionary who was here in the '70s and
came back from Idaho. His name was James Morell and he said to me, "Sister Parker, my
grandfather left me a trunk and I would really like to see you before you go back to New Zealand.
He said I've carried this trunk everywhere with me, all around the world with me, because I was in
the army and my grandfather said you were never to leave this trunk. You are to take this trunk
everywhere you go because what's in this trunk is priceless". So he said "Sister Parker I feel my
grandfather said that one day you will find the right person to give that trunk to and until then you
are to hold on to this trunk".
And he came down and met me from Blackfoot, Idaho. And when he showed me what was
in the trunk it was absolutely amazing. The taonga, the photo album that he had was absolutely
wonderful and he left it in my care. And I was able to bring them all home with me and they are
now in the temple until such time that there hopefully will be a place to put them all.
Here we had some more old photographs from Ezra Stephens collection. Ezra Stephens
served a mission at the same time with Hirini Whaanga, who came back in 1896 to serve a mission
here.
These have come from the Going's collection, the last photograph that you saw. Now we
have excerpts from Sara Paxman's journal. And these are the missionaries that did the first
translation of the Book of Mormon into Maori. I see Brother Underwood shaking his head because I
know that he's a great historian. Correct me if I'm wrong, you've made me nervous in you coming
here tonight, Brother Underwood.
But we know that Sister Paxman had a child that was about 5 months old when she came
out to America with her husband and the baby died and was buried in the Gisborne Cemetery. Now
the family, Paxman family, did not know where in New Zealand this gravesite was and Sister
Anderson, Roger Hamon's sister and her husband were searching for this gravesite and they found
it a couple of years ago. And sent the photographs back to the Paxman family, and some to
Gisborne.
What I'm actually receiving now. Every time I get very excited going to the letter box to find
CD-RO M's full of photographs that come in from America. These, this is at Mahia Peninsula, Ezra
Stephens collection as well. That's one of my favorite photographs. He's all dressed up and he's got
no shoes on.
And here we have a photo of Hirini Whaanga. Now, I was wanting to find a photograph of
Hirini Whaanga as a missionary and I'd contacted Salt Lake, Chad Orton, and they didn't have a
photograph of him. And a couple of weeks later a journal came from an Elder Peterson's family and
in the journal was a photograph of Hirini Whaanga with all his missionary companions in 1896. He
was on a mission the same time as John Taylor who went to see Te Whiti, the prophet. He speaks
about his visit. Have you got that that tape Brother Underwood?
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I'm not sure.
You're not sure. On the tape he says that when he went to visit Te Whiti because apparently
at that time no white men were allowed to go into Parikaka, but he was told that he needed to go
there. And he said when he knocked on the door of Te Whiti's home he said Te Whiti came to the
door and didn't look very happy to see him there and asked what he was doing there. And he
answered him in Maori and he said Te Whiti asked him another question and he answered him in
Maori again. And he said he saw a smile come onto Te Whiti's face. And he said Te Whiti said to
him, "I have never heard a white man speak such beautiful Maori, you can come into my home", and
he entertained him and his companion there for two days.
We've read the story in Matthew Cowley's "Man of Faith" and Matthew Cowley speaks about
this wonderful lady that he would visit in Tauranga and she buried her tithing. And whenever he
called in to see her every couple of months she would crawl to the spot, because she was blind, and
unearth her tithing. Now I always pictured in my mind what this lady looked like. I would love to
see a photograph of this lady. And on one of my visits to America I went to the home of Bill Gibbs
and he gave me his photo collection. And he said he was there that day when he visited with
Matthew Cowley and took that photograph of her sitting in the spot where she had buried her
tithing and unearthed for him that day.
Now we know that the missionaries were instrumental in helping in these schools in New
Zealand. And that's Rakaumanga school in Huntly. Now we have the Parata family, Joseph Hale
who came here in 1925. These photographs belong to his collection. This photograph is from
Willard Tingey's photograph. I was fortunate to visit Brother Tingey. He was here in 1934 and on
one of my visits to him I actually filmed him speaking about his mission here in New Zealand. And
he said that they went to Ringatu hui, because I said to him, how come you got all these
photographs of (various hui tau listed). He said, "Because we attended all these hui taus, these
conferences". He said, "When there's Mormon day for the Church all the other organizations,
churches used to come and help". And I remember talking to Elder Rudd one time and he said
everybody was united in those days. They all helped each other or the other denominations.
Now here we have a photograph here of my grandfather who's sitting on the chair on the
right. His mother, who's standing at the back on the left. Her mother and her mother. They were
the Parata family.
And we had Wineera Te Kanae Now I had journals from missionaries that were here in the
1800's, 1897. And one of the journals that I received was all about. He stayed, he actually resided
in Porirua most of his mission so the whole journal is about the meetings, the blessings of children,
all around that period of time.
And I received a call while I was in Bountiful from a lady in Canada and she said to me,
Sister Parker, she had contacted my husband who told her where I was. And she called me and said,
"My great grandfather served in New Zealand. I have his journal. His name was Randolph Steward
McKinnon. Would you be interested in this journal". I said, "I would love a copy of the journal". So
she sent it to me and it was all about my ancestors from Ngati Toa.
This is John Elkington's great grandfather Wineera Te Kanae his great grandmother, and the
boy standing at the back from is from his first wife who died. And he married her sister, who was
Hana and these are the children from his second marriage. And Johna comes from Te Rauparaha
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Wineera who is from the second marriage. And this is the Ngati Toa marae from way back in the
early 1900's.
Now we know the story of Matthew Cowley visiting Porirua and Te Rauparaha Sr. took the
baby to the marae. It's Vai's father, it's Vai's brother. You know the story about when he took the
baby to Matthew Cowley and said he needs a name and a blessing. And while you're giving him a
blessing would you give him his sight.
And that's Te Rauparaha Sr. and Te Rauparaha Jr., who is around my age. I think he is about
58. He's two years younger than me. Still very active in the church and that's Johna's grandfather.
Now we have the motto of the Maori Agricultural College here. There was a write-up in the Church
News about what I was doing. And after that write-up I had a wonderful letter from a lady that said
to me, "My name is Huitau Johnson, I was born in New Zealand in 1915 and my father named me
Huitau after Huitau Meha who later married James Elkington".
Now we have Te Raparaha Wineera and Uncle Jim Elkington, second on the left. I believe
Uncle Raha, Te Rauparaha, was one of the first students to be enrolled at MAC. Now all of these
photographs are from Sister Orward's father's collection. She's 88 years of age now and her father
was a teacher at MAC in 1913. Her sister was born in New Zealand in 1913 and her name is
Merehou and she still carries the name Huitau Johnson cause I looked it up in the phone book in
Salt Lake City and it's Hui tau. Here's some of the MAC students.
Now we have Jim Southon who has just passed away last week, second student on the left. I
believe he was 92 years of age. I was talking to Uncle John Apiti just in the door as I came in and he
said there are only two more MAC students left in New Zealand. And eight years ago I went to see
Brother Southon and when I heard he died I quickly went through all the interviews that I had done
on film and about eight years ago I had filmed him. And it was the most beautiful interview that I
had with him. He told about his life in Samoa before he came here to MAC and had the most
wonderful testimony of the gospel.
I think this was a hui tau in the 1940's when some of the MAC students went back to the
ruins of MAC and apparently that was a very moving time for all of them. But we had an amazing
collections of hui tau photographs. I believe that that young boy standing up there, one of those
children there is Todd Hamon, a father, grandfather of Roger and Ralph Hamon.
The next photograph that you'll see is from Elder Fisher's collection. There's an amazing
story about this Elder Fisher as you are going through this I'll tell you the story. Elder Fisher and
his companion were here in the late 1800's and they were very hungry, they were in the Nuhaka
area and decided to get off their horses and go into the woods and kneel down and have a prayer, so
they did. And they got back on their horses and as they were riding up the road a little ways they
saw this white cloth in the middle of the road. And when they got off they opened up the cloth and
there was a sweet, fresh, warm loaf of bread in the cloth. And they rode home to their wives and
told their wives what had happened. And three months later Elder Fisher's companion got a letter
from his wife and she said that very day you told me you knelt down and prayed I was baking
bread. And as I went to the oven and pulled the tray out one of the trays was empty and the white
cloth that was on the table was missing and no one had come in or gone out of the house that day.
This is when David 0. McKay visited New Zealand in 1921. And this is the combined choirs
at hui tau The Porirua choir with Uncle Jim Elkington, who was the conductor. The Korongata choir.
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I think that was in the assembly hall in Hastings. And I think this is the Tauranga kapa haka group
from Judea.
She came to see me and she said to me, "We have a Navajo blanket and we don't know
where this Navajo blanket has come from. Do you have any idea or on the history of where this
Navajo blanket may have come from". And I said, "Yes I do". I had the film of the presentation that
Matthew Cowley presented to Princess Te Puia and it was sent as a gift from George Albert Smith
who had visited the previous year in 1938. And this is the day that President Cowley presented the
blanket to Princess Te Puea.
This was Nuhaka. We have a trust set up that's called Kia Ngawari Trust that oversees all of
this taonga that we have here. We all know Walter Smith, the one that produced Kia Ngawari, that
wrote Kia Ngawari. I received these photographs from President Glen Rudd because he had a lot of
Matthew Cowley's collection when he passed away. I believe this photograph is the meeting that
was held when they decided to build Church College and it was held in the home of Ra Puriri And
George Albert Smith and David Evans when he visited New Zealand.
I am now going to show you some of our beautiful women and some of the photographs that
missionaries took when they came here on their missions and took back to the United States. I
would just like to say tonight how grateful I am to the missionaries because I have photographs of
my mother that I had never seen, never ever seen.
When my mother was a young girl, when my mother sang in a trio, I used to say to my
Auntie, Auntie Polly Tarawhiti. You must have a photograph of your trio. She said, "We don't
sweetheart". We never had cameras. It was only the missionaries that had the cameras. And I
found most photographs in America in Dick Lambert's collection. I went to visited him one day and
I gave him a video, me and my daughter singing on it, songs that sing of New Zealand and he
listened and he said to me, "You were not quite as good as your mother". And I was so happy. And
he said, "You come and see me in two years time and I'll tell you whether you're close to your
mother, whether you're as good as your mother". And he gave me, he handed me all these
photographs of my mother. And I felt that if just going to America at that time and coming back
with these photos was far worth the trip, to find these photographs of my mother. And I can show
my children and my grandchildren what their grandmother looked like when she was a young girl.
I'm so grateful for the opportunity that I've had to go and research this history. It's actually
helped my children. I've had the most wonderful spiritual experiences of my life and my children
have as well. They've experienced these wonderful things that their mother has experienced. I
took my daughter one time who was quite sick and she kept a journal, the most amazing journal
and she wrote in that journal every day and the special spiritual experiences that happened to us
while we were away. And my son did the same thing. He said to me, before we left, "Mum why do
you go? Why do you keep going and spending Dad's money". And I said, "Son, I need you to come
with me because you need to feel what I feel. You need to see what I see". And he's a school teacher
and so one of his holidays came up and I said, "Come on son, you come with me".
If I saw my son cry once, I saw my son cry many times cause he said, "Mum, there's
definitely another source that's helping you to do this work". He drove me 10,000 miles and then
he came home and left me there for an extra week. But I had the most wonderful spiritual time with
my son. He drove me from Los Angeles to Wyoming to Boise, Idaho, all around to collect and have
these wonderful experiences.
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I want to thank you all tonight for putting up with me. I know that you're all very tired, but
I'm very excited to have you here. I'm excited to see Brother Frandsen. Rex, thank you for all of the
help that you've given me on my stop overs in Hawaii and thanks to Grant Underwood. He came
and graced our home, stayed in our home the last time he was here. Thank you two for your help
that you've given me, just the encouragement. Over the years your e-mails have helped me
tremendously. And I'm happy to say that we're going to have Brother Baldridge and his wife stay
with us on the way back. I'm excited to have them in our home. Thank you again.
I want you to know that I know that the gospel is true. That what we're doing is right and
we are producing now this package for the Ministry of Education on Mana Wahine; the women of
the church. And we're producing a video form as well. And an interactive CD ROM, which is like a
whakapapa of each of the women that we put. There's twelve women that we are using for the first
release for education and we had another CD ROM on music that we've produced now. It's going
into all of the kura kaupapa schools, which is total immersion Maori.
This is our first production, but it will eventually go through mainstream. The Education
Department now can see the value of all this work to education. And that we're going to actually
start producing CD RO Ms, videos, on the hui taus, and the history of the Church. We have to be
very careful that we don't preach the gospel to them. We have Matthew Cowley holding the sign Kia
Ngawari and writing down at the bottom, many thanks to the missionaries of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints who have preserved this history of our people.
Thank you again and I'm going to send you a song because I went a couple of minutes over
the time of my presentation.
(Extended Maori greeting ... Part of which was "This land was designated for our people. We
did not come here by mistake but by design. I just want to leave these thoughts with you. Many times
I've visited Hawaii, the land of our forefathers, or forebearers. They came from there, there's no
question whatsoever".)
John Aspinall: Brothers and Sisters this is just a few slides of the building of this project
here. 1952 I came here and of course this is the one who found
this place and like his great, great grandfather and when he found
Salt Lake City he said, "this is the place." And when he drove up
the street down there it was a pretty rough road in those days.
When he saw the football field as you see it down there he
stopped on the road there and he said, "This is the place."
And as someone here mentioned the fact that this place
was an eye-sore. It was all full of peat and water in Winter and
you couldn't drive a truck on the farm because it will sink out of
sight. And we've had a lot of experience about those things,
which, if you're lucky enough to see some of the photos if you
don't go to sleep and see it. But this is President Young. Gordon
C. Young and that's his good wife there with him. That's Gordon
C. Young. The one that found this land that we are on now.
When I first came here there was only one building up.
John Aspinall at C.C.N.Z.
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And that was that building there which is the joinery. And that was the only building up, but I
thought I'd put that in just to show you the joinery and the joinery was the only building here. And
they were just putting in the foundations for the girls' dormitories and of course there's all the
'sparkys' getting ready to put in all the piping and this is Cyril Clark. And his helper there, putting in
all the electrical work into the dormitories. The girls dormitories first and then the boys
dormitories came in after.
This is a quick look of the girl's dormitories there and what you see what's in the front of us
here is the basement in the auditorium. That's the basement there and right at the back of it there
is our timber plant where all the timber was cut in Kaikohe, that's way up north, and I believe
you've been up north. There's the old timber mill. Whether you did or not I don't know. I think it's
all torn down. Is it still there? Well, from that mill they did all the timber from there. From out of
the ditch, through the mill, and then to here where we dried it and put in the kilns right in the
middle there.
This was another part of the photo of the David 0. McKay looking into the theatre part there.
On the top there is Elder Charles. He was the main worker. This was looking inside the David 0.
McKay theatre. This is looking across from the theatre into the gymnasium. And these are two girls
that are supposed to be at work, but they rather have their photos taken while the construction
there are just putting in the beams onto the roof of the David 0. McKay.
This is the swimming pool. There was some inspectors thought as is that there weren't
enough steel in the concrete walls that's around the swimming pool and the David 0. McKay. And
they tried their best to bull doze it down and bang it and drill a hole right through it. And tried to
weaken it so they can smash it in. And Brother Matt Tarawa came along and he told them to get out
of there or he'll smash them. And they were scared of this fellow here Matt Tarawa and they said,
"What were those words you used that shouldn't be used here?" And he said, "Get out of here".
This stage here has that much steel in it that you'll never believe it. And here's the photos to prove
it. And this is part of the gymnasium and the swimming pool. Putting on the roof of the swimming
pool of the David 0. McKay.
As you can see the temple was built after we had already started, but you can see the temple
is pretty well on the way too. This is the roof of the David 0. McKay and as you can see it was built
in a way that when it rains the water will go down in the middle and flow out through the pipes that
they had set out there. And they had a few changes with the roof there. That's them putting on the
steel girders into the auditorium there. And as you can see the style of the houses belonging to the
teachers on the right hand side there. And the temple is moving along quite well also.
Here's another sight. This is on top of the roof and you can see that they just about got it all
done. Actually I wasn't too sure if that was part of the temple foundations or the school foundation.
I've been trying to figure out by just looking at the hill over there, but is that Katapuka. That's the
one that's straight up in front of us here. I believe that there's one of the hills. That's a photo taken
of the David 0. McKay.
This is a native photo of the temple in construction. Now that's taken from a distance
looking at the school houses. Now the school houses was only on one side of the road. Those are
coming along now. Just for a point of interest, where that house is now, that used to belong to the
Murray brothers. There were two houses there. One there and one just up on the hillside there.
There were two there and they moved it down to the subdivisions.
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Now right where that house is there now, while they were bull dozing around they found an
old Maori gravesite where they found three bodies. One was of a man laid sitting up. I suppose in
the early days that's how they used to bury them. And then they found one of a little child that was
wrapped up in a cloak that was preserved very, very well. And then the other body, a skeleton, was
put back into earth. It was decayed in a really rotten dryrot. And so the older kaumatua, they came
to give a blessing on it. They say to leave it there because its good will has gone back to earth and
so if you go to the temple there. I'm sure that you'll see it now because you've been there. They
bought three palm trees depicting where that gravesite was.
The funny thing was, just for a point of interest, when this kaumatua came, this elderly
gentleman, representing the king, the Maori king at that time. He came here and Elder Beisinger
said to him, "Look what we'll do is I'll put a stone here, a plaque, indicating that this was a gravesite.
In memory of those bodies". They took those bodies and took them up to Taupiri Mountain, which
is a sacred mountain to the Maoris here in Tainui. And this old gentleman, who was a represent of
the king, said, "No, the monument is there", and he pointed to the temple. And that was a great
feeling that came over all of us that was there at that time.
You can see the temple is coming along and the bulldozer is still getting ready to smooth the
ground down and shape it up. This is a scene looking across from the side of the temple going out
toward Pirongia. You see where all those those fellows on top of the spiral there. They all wanted
to have their photos taken.
But this fella got his taken. And this was a shepard that was here. He looked after our sheep
and our cattle that we had here at the time. Getting close to completion as you can see. Everyone
was looking forward to the temple. They were putting in the paths and getting it all ready. Now
these three gentlemen. The ones that mixed all the concrete for the temple. And that one in the
middle there was Brother Titoki. And he was a mute. He couldn't speak. We called him the dummy
of course because he couldn't speak and as I was saying, without causing any ill feelings with the
family, a miracle was performed right there.
Brother Stan Whaanga and one of the boys from Hawkes Bay they reckon that President
Rosenvall was walking from his house to the temple and as he walked past he turned around and
said, "Good morning president". And when he looked up it was him. He nearly collapsed, he was so
shocked that he spoke. And one of the greatest things that I have ever experienced, they got him to
bless the sacrament and not a dry eye was in the congregation. It was absolutely a miracle. He
spoke.
That's another scene, looking back towards the college and the building sites. Now that's
the information down at the bottom there. Right on the right side there in amongst those trees is
where we lived. And those were all the bunkhouses that we had just two rooms. There's one or
two of them that have three rooms. It all depends on the size of children here, how many children
you have. But we had a wonderful time and those long buildings right up against those trees down
by the right there, those were the boy's bunks. Those other batches over there are for the married
couples.
Just for a point of interest this house right in the corner here, where that car is, there's a
beautiful home here that used to belong to the Murray brothers' family. It was given to anyone who
could take it away. No one came to take it away so President Mendenhall just bulldozed it down
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and burnt it. They're putting the roof on the information building. And that's the roof on and you
can see it's a winter morning.
That's another scene and that's it completed. Not long after that, about two or three days,
after that we had the temple open to visitors. And that's looking at the swimming pool and the
David 0. McKay.
You see here all the modern cars we had those days. I think that one there belonged to Stan
Curnow. That one, that little one, black one in the front of us, was it yours Stan? That was his latest
car. You were too poor to have a car like that, aye Stan? Now this is just going back a little bit. This
is hui tau. The first hui tau that we've ever had here in Temple View. And you can see the building.
You have the David 0. McKay, but it wasn't quite done. The girl's dormitories were up and the tent
studio at the back there and a lot of the fellows slept in the dorms. In the girl's dormitories and the
joinery, where we had our meetings.
Now these are some of the workers here. And it has a good one right on the right there. He
died of course. He was in charge of the temple gardens and it was a beautiful garden. This is the day
that they opened the temple to the public and we just had the lawns done and mowed and racked
over and sown with grass and that guy running across there is Prim Harris and I said Prim, "You're
not supposed to be running across the new lawn". And that's what he did to me. He just put his
hands up like that.
This is the opening day. We had some wonderful tears through there. And I haven't got
time to tell you of some of the miracles that we had while we were taking those people through
there. He had some real rotten fellows through there. I could have shot if I had a gun. But the
majority of the people were absolutely wonderful. I could tell you some lovely stories of the
dedication and the faith of the people that came all the way from Auckland just to see the opening of
the temple. And everyone of them left saying that it was the House of the Lord.
Opening day. That's that house that I was telling you about that Brother Mendenhall, but
because it was just about due for dedication he said, "Bulldoze it down". And he bulldozed the
beautiful house down. And now it's a matter of cleaning it all up. He burned it all up and now it's
just a matter of cleaning it up. That's Brother Mendenhall over there making sure that it's all done.
We had our ups and downs why we were here building our project. And one of the worst
things that we ever had here were the floods. Every time it rained it flooded and we couldn't get rid
of the water quick enough. And we'd finally in the end, we did. We dug the drains bigger and at the
Water Council guys were mad at us. That's because we dug the drains bigger and the water got
away quicker. But the kids enjoyed themselves and that's the bunk houses, the single boy's bunk
houses.
We had fires on the farm. We had a fire burning in the peat for seven years and we didn't
even know it because it was burning underground and we were driving along in the bulldozer with
a big giant disk on the back and all of a sudden the tractor and the disks falls out of sight because
what happens. The fire burns underneath the peat and burns all the logs and leaves a big hole.
When you go along you just fall through. And we've had great experiences like that. Some that fellas
felt they'd be buried alive.
And some fellows just get buried. That young fella with the black cap on there, I say to him,
"Look boy, whatever you do don't spin the wheels", because whenever you talk to young boys they
know more than what you do because that's all peat. Because once you spin the wheels, it breaks
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the surface, and it sinks down. And that's me there with a smile on, no doubt, but I was very angry
inside.
I had to unhook the blade and then tie a log across the back wheels and that big hole
underneath that drum there, tie a big rag right across both with a chain. That's how we got it out.
So we've had our ups and downs. And we also had some close shaves.
These are the boys, we were the first in New Zealand to start irrigation because the
Americans irrigate and you all know that and so we started it here. Now, we do it all the time here
now. And we were one of first, 'cause we got all our pipes and hoses all from America. And then
one company in town here got the idea and they started importing all this irrigation stuff. Some
clever fellas reckon the water tower is dangerous because they had a bit of rust on the outside.
They got it cut down and when the contractors came to cut it down. I asked them, "Why did you cut
it down". And they said, "Oh, I didn't know these fellows here have no brains". He said the steel
that was holding that tower up was about an inch thick and yet the rust on the outside. The fellows
felt that within themselves, that just ordinary pipe is thin, and that the rust there would break
through and they didn't want the tower to fall down on everybody. But whoever designed it in
America knew what they were doing and he reckons it was silly. But I look at these guys here and
some of them I don't know where they are.
But there's one fellow out there that sailor looking fellow there. Believe it or not that's the
fellow there that was trying to sing to you a few minutes ago. That's a Matt Tarawa. He was in
charge of the pathways there weren't you Matt? At that time we're your crew? Can you remember
the name of those boys?
We imported this landscaping machine here to level the ground out and it was absolutely
fantastic. Instead of putting a grader on it just leveled the ground right out for us; absolutely. Just
out the front here, right on our right hand side here. That's where that is.
That roof there used to be the greenhouse. It used to be right up top the hill and they
brought it down here and they lived here, but this building that we're in here was built on this side
of that red building there. And it took them only a few days. A few, not even 20 something, 21 days.
I should of got my facts right, but it didn't take them long until it was all completed. And this whole
building was donated by all the business people in town.
We also had our fun, our entertainment. And of course the best looking fellow there is right
in front of you there. You see that fellow with his arms like he's ready to box somebody. That's him.
We have our girls here too. And they absolutely were a wonderful entertaining group here.
And we used to hold concerts and all sorts of things and dances and with our dances we used to get
all the girls, all the nurses from the hospital and I can tell you some stories about that too. We also
had the concerts. And this is what you would call a beauty contest. Now those are all the boys. As
you know, we never had very many young girls here. We were all single boys and we'd put our own
shows on, and that was one of them. And if you want to know their names. I better not. Do you
folks know George Kaka over there. Yes. Well, that's him with the white hat on.
We also played rugby, usually a game, and that's one of our teams. We also had a choir. One
of the best choirs we ever had and that's Joan Pierce, our conductor. And we even sang for the
Queen when she came here to sing. We often went up to Auckland and sang up there and we even
sang down here at Ngaruawahia for the Maori queen.
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David 0. McKay, a great man. That's Dave Evans. He just died about two or three weeks ago
and it's very sad that day. He took that car from here, rebuilt it, and took it back to America. He was
an old International. Now, those boys there they're all married and grown up.
The guys with the korowai on, that's all the big chiefs and here they are here. Brother
Crawford and Brother James Elkington with the Temple President right there and President McKay
and President Ballif. Now these two are the kaumatuas, the ones who gave the challenge to
President David 0. McKay and the lady was the one who did the karanga. I didn't know the lady, but
the man was Brother Wickliffe.
Now, the only reason why I put this photo here. Everyone is quite jealous because my
girlfriends there with the pink coat on, that's Miss America. What's her name, Charlene Shelford?
Whoever she was, she was beautiful.
President McKay giving his talk. Now, when you look at the front of President McKay all
those tapa cloth was given by the islanders. And I really like to find out where the heck it went to
because I'm sure he didn't carry it around with him and take it back to Salt Lake. He may have. I
don't know, but the piece with the tapa cloth on the top and the cloth down there is all full of food.
Now, that was there custom. It is absolutely fantastic. They bring you food and they bring all the
tapa cloth to keep you warm. So that's there custom from the islands and that's all that matters up
there. They just are looking and admiring the food. I mean admiring President.
This is a photo taken at night and one of the days we had a flood and so I took that photo
and it came out. Those of you who know this lady, she's an aunty to all of us, but I wonder if any of
you know that young fellow there? Come on. Tommy Taurima, believe it or not. Well, I can
honestly say that those cups he won playing hockey. We went on a school tour, down to Hawkes
Bay and we went to, that photo was taken in Nuhaka and they were playing hockey there,
competing the Maori hockey team. And he hopped in there and he cleaned everyone up, and he got
the cup for best player. And the team that he was playing for won the cup as you can see there.
That's Rose Beazley, is her name.
Now these two people are the, as you can see, the conditions we had to work in in the early
days. There's Elder Charles and Elder Perry Brown. They both died. They're both dead now. And
you can see the mud and the toil that we had to go through in the early days.
The first couple to be married in the temple, Brother Whaanga and his good wife and the
best man on the side there, of course, is Harry Lawrence. I really don't know who the name of the
girl is, but he married somebody else. He married one of the Irirangi girls from Taranaki.
Now this is a photo taken from the air. I used to fly a little plane over here, and so we took a
photo of that, believe it or not. Here's another one. You know that's a funny thing. I used to tell
stories, true stories, and everybody believed me. But one of my greatest experience is I used to
have a business at Raglan and I used to fly the plane over here. Either the flying over the temple
when my engine cut, just gliding along, oh, brah, I felt like an angel, flying across there. But anyway,
believe it or not, that was a shock. After we built the temple and everything was finished, dedicated
and all, we started to build chapels. And this is the chapel we have down here.
Now to help you fellows in Hawaii believe that, they had a big meeting over here and they
suggested to build the Polynesian Center. Because they decided to build the Polynesian Center they
got all the various islands around to put together the rope, the carvings, the tukutuku work. This is
all the women that helped with the tukutuku work. Every one of them, that's there .
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Now this is another photo of the group and some of the carvers. There's John Taiapa, at the
back over there with the hat on. He was the main carver. And, of course, you all know this one on
the right there kneeling down. And, of course, my uncle over there, leaning onto his wife over there.
That's Olive McKay, and her husband. And Nanny Raina in the front here, "the old battle-ax", that's
what Matt used to call her.
This is some of the carvings. I forgot to mention my mate John, John Elkington, he was in
charge of all those fellows and if it wasn't for him. We selected him as our boss. And Johna, I'd just
like to say, when you walked in there late you looked just like your Dad. And it's lovely to see you
Johna. Your father was a big man to us and we respected him as our kaumatua. Here's the carvings
of course. As you see the temple was erected in 1955, '58 and dedicated 1958, the 20 th of April.
And we've had a wonderful time here with the building of the College and it took a lot of
people to do it.
Brothers and Sisters, there's hundreds of photos, but we're going to be here all night and I
made it short so that those of you that wanted to go home could go home. Is there any questions
that any of you would like to ask about the building of our project.
Do you have any idea of how many people have worked in the mission program?
Brother, if you look across there you see all the names of all the guys that were here and if
you would like me to go through and count them for you you'll be here tomorrow morning. Yeah,
we've had hundreds, hundreds of them here, hundreds of people; the Americans on this side and all
the missionaries on that side. Any other questions?
All right Brothers and Sisters I'm very happy to see Stan here. He was one of our boys here
and running around here with his short pants on and now when I look at Stan and he's a big boy
and he's got big shoes and he's grown up. And his father was a great leader here with us. His father
was actually one of the first fellows really to work on the project. He went to Auckland first to build
the Auckland chapel and then he came here in the joinery, so Stan has a great history here because
his grandmother is here somewhere. Have you ever looked? Can you see your grandmother? Not
yet. But anyway Stan's grandmother died here while on the project here so it's nice to see Stan.
Some of the photos have been rearranged.
Well, our Brothers and Sisters, well I'd just like to say, it's lovely having you here with us
and it's lovely to show you some of the photos. So, may God bless you on your tour around New
Zealand. And I hope that you will enjoy every minute of the places that you will go to, the historical
places. And I'm sure that those that are going to show you around will really give you a good time.
So, may God bless you and I'm sure that he will. No matter where you go with our driver. I ask a
special blessing to be with our driver because I know what it's like. I drive buses myself and I hope
that he doesn't get into trouble working overtime.
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A. Watene: They belong to the
Church for two generations before I was
born. My mother was a Morrison Meha
from Gisborne. Actually she was a
Salvation Army person before she met my
father, and it wasn't long after she met him
that she joined the Church. My mother was
a very spiritual woman, and her name was
Ani Morete. When we were young we
didn't have any means of going to Church
because my father had only a bicycle, and
so when he went to Church it was after he
stayed home and gave us the sacrament

and then he'd get on his bike and go to
Powhiri at Judea Marae, Tauranga
where he was a Branch President in
Kirikiri, that's in Thames. And my mother used to teach us in home Sunday School, and as children
we also had a home Primary. And so we learned about the gospel from my mother. And she taught
me well about the Book of Mormon. I knew all about the Book of Mormon before I became a young
adult. And my testimony of the Book of Mormon is very strong and true today based on what I
learned from my mother.
Now, Matthew Cowley, he was a Mission President, but I also know that he was a missionary
in his earlier time. And when he came to be a Mission President he and his wife Elva and their
daughter Jewel came here. I remember meeting all of them here at this marae. There had been a
hui tau that was held here, and I remember Sister Cowley being so shy. She wasn't a person to go
up front. She was a very shy woman, and her daughter Jewel was a very lovely girl, and she was not
my age, she was a wee bit older. They also adopted a Maori boy. I can't tell you his name, I've
forgotten.
So, during the World War, 1942, 44, Matthew Cowley sent his family home, and he remained
here for the duration of the war period. And in that time I got to know him quite well because I was
almost a young adult then. And so when he was in Auckland, as the Mission President, I was there
working. I really appreciated knowing Matthew Cowley, and the only chapel that there was in
Auckland at the time was in Queen Street that no longer exists. In those days there weren't many
chapels around the country. But the one in Auckland and then one at Kirikiri down in Thames, the
ones that I knew there, well.
Just one more thing about Matthew Cowley, when he spoke he did so with strength and
purpose, and not one word he said could you forget. He said things so strongly that you realized
that what he was saying was absolutely true, and he meant it for you. And he had a voice that
boomed. He didn't need one of these things. And you could here him way off. I could hear him
outside the chapel in Kirikiri quite well, without even having to go inside, and it's because of the
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faith of Matthew Cowley that I have never forgotten him. Because he spoke with purpose and great
meaning. And just one more thing about him, when he was listening to us as young adults, we were
having this sort of competition as to who was for and against a certain topic which I can't
remember. And he came up after the discussion had finished and didn't pat me on the shoulder, but
he said, "You were prepared". And I looked at him and I said, "Yes, I was, because I didn't know all
that about this particular topic". And I looked at him and I said, "Thank you very much, President".
So, in all, his memories to me are precious. And, even today, I feel a little emotional about it,
and I don't really know if his son is still alive. I'd like to know about him. And I'm very glad to be
here today to speak about this great man - Tumuaki Cowley. I say these things humbly in the name
of Jesus Christ. Amen.

Ruth Ryan: Kia ora, koutou and welcome to our marae. This is Tamatea Te Pokai Whenua

that you are sitting in. He's an ancestor, so you're actually still inside of him. When we first met
Matthew Cowley. Actually it was early '30s. I was only about three years old, and I was swinging on
the gate, my mothers. And I was seeing this commotion outside. I'll go out and have a look at this
great big flashy looking stretch limousine comes along, and the mud is bouncing over the mud. It
was real muddy you know. Real rough. It comes along and I'm standing there looking at him, the
car stops, he speaks to me in Maori. I couldn't see his face, but he winds down the window. He said
"Haere mai, kortiro", that means, come here girl. Because I'm Raggedy Annie. I have no pants on,
my nose is running, and my hair is all over the place with nits and cooties in it. This is how things
was when he came to this marae. Must have been a real eye opener for this man. Not coming out of
a nice house and nice bathroom. All of a sudden, barn, into that sort of environment, you know.
There's nothing here, no bathroom. You've got a long dropper outside to use at my grandmother's.
There's nothing of these pakeha facilities here. So you better get used to it because my
grandmother will get the stick on him. If you so much as put his nose up in the air - whack. That's
how my grandmother was. She was a real Maori. You know, she was a Maori, and she couldn't
speak English. So, in a matter of time, and I think, in less than three months he was fluent in Maori.
He could speak it, he could stand up and whaikorero, he can waiata. This is what he learned from
my Nanny.
He was a wonderful man, that first time meeting him. I couldn't believe in all these cars
following this man. There was the journalist, you know, the paper man that came from Auckland,
followed him all the way down through Auckland. We wondered why he was coming to this
horrible looking village, you know, marae. There was little batch houses, well, we couldn't call them
houses really. You know, they were like little sheets, and they were made out of iron and all that.
Just telling you what kind of man he was, he settled into that environment and how the people
loved him for that.
He just came in to work because he felt the warmth of their hearts. What they didn't have
they felt in here. And I think that's what I think he saw in our people those days. Anyway, he says
"Come here little girl" in Maori, so I trots off to him. My nose is running and he says to me
"Whengua to ihu", which means wipe your nose. Well, I had no handkerchief, never had one, didn't
know anything about a hankie, never heard of such a word. So, and he goes and uses my sleeve,
goes right across. It goes right across my cheek, right down my arm and all that. Of course he had
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some other people in the big limousine with him. Because all of the pakehas are watching this
Maori kid.
And he said, "Haere mai turoto tu teka", he said, "Step into the car", so I did. He gave me this
beautiful hankie and he wiped my nose. He wiped my arm. I think I was only three years old at the
time. And that would be in the early 30's when I met this man. And then he says to me, "Ko wai to
ingoa?" which means, "What is your name?" I told him who I was. He knew straight away who's my
mother, my father, my grandmother. "Na hoki do tote kainga? To Mama, Matiu Kauri ke kone. Ai,
Mathew Cowley's here. Ka haere koe. So I go home, my mother's in the kumara patch, in the
kumara patch you know and she is doing all her work outside. "Mum, Mum". I says, "There's a
pakeha outside in a big flash car, and he says to come and tell you Matthew Cowley's outside".
There's this big wailing voice, and she starts wailing in the kumara patch while she washes
off, telling everybody, you know. She just sings out to everybody. In a few minutes, in a few seconds
this marae is alight. The people's just coming out of their homes, and they're cooking. The fires are
going. They're all getting ready up here, and he's down there with my grandmother. And she
comes to the marae and the marae's all lined up with people, older people, he's an older man now,
he's no longer 17 years old. And they're all welcoming him home, all crying.
This is not only Mormons and not only the Church. These are Catholics, Church of England,
Ringatu, Ratana. This was made up of people in our marae. It doesn't matter what church you are
in. He embraced everybody. He embraced everybody here, and he treated them like people and
that's why they loved him so much. I remember him one time, we were having Church here, like
Thomas said, we had the church here.
It was in the marae. Of course he was doing sermon there, but there was a lot of noise down
the road because our people were playing and it's called a two-up. They played two-up outside on
a Sunday. So, once he finishes, he's like, oh, I'll fix these people up, he said. So, out he comes once
Church finishes and walks down to, you know exactly who they are you know, and then goes down
the road. And goes right marching down there. "What's the bet? You know, what's the bet? Okay,
who's holding the money".
And everybody just stood there looking at him. Pay him the money, put them in your
pockets. "We're the Saints". I could hear him say. "Come to the chapel. Why don't you come to the
chapel? Spending all your money over here, who's going to buy the kai for the kids?" You know, but
this is how he was. They loved him for that. They respected him for telling him these things. He
was a person who can communicate; he could love people. You know, he was just like that, and that
was that time.
And then the next time I had met him again I had grown up a bit more. He brought back
Jewel and we had the meeting here. And had all the photographers as well, and the newspaper was
here. And you could hear some of the comments they was saying. I didn't know they had such
beautiful pillowcases. Now this is what ladies are doing, they embroider the pillowcases. They're
all white sheets. This is news. Oh, didn't know they had some beautiful beds, you know. And
Matthew Cowley said, "Well, why don't you get to know the people. You live here. You live here
with them. You're next door to them. And yet, then I come out from America, and I know this
people. I come from a distance. Get to know one another".
And he was so loved by everybody. I loved him so much too. I loved him for his great heart.
And his daughter, Jewe!. See you have to do an item when you finish speaking or something. So,
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when you're speaking in here Jewel up and she did the hula. Oh, wow, she's got the hips you know
for doing the hula. And when she was staying in Hawaii, you know, you were taught you were
supposed to do the hula. And she was great. She was really good. And that's all I have to say about
Matthew Cowley and how he was here. Thank you very much.

(Greeting in Maori)
Caroline Koka: Welcome to Judea.
Judea marae, that's how we're knows
throughout the whole of New Zealand. I
should say, but my memories of Matthew
Cowley where happiness. I listened to the
korero of Sister McReath and I should think
about that gambling game called two-up.
Maybe you heard of that, two-up game my
father, Tom Piahana and he was a member
of the Church. Yes, and I have to tell the
truth, so I have to tell you the truth. But
there too I guess he made a few bob to buy
a crust or two to feed the children in those
days. I guess they were happy days. They
Hongi at Judea Marae, Tauranga
were the things that they had to do in those
days. But my recollection of that great man, Matthew Cowley is very certainly distinct in my mind. I
can remember him wearing this lovely black overcoat with a fancy two-tone collar. And he wore
this hat. This very distinguished gentlemen that came to Judea, our little village. Our homes made of
corrugated iron and our roads were mud. Our kitchen facilities were, you wouldn't believe me. But
that's how we lived in those days. We didn't think nothing bad of it. I think that's how we lived, and
that was the way we lived.
Not until I went to school that I learned the meaning of the word to be poor, and that's when
embarrassment settled in, but that's OK. You learn how to cope with all those things. But Matthew
Cowley, the man that he was, he loved all the children of Judea, those who never had a anything,
those who didn't come to karakia, all those things. My sister, McReath, said it was so. We had all
churches on the marae. We had Ringatu, Catholics, Ratana. And we used to go to MIA every
Tuesday evening, and we had some clever students, we had some clever youth, who used to talk
about them in their recitation. And Matthew Cowley use to be up there sitting and he had one who
got up and said, "Here I was sitting on the wall", and that was all. I remember that because that was
my brother who said that. A fly was sitting on the wall and that was all, and the songs that we made
and Matthew Cowley was here.
Let's go to a MIA, Let's go to a MIA
Singing all the way, MIA
Let's go to MIA, Let's go to MIA
Singing, singing, everybody's singing, MIA
Kia ora, I miss that song.
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I can remember at this time, remember MIA You forget, tend to forget a little bit. So,
everybody, I hope you have a safe journey and thank you very much for coming. I'm only sad that
Rex's Dad is not here and being able to be with us today, but I'm sure his thoughts are here. So
thank you, thank you. Many, many thank you's for coming to our marae today. Kia ora.
Tamati Tata: On behalf of the people that
I will be seeing. Yes, I refer to the whanau of this
marae and as a member of the bishopric of the
Otumoetai Ward. Which at one time was called the
Judea Branch. Welcome to you. I'm humbled at
this time because of the occasion. Because of the
occasion, I really am grateful, that I've decided that
this would be a part of my day, rather than the
couple of the other things that were on the tray
today. And I'm grateful to be able to meet some
old friends. I recognize Colin and his wife and it
might be 35 years since we last saw each other,
something like that. He hasn't changed a whole
lot, that's for sure, cause I can recognize you that
much later, but I'm humbled by the occasion that
you're traveling to learn and as we experience
some of the history of the Church in this country.
And I'm vocal about some of the history in this
part of the country that they call Tauranga.
I was born into the Church. My great
grandmother, who was called Te Hikuai was the
Rex Fransden, Tamati Tata, Ken Baldridge,
at Judea Marae, Tauranga
first part of our family that joined this Church, and
subsequently her son, my grandfather became members of the Church, and my dad. And so I was
born into the Church, and I had to stay.
There's a couple of stories I remember about Matthew Cowley. I didn't have the pleasure,
but I do remember my uncles talking about Matthew Cowley and some of the story told about the
Hui Tau, that's been held in Korongata after the War during the late, just after the War. And you
hear previous speakers talking about this game called two-up.
The fellas would flip the coins. The coins would hit the roof. Our guys could flip the coin and
the coin wouldn't turn over, so it touched and it would come down and be still on the same side
then sent it up on. So, if you didn't know this, those guys could take you for your money. Two guys
would flip up the coins, one would call heads, the other would call tails, and wherever they came,
odds or evens, which meant that there was a head and a tail or heads or tails, so there were those
three options. I just told you how to play two-up. If you got a head to head then these guys would
still flip the coin. They kept the skill and they played two-up.
At this Hui Tau, which was a church conference, where everyone came to down in the
Hastings area. At one time President Cowley was up speaking at the time when our people got to
the Hui Tau late. And so they sort of quietly shuffled in the back of the building, and we tried not to
be noticed. My uncle who had the same name as Matthew Cowley. And the story is told that
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Matthew Cowley called him out in the way of the Maori people would do to try and embarrass him.
And embarrass him he did. He was playing games with my Uncle and he says, "Kia ora, Jimmy.", and
this is in the middle of the conference. Well, everyone knew that the Judea Branch had just arrived
at the conference. And then he asked Jimmy, "Are they still playing two-up in Judea?" This was at
the conference. And my Uncle being the quick witted person that he was, he says, "How do you
think we got here, President?"
And that's one story I remember about Matthew Cowley. But, I'm also a student of Matthew
Cowley. And I know that Matthew Cowley is a great speaker. I have committed to memory some of
the sermons that Matthew Cowley has delivered in different places. Wanting to learn about this
great man my uncles and my aunties and my father spoke about and so, that you might be here to
learn a bit more of Matthew Cowley. I know that you can learn from Matthew Cowley from the
sermons that he delivered wherever he went.
And some of you may have known that, but I just pick one out that Matthew Cowley because
I've been inactive. I have to tell you I've been inactive for the last 35 years I've been inactive. Five
years ago I gained a testimony of the Church. Unlike I ever had before. And it was due to the fact
that we had a great mission leader in this part of the country, stake mission president President
Herewini Jones. You may or may not run in to President Jones. I hope you have the privilege to do
that. I certainly can't deny that he put the testimony back into me five years ago and so things have
happened a bit fast for me around here. I think that Heavenly Father is short of warriors. And I say
warriors because brothers and sisters, we got to know that we are at war. There is a war going on
and that the adversary is out there trying to take each and every one of us down. And so you've got
to put your armor on.
President Cowley says in one of his talks, he says, "There is no greater obstacle to the
progress of the Church then those members of the Church who are not living the gospel". A couple
weeks ago my bishop, my companion in the bishopric, he said in this way, "You may be the only
Book of Mormon anyone reads. You might be the only Book of Mormon that anyone had ever read".
And so by talking in that sense and put that through you then I know that the Church is true. I
really envy the occasion that you have to travel around in this country. The Church, the Judea
Branch, you may or may not know, is now called Tauranga Stake. So tell them there's s a stake that
started from this marae 100 years ago. It's taken that long to have a stake in Tauranga. It's a real
long time. Remembering back when the church was growing here, albeit very slowly.
You can see the beautiful town that we have; guess you came over the Kaimai. You would of
then look down as you came over the big hill back there and see a beautiful bay that we have, and
the sea, and the scenery that we have here. The Church grows quite slowly in this town, everyone
comes here for the holidays and retiring and so on, but I was born into the Church here in 1950 and
I went to Church College in 1959.
My Dad was called on a labor mission and that's where we met Brother and Sister
Baldridge. And I remember sitting around the table at the family outing when he presented this to
us. He says, "I've been called on a labor mission and, they want us to go carve three meetinghouses.
And we'll be making those as part of the Polynesian Village in Hawaii". And so from the Sixth Ward,
take it from here and put it into Temple View. Which was really a trial. It was still better than when
I left the Island. And so that the Saints up in Temple View dug out of their swamp and built the
College, built the Temple, and built those surrounding homes we saw. And I'd have to say it was
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still better then where I came from. And so we spent probably six years up there on that labor
mission. My Dad was on a labor mission for six years. During that time they constructed the
Temple, constructed the village with Brother Tamatea We came home and we moved back to
Tauranga. And I'm really glad we did because I'm not sure I'd want to live in Temple View.
Brothers and Sisters I'll close by bearing my testimony. I'll close my bearing my testimony
that I do know that this Church is true. I do know that I have a great place in the plan of salvation.
I'm really grateful for the atonement of the Savior that allows us the opportunity to gain eternal life,
and that there is a culture that you are here, and that observing right now I want you to know that
the culture and the heritage of the covenant people of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
is the culture. Whether you're white, black, yellow, red, or pink. The culture is of the covenant
people and our Heavenly Father says come unto me. All you have to do is point in that direction,
stick your hand up, and say I accept this. And I, and each and every one of us, have the opportunity
to do that, and I pray that you might have the opportunity to enjoy the knowledge of that. And that
you will continue to spread it. And in closing, remember that Heavenly Father needs warriors. And
now I talk about warriors. And I leave that with you and pray that you will travel safely throughout
the rest of our country. In the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.
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Duncan home, Tahoraiti, Dannevirke
Richard Marsh: I'll go back till I was round about ten.
Matthew Cowley came here to live. He brought a little boy. I
do believe he adopted a little boy that was brought from up
Nuhaka way somewhere. Tony was his name. The first thing
he told Tony was, don't you mix with that man he was bad
company. That was me, but anyway. That was one of my first
introductions with Matthew Cowley.
To bring us further up to date he would, during the
war, when all the missionaries were called back home, he
organized the missionary program from here throughout New
Zealand. But before that even, when the missionaries were still
here I used to wake up about six o'clock in the morning to
polish 15 pairs of shoes, every morning. He would invite all the
missionaries that would ride their bikes from Hastings. They
would even come from Porirua, which is your next destination,
Dick and Elaine Marsh at Dannevirke
on push bike, and he would meet with them for several days.
He would tell Sister Duncan, I've got some of my missionaries coming and they'll be here for three
days, so she knew what she had to do, feed them. No problem.
And of course, our bedroom, even though it was a seven bedroom home our bedroom was
out in the garage. All the family had to move out. Now, I think he had one of the first cars in the
mission as a mission president and that was a Lincoln Zephyr. That was a 12 cylinder. My job, of
course, was to wash that everyday. I never ever got to drive it though.
This home has seen a lot of the history of the Church. Well, it was here, that the Book of
Mormon, the Pearl of Great, Price, and the Doctrine and Covenants was re-translated here. Now, he
had three elderly gentlemen to help him who were very versed in both English and Maori. But as a
very young man he came with a special purpose and a special blessing. And what that was to
retranslate those books. After the first few days he had no trouble in translating the books. They
had to pray. I've got a woman out there who will go into that in more detail, but he would do so
much of the book and give it to them, and
they were amazed that he did a better job
than they would imagine that they would
do. So, during the translation, most of the
book was left up to him, and he was only a
very, very young man at that time.
When he first came I think his first
mission was in Judea, which is part of
Tauranga. That's in the Bay of Plenty. And
he lived with the Maori there and they were
very humble people there and they had no
floors like we have in our homes today.
They had a dirt floor that was kept spotless
Tamaki Chapel, Dannevirke
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though. And he slept and ate and bathed with them too, and he really got to know them.
So I understand he stayed here as a nineteen year old for two years because he was on a
mission for five in New Zealand, from 17 until he was 22 he left, when he was 22 years of age. So he
stayed here for two years in your home?
He stayed here for two and a half years, yes. I've got to call on the backup here.
This would have been his first mission you were talking about. That's right.
That's when he learned the language, his first mission here. You need to help me out here.
Arthur, can you recall at what part of which mission he was here for what length of time.
Who?
Matthew.
Oh, well he just seems to be here forever, back in those days. He just seemed to be here forever
and we were all assembled here in the dining room, sitting around his feet, and then while he spoke of
the church.
That's right. We would sit for up to two or three o'clock in the morning with him, and then he
would say, "I think it's time we went to bed". But Word of Wisdom, he ate and he ate well, so he broke
that one. He never went to bed before midnight, so he broke that one. But he broke it because he loved
the people here in New Zealand. He lived here with his wife and his daughter,]ewel, and she went to
high school here.
He was here then when he was a mission president?
This was his second time we are talking about.
That wouldn't of been when he was a mission president and then he also lived here as a
missionary elder.
Yes.
So he fought two and a half years first, as a young boy?
He was here during most of the time that America was joined into the war. What time was
that? Was that about 40 to 45, something like that. He was here during that time.
We were at war for 8 months out of the 39.
Yes, that's right. So when the missionaries were recalled back he took over. He did the whole
job. Naturally on his own but he had other great men too.
Slight things that interest me would be that Lincoln Zephyr, President Cowley brought that
over, right? That would have been for President Halvorson.
No, it came with him, it was sent for him, and wherever he went we had to - if he came here
with bald tires, then it was our job to put new tires on it for him. And as he came here empty with gas,
it was our job to fill it up, without personal script. And so it was our privilege to do those things. I
think ifyou read in "Man of Faith". Have you read those books, and "In the Pacific" by Matthew
Cowley? That he would mention that he was given clothes, he had pajamas laid out for him in his
room, which you'll visit in a few minutes. Any other thing that you would like to know?
Did he have a companion?
I don't believe so. He was one of the few. I think when he was set a part as a missionary he was
told then, as a very young man, that he was never to prepare a sermon, a talk. And as far as I can
remember from not being very old then, but hearing people say that he traveled on his own, as many of
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the missionaries did in those days. They would pick up one of the local people, and they would travel
with him.
During World War II he stayed here by himself and his wife and Jewel. They went back and
she came with him.
Yes.
I read some stuff that said she stayed with him.
We have access to computers, to get all of this information.
She'll tell you something else about his translation too of the Book of Mormon here.

Taku Panere or Elaine Marsh: Hello Brothers and Sisters. I was privileged to have a lot to
do with Sister Duncan, who raised Dick, because he was a natural grandson anyway. And she
related the story to me often times, many times, about the translating of the Book of Mormon into
the Maori language, which he did in the President's Room. We always referred to that front room as
the President's Room, which Brother Marsh will lead you to shortly. And she said they would go in
there, President Cowley, Brother Stewart Meha, who is very fluent in both languages, having been
educated at American Harvard University who's grandaughter, Rewa is in the next room. So, he is,
was very fluent in both languages. Brother Eriata Nopera and Brother Raheri Harris and Sister
Duncan, Polly, we all call her. She said they retire to the President's Room in prayer and Brother
Harris would first of all come down and said to them, "We'll have lunch about midday". She say,
"Alright. Yes, that's alright". And she'd come down about midday, and they were still in prayer, still
praying in the President's Room. So she'd go back to the kitchen. And she'd keep doing that until
one of them would come down and say, alright, we're ready for lunch now. There was much prayer
with President Cowley and our three Maori men as they were translating this book into the Maori
language, which happened in the President's Room.
We'd like to
present the Marsh family
with a token of our
appreciation for what
they've done for this group.
This is the Mormon Pacific
Historical Society, started
by this young man right
behind you, Brother Ken
Baldridge, and Brother
Lance Chase, who is
represented by Sister
Chase, is she here? Sister
Londa Chase. They started
this in 1980 to preserve the
type of history that you
have in this house and to
see firsthand the
Duncan home outside Dannevirke
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significant events that took place in New Zealand. And we appreciate you in maintaining the memory
so that we can move forward with the future of our young people in the Church. So we've like to
present this Hawaiian plaque made out of kamani wood. And what it is, it's the Lord's Prayer in
Hawaiian. "Ka Pule Akua". ls that correct?
Yes.
And this is the Lord's Prayer, printed in English first, and then Hawaiian, in appreciation of
what you've done for us over the many, many years. We'd like it to stay in the house, as you realize,
because Matthew Cowley was a man of the Pacific. All the Polynesians throughout the Pacific
appreciate what he's done. So we'd like to present this to you. We'll get a little chart name with the
Mormon Pacific Historical Society printed on it and we'll send it to you.
Thank you.
We mentioned, we have Cissy here, so while we present this lets see if we can have some of
this Hawaiian music that we can all sing, right now, before we move around the house. While we're
all here together.
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Takapuwahia Marae, Porirua
Taku Parai: Well, we've come to the
part of the program where I guess a lot of
questions and answers are going to be shared
between us all, but I think we should start of
on the right note, and that is that we'll have
an opening song, which we'll ask Aunty Cissy
to conduct. And we'll ask Hrother Pierce to
give the opening invocation to this part of the
program.
I'm going to tell you a little bit about
the history of Ngati Toa and I don't know if it
will be a watered down vision, but I will give
you a quick conceptual overview on the
Takapuwahia Marae at Porirua
history of Nga ti Toa because when you leave
this place, when you walk away from our house, from our whare, you need to know something good
about the people from whence you visited and from whom you visited. And it would be, I think,
insufficient of us to send you away empty handed, in terms of, or empty pocketed or without you
getting full of any knowledge of who you just visited.
We are the descendant of waka Tainui, the name of our people is Ngati Toa. Ngati Toa
Rangatira is the full of version of Ngati Toa, on the shoulders, and we've settled in a place called
Kawhia, on the Waikato district, on the western seaboard of the Waikato area at a place called
Kawhia. And we arrived there under the leadership and under the guidance ofrangatira called
Hoturoa, and so we are descendants of the waka Tainui. And we are the descendants from those
descendants that came. In the early 13 th century or late 13 th century, the debate is still ongoing,
depending on the carbon date, but we are the descendants from that waka, Tainui, and descended
from Hoturoa, and those first descendants that traveled here.
And we came across, we first landed on the eastern seaboard, traveled north and crossed
the isthmus, Tamaki Isthmus, in Auckland. Hauled the waka across land, out to the western
seaboard and we came down as far as Taranaki. Then we turned at a place called Nii?, turned and
went back north, and found the entrance to the Kawhia Peninsula, and there our people settled.
From there, there was a dispersion of those descendants that derived from the rangatira Hoturoa,
and the rest of the people on the waka.
And I want to make it clear that when we arrived in Aotearoa we didn't arrive destitute,
deprived, hungry, and starving like some of the early painters have predicted and the early painters
have written. I think it was from Lindauer that painters have this perception that we, the people of
Aotearoa, arrived in a very deprived and destitute way. It wasn't the fact at all. We knew where we
were going. We knew how to provide for a journey. We were ocean voyagers, just like our
ancestors of the Pacific. We didn't arrive by sheer chance or sheer luck Not at all, not at all.
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And the depiction of the whakapapa genealogies and the waiata and songs that we sing
bring credence to their thought, and support their theory that we didn't arrive here by mistake. We
settled in Kawhia and from Ngati Toa as a hapu, as a tribe, we settled in Kawhia on the southern
side of Kawhia, on the Taharoa side and there we built ourselves as an iwi and there we dispersed
as an iwi, as a hapu, and under the leadership of a rangatira, men and women.
We grew and we lived our lives according to our customs, traditions, and practices. And as
time moved on we became an iwi, not so large in numbers, very small in numbers, but very, very
tight and unified. Very, very hard to move once we had dug our heels in. And because of incidences
that happened, retribution that occurred by different tribes in different iwis over different
altercations over different reasons became interactive with each other in terms of sorting out
indifferences.
And in our history from Ngati Toa there's some debates on why we moved from Kawhia.
Some say we were kicked out, some say we were chased out, some say that we weren't allowed to
stay in the area, but there's no real concrete evidence of people supporting saying who did the
kicking out. Ifwe stand and announce, well, who kicked us out? No names can be given. And so it
was a move, that I think, for our ancestors and for our tribes back then, that it was a move for the
better.
We've meant to move down here in around about 1820, 1821. Prior to 1820 Te Rauparaha,
who is the chief that's assembled at the bottom post outside there, he came down to this area, prior
to 1820 with Ngaphui. He came down here and he knew what was down here. He came down here
on an initial journey in 1818, 1817 and saw what type of resources were down here. And so the
question from Nga ti Toa for Te Rauparaha, after seeing the resources in the area down here in close
proximity to the South Island where the green stone was. The question burning within his mind
and within his soul was, how do I go back and get Ngati Toa to come down here? How do I get my
people to leave their customary lands? How do I get them to leave their buried, their kindred dead?
How do I get them to leave their taonga and their farms of their ancestors? I'd be a very difficult
task when you think about it for people so entrenched in their traditions and customs and beliefs.
And by the time he gets back to Kawhia there's this political debate going on in terms of
waring and inter-fighting like families do sometimes and inter-hapu relationships were
fragmenting. And the decision was made, after a couple of days, the decision was made by Ngati
Toa to move under the alliance of Nga ti Toa and a few of their close relations. And so they
practically walked, from Kawhia on a journey from Kawhia, starting in Kawhia, that took maybe
two, two and a half seasons to get here. Along the way there were battles and wars and what have
you, and there were indifferences.
But when you look at the question of what encompasses and what underlines management
today, management practice, they talk about planning, stakeholders, outcomes, communication, etc.
Our people had all that. How does an iwi, being a tribe like Ngati Toa, move freely, and be able to
move across different hostile lands without first planning, without first knowing who their kindred,
without first looking at the genealogies and so. Well, that place here is pretty close to me. This is
where I need to go. How do I get there? How do I feed my people on a journey such as that? Who
do I talk to? Who are the key people that I talk to? That I prepare and talk to? I just didn't up one
day, six o'clock were out of here, we're moving.
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All their planning had to be put in place by our ancestors so that the journey could be made
easy as possible for them. And so those kinships were built along the way that went straight to
their genealogical ties that tied them straight and through to each other. And they went to a place
called Otaki. And by the time they moved down the western seaboard and down to this area there
was an alliance formed between the close genealogical ties and to the close kinship ties that they
had. And the tikana of the day was the old adage of the last animal standing in the jungle would rule
the space, and that was tika, meaning that was right for that particular time. And he brought us
here and settled us here.
First of all on the Kapiti Coast, you may have driven passed it or came the other way. You
saw Kapiti Island, and that was a strong hold out there. That's where you could keep an eye on all
the surrounding areas. He went into the South Island, and that's another question. He set up his
empire around here and managed to take and capture this land under the customary and
traditional ways that pertained to that particular time. The history books of today write that he
was ruthless, that he was uncompromising, and that he caused all sorts of devastation, but at the
end of the day he wasn't the only one. Somewhere up north on the east coast, the west coast, the
same thing was happening. So, that was common practice.
Down here, he managed to set up an empire for us in terms of land. He was known as the
only chief that had the largest amount of land under his control in this country, and the adage goes
that the boundary of Ngati Toa is way in the north on the Wanganui River right down to the South
Island, and there he'd settled us, under his mana, under his power, under his leadership, with an
alliance from close related kin. From Ngati Toa, we're all the same people when you look at their
genealogical times. We are all the same people.
And so we came here and settle under his mana, under his authority, and today is another
question in terms of the strength of that mana today is being debated through the courts, but under
another political arena. But this has really settled us. This is his home, and we are the descendants
of that initial time that we journeyed was the descendants of Te Rauparaha, the person at the apex
of the house that you see. We actually walk into his bosom, into his care, and into his love. We
stand here united as a people, known as Ngati Toa. And the legacies that have been set down by our
people, is a beautiful legacy for us, as a younger generation to uphold. Ngati Toa will be here
forever. We aren't going anywhere in a hurry, so we as a younger generation have a responsibility
to uphold that mana of our ancestors that you see standing around here, and to uphold the histories
of those people. I'll leave it there. And I'll turn the time over to my cousin's wife, Janet and she will
tell you a wee bit about the meanings and the spiritual values of our house.
(Extended greeting in Maori)

Janet Elkington: I just said that on my father's side my tribe is Ngati Tuwharetoa and
you're going up there to Lake Tau po and you're going to spend a night up there in the area of my
father's people. On my mother's side my tribes are here at Ngati Toa and Ngati Kahangugnu, which
comes down from Hastings and Danniverke. And I said a special greeting to the parents of my
beautiful sister-in-law, Valerie, and also the mother of my three beautiful nieces. And so it's
wonderful to have them in our fare tupuna. Wonderful to see you again.
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I'm going to tell you a little bit about this whare. The first whare tupuna, which means it's
an ancestral meeting house, that means it's being named after an ancestor. And the ancestor that
this meeting house is named after is Toa Rangatira, and it is from that ancestor that all of us
descend. And so the meeting house is named after him, and it is symbolical of his body. So when
you were standing at the gate and coming forward, then at the top of the house is his head, his arms
are outstretched and welcoming. When we have people come to the marae traditionally they are
welcomed outside because that is the place of challenge. That when you come into the whare, into
the house, it is a house of peace. And we say that when you enter into the bosom of our ancestor
the things you feel in hear should be feelings of peace and forgiveness and warmth and love. So it is
peace that rules in this house. Now, I work as a trainer for an indigenous training and education
organization, and I know that after lunch is the graveyard shift, and nobody ever wants to talk to
you, but right now is worse than the graveyard shift cause you've all had dinner and you've had a
long days travel, and you must be really tired. So, I just want to tell you one thing. If you are so
tired that you have to close your eyes and fall asleep it's not rude in our world to do that. That's
why we have you kind of sit like this so that if you need to you can drop off. So, that's okay if you do
that.
So, this whare has been on this particular site since 1901, prior to that time we were up
higher because we needed to be for defense purposes. By 1901 we knew we weren't going to war
with anyone anymore. So we came down here so we could be close to our food cupboard, which
was the harbor, and we lived out of that harbor, and all through the years of the Depression our
people lived out of that harbor. And we had an ethic for sharing of kai from that harbor. So we
came down here in 1901, and we built our first whare tupuna. It was called Toa Rangatira, but it
was not a decorated whare. So that means that there was nothing inside. It sits on this pattern and
that pattern there. Those were the only patterns inside the whare.
And you might have seen a number of marae like that in this country because right at that
time was when there was a very strong belief that these sorts of art forms were heathen, and
demonic, and not aligned to Christian values and beliefs. So, in 1901 the first Toa Rangatira was
open. And it fulfilled the function that the whare tupuna fulfills, which is a gathering place for our
people. A house of education, a house of sharing, a house of celebration. We have weddings in here.
We had family reunions. We sleep in here. We don't eat or drink or smoke in here. None of those
sorts of things. It's also a place of tears, happy tears, and sad tears. We lay our sacred dead up
there in the center of the building and traditionally we will spend three or four or maybe even five
days here with our sacred dead as a family, supporting the bereaved members and whanau work in
the kitchen and take care of the physical needs of visitors.
And this is our genealogical library. All of these stories that give meaning and quality to our
lives. Our values and standards are reflected in the art forms. I want to tell you that this is the first
building opened on this complex in 1901. What do you think the second one was? It was opened in
1909 eight years later. Anybody want to hazard a guess? It was the schoolhouse. The schoolhouse
was opened in 1909 by Elder Booth, okay, a Mormon missionary.
So, I always use that story when I talk to people about negative publicity about Maori people
not being committed to education. Now, Brother Shelford used a very ancient chant, tineo, tineo,
tehuku a nuku, is an ancient chant which talks about Tane, who comes from our cosmogony and his
journey to the uppermost heaven to get knowledge for mankind to assure their survival, unless
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wronged. And so that tukutuku panel there contains that story ofTane's ascension through the
different levels of the heavens and the things he had to do to be able to be considered worthy to
have the knowledge that would enable us to be sustained on earth. So, Maori people are really
committed to education and keeping our stories alive.
The lady who did the woven patterns, and these are called tukutuku, she actually designed
them. They are not traditional patterns. So when she was putting them together in the late 70's she
knew that she was doing something reasonably radical at that time. They used green as a base
color, and that was not done. And then she found different shapes, like this one, which is called
terungapai, which means the gospel or good news. And that pattern also has the look of the chalice
and the look of the menora, and it was about people feeling comfortable with their religion. And
also the colors were about peace and forgiveness and love because Taku told you about Te
Rauparaha, the great warrior chief coming down and taking this land by conquest. His son,
Tamitana went out as a Christian missionary, so you see how very rapidly things were changing for
Maori people. And all of those stories are reflected in this house.
The carvings all represented human ancestors, except for the two, which are third down
from the door, and they represent taniwha. The ancestors on that side of the wall are the people
who give Nga ti Toa a blood link into all of the tribes that came in the great waka migration. And so
those canoes, their captains and high priests are represented on this side. And those are the people
who give us a blood link. And so we are all connected. And they've been carved in different styles.
If you have a look, the ones that we clearly can see a human form were done by the young carver. It
took six years to complete the carvings. We had a master carver. There was a young carver who
served as an apprenticeship with him, Greg Whakatukawaitua. And also, male members out of our
community because women don't carve in our tribe.
But these ones where clearly you can see the human form are Greg's works because
traditionally Maori patterns were not recognizable like this. But if you're from Ngapuhi and I know
you've been up to Paihia, their style of carving and the people from the West Coast is this one and
that one over there. They've got that serpentine look and the differentiated by a ridge. And so if
you know your own forms, your own carving styles, when you come to visit somebody else you can
find your ancestor and sleep beside your ancestor. I'll just tell you about the philosophy and then if
you want to ask any questions you could.
The philosophy came from the three designers. I told you it took six years to do the
carvings. It took eighteen months for this material to be prepared for weaving, and it took almost
eighteen months to weave them through. And the woman from our community did it. Our
community is not a rich community, but I always tell people that I live in paradise because I live in a
place, just up the road where hundreds of my family live. So, the marae is the heart place of our
community and living all around it, are all of my blood relations, I cannot go up that street or up this
street without somebody waving and smiling at me, everyday. And my children can't go up and
down the street without seeing somebody that is their auntie or their uncle. And the children can
run freely from home to home. So it's a really, neat sharing place. It's a wonderful place to live.
The marae is the heartbeat. We still have strategic leadership and place. Tuki sits on the
marae committee, which is in charge of all of our health services. We have fourteen nurses, we have
three doctors over here, a doctor service up in the east, we have an alcohol and drug service, we
have a sickened child education program. We have lots and lots of programs that are operated from
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our heart place. And where we can we like to employ our relations. So, it's really quite a unique
place in an urban environment. And we're very fortunate to live here.
So, when you come in here the floor is brown. It represents Papatuanuku, which is our
name for Mother Earth. The sides of the wall are slightly green. They represent growth in the
forest of Tane. So this is the weak growth, the sickly people. This is the strong growth, and the
strong people nurture and protect the weaker members in society. When you get up to the ceiling
and it's the golden color, and that represents ripening, wisdom, maturity, and old age. So the
philosophy for the whare is the cycle oflife. And it is a continuous cycle and it goes on and on. I
think that's all I'm going to share with you. If anybody has any questions that they would like to ask
that's fine. But if not, let's stop there so you can get down to the really interesting stuff.
(Question)
They live here and they grow up and they go - Ohh, I can't wait to leave. I can't do anything
and auntie so and so saw me or uncle. Everybody knows my business and they move out. See. And
they move away, and they have children. And they ring up and they say "Are there any jobs that are
made for me?" Are there any homes in the park for sale because they want to come back. And some
never leave. And the message for them is up there. Do you see the hand holding the flame. There's
a hand and the two single panels and running right down the backbone. Now that hand, it has many
messages. One is to honor those cooks, Johna's aunties that spent all day in the kitchen. One is to
honor them and the other is to remind our people who live here that they have a responsibility to
stay here. That if we were all to sell our homes and go away how would we live the way we do.
How could pregnant mothers get a boil-up from an auntie if the auntie had moved. How is that I,
who does not have a parent living here or brother or sister, can have four children and never have
to worry when I go to the hospital. Because as soon as I have to go to the hospital I ring down to the
Hippolites and say, 'Tm going to the hospital" and Alma walks up the road in her flannel knit nightie
and gets into bed with one of my children. And when they wake up in the morning she says,
"Mommy's gone to the hospital" and auntie gets her off to school. See, so they have a lived reality.
If we do anything or if she sees a big truck coming up to my house bringing a big shed up
and it's the movers, she's coming up the road with biscuits for the builders. And her son stops and
says, she doesn't want your old biscuits, but that's about proper behavior. If Auntie Tutoti knows I
got visitors, up comes some jam or some steamed pudding or some cake. See that's proper
behavior. Now the children, they live it, so that's how they get into paradise. And I think the most
awful thing in the world would be to live in paradise and not be part of it, and that's sad.
And this pattern here tahitaho. That's the pattern that tells us that we shouldn't take one
step forward unless our arm is linked to our whanau. When we step forward they move with us,
and we think that part of the reason we got into the state we have is people move forward on their
own and they didn't take the family with them. So, it's an absolute way of life you can live to. I don't
have any insurance. I don't have any money, but if my brother needed me in Hawaii tomorrow I
would be there because these people here - as soon as they heard. And honestly, we used to
scuzzle up wild fire through the park. Then they would come up. And they wouldn't say anything,
but they slide their hand into your pocket. And it might be $10 or $20 or $100 and before you know
it you have your fare.
So it's a whole way oflife that's rewards and it's responsibilities. And you fulfill your
responsibilities to your family, and you get your rewards. Maybe not straight away, maybe not for
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20 or 30 years. It's a bit like having an invisible bank balance that you never go down to someone
and say, "You owe me". You just know, and it goes around. So, our children, we try to indoctrinate
them into living in paradise. The chapel is just up the road. It's just a really nice place to live.

Te Rauparaha, Wineera and
John Elkington, Porirua

Colin Shelford, Karewa Katene,
Muhurenga Wineera, at Porirua
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Brian Joyce: There's a picture up on
the wall of a world renowned lady for her
skills in making korowai in particular. And
her name was Dame Rangimarie Hetet. And
so we built that center to commemorate her
and we did that while she was alive. And
when we opened the building we invited her
to the opening and she opened it and she was
100 years old then. And so we had a
wonderful time. We wanted to commemorate
her while she was alive and pay those tributes
to her and so we were able to do that. All the
pictures on the wall are all native shrubs with
medicinal values, and they are all native shrubs.
Papakura Marae, Auckland
And so that's just a very brief outline of that
building.
This building here was open in 1990 and this was our contribution to the 150 th celebrations
of the signing of the treaty at Waitangi and this was our contribution towards Maori in Papakura.
We feel good about this because all the work that you see was done by us.
The carvings were done at Manurewa. But the Maoris sing a song about Nga Waka e Whitu,
the seven waka that was part of the great migration. And we have those seven waka represented in
this building. Because we're in the Waikato area Tainui waka take pride of place. So, the carving
when you come in, on the left hand side, is the Tainui waka. And on the right hand side is a
Mataatua waka. We put that there because it was of similar dimensions. No other reasons. But that
is the only one where they told us where to place. All these other carvings in here represent the
rest of those tribes with their own particular story. All the panels that you look at, they're the same
panels on either side and they all have their particular stories as well. And we did all that here on
base using young people that were seeking employment. But we were very pleased with our efforts.
Irrespective of where you come from I tell people that carving is the only one you need to
remember because that carving there is Rahiri. He's the ancestor from the north. So don't worry
about any else. I tell you because that's where I'm from. That one there is a Tokomaru. Tokomaru,
the one down there was Takitimu, Te Arawa, Aotearoa, and Kurahaupo. And so we have the
seventies. There are others here, that were carved and that's part of the giant. That's Tangaroa,
god of the ocean. That one was carved especially for the waka project, Tainui waka. So, all the
weaving and all the patterns they have their own stories. All the pictures you see around the wall
were gifted to us. And because they're centered around the Waikato area of the all the Waikato
people take pride of the place up front. And there is, the one up there with the hands over the
walking stick. She takes pride of the place because she's the only woman on the wall. And she is the
only woman in here so that's very briefly.
When we opened this place we arranged an opening. It was opened by the Maori Queen.
They selected the name, and the name of this place is Te Ngira, which is needle, and this place is
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about binding the fibers of people together. When that carving exhibition went overseas in the 80's,
when they eventually came back we asked the Maori Queen and her people to select the name. And
the name they selected was Te Ngira, and that was about binding of fathers of people together, but
Tawhiao had a proverb which said (proverb in Maori). And through the eye of needle pass all
different color strands of thread. Here's the eye of the needle and you people are all those different
colors.
Out the front, there's an airplane there, carved there, might have noticed it. But there's also
a waka there as well, and people see the airplane and there's a figure holding both. And the
significance of that is for Maori to take the best out of both worlds. But we'd rather be progressive
as well.
When I asked Air New Zealand if they would sponsor it, and they said not unless there was a
dollar in return for them. And I said to them straight away, "Well I ought to turn it upside down and
call it "Airbus", and then they'd gone broke anyway. When we opened this place the dedicatory
service. We had a Hone Kaa, a very prominent name in Maoridom and New Zealand as far as the
Church is concerned, the Anglican church. We had him organized to conduct the service. And on
the morning of the dedication he was busy with his radio station. So he said, hey, look there's that
gentlemen over there with that elderly fellow, get him to do it. And the elderly fellow was Ben
Armstrong. It was Ben Armstrong and his son Moses as our patriarch and as our stake president in
this area. So all through the history of this place this Church has made a contribution.
This marae is different to most marae in the things that we do. We have a doctor's clinic
here. We are involved in health initiatives. We employ 18 people full time. We have a kohanga reo
next door and it is a busy place. And we have groups like this through all the time. We have
developed a school program where schools come from all over the place and they book in and we
do a presentation to them. And in our presentation to them we divide them up in groups and one
group works with flax, harakeke. Another group is in the kitchen making fried bread, another
group does poi, and another group does stick games, and we rotate every 15-20 minutes. And it is a
very successful program. It's successful to the stage where we've had to limit the number of schools
that come in. And it's successful because we're the only one's that our doing it. But we do it very
well. We do it very well.
So, we've have lots and lots of different groups come here for all different reasons. Like
tonight Herewini Jones is here. Monday night Justice Ministry have a meeting here to talk about
ways perhaps they could reduce offending, but I say there's a wide variety of groups. Visit this
place and we feel good about it because we built this place to be used. It'd be very easy to close up
shop and keep it nice in that pristine condition, but we think it was built for people to use and that's
what happens here.
All right. You got any questions. Nope. What were some of the historical things you wanted
to talk about? First of all, have you got any questions? Let me ask you that first. Nope. Yes.
Who was the painter?
Local Maori fellow did the painting. He's brilliant. Definitely brilliant.
So this is opened to any Maoris that live in the Auckland area.
Anyone, any race. We have lots. We were into tourism a few years ago, but we moved away
from that. We had groups that used to stay over night. It was a lot of work, but after a while we
didn't feel comfortable having senior citizens, sleeping on the floor, hard job getting up. So it's far
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better for us to just bring groups and entertain them and give them some refreshments and send
them on their way. It was far more convenient for us to do that.
Do you have a total immersion school for the young people?
No, the answer is no. We have a kohanga reo. And the kohanga reo is about teaching those
pre-schoolers Maori. So we have one of them established. It has been established in Papakura for
over 10-12 years. I understood that some of the things you people wanted to talk about was the
Church. Right? Yes.
(question)
There are some time constraints on this because they want to finish early enough so they
can go up there and have some refreshments before 7:00, before Herewini Jones starts and there
are some constraints on it, but I'm happy to answer any questions. Yes?
Can you tell us about the paintings up here?
Maoris are great story tellers and they are great fishermen. That fellow fishing up there is
Maui. Lou, you want to talk about that very quickly about Maui.
(Brian Joyce's wife) Lou: Yes, I'd be delighted to. We have, as Brian has already mentioned, we
have many children coming here and they go around with the question, where do the Maori really
come from? Where do the Maori really come from? That is a wonderful opportunity to tell them
exactly where the Maori come from. We are an ancient race of people. We are of the House of Israel.
We come through the loins of Father Abraham, which has been very interesting for many peop/e ... And
so, because we are blessed as members of the Church and there are several that work here on the
marae. We are also grateful for our birthright and heritage of which are membership in the Church is
one. And I gather that most ofyou are members of the Church, is that correct? And so, what we are
able to share with them are things they've never heard of before because you see if they're interested in
Maori they only believe that we've come from out of the ocean, out of the mighty Pacific. And so we're
able to share that information.
The paintings Brian had alluded to here is a story about Maui. Now Maui is a familiar story
amongst the Hawaiians and indeed our Polynesian brothers and sisters. So we share a commonality
and that's natural because we are all of the House of Israel, of the seed of Father Lehi. Brought over,
spilled over the wall, as the great patriarch Jacob in blessing his son Joseph, being a fruitful person,
and that his seed will spill over the wall. And that's us here in Aotearoa and that's who we are as
Maori people. So we've come. My husband and I have come from great pioneers of the Church and so
it is with humility that we know the reason for which we've come.
Because in our heart of all hearts we know that the history of the Church has not been written
except little bits and pieces. And it needs to be written. And it needs to be written by members of the
Church. So that's just wonderful. So that's what we wanted to share with you. So the paintings are
traditional paintings. The tukutuku panels, one of the lovely sisters here spoke to me, just here and she
is a quilter, and so that is an art and a talent which you have an eye for. And so she straight away
picked up on the tukutuku panels. Now the tukutuku panels weaves the stories of our ancestors and so
those are beautiful stories to read and as children come here and we ask the simple questions when
you give them a project to research where do you go to.
And of course the answers are simple. They go to the libraries or they have books at home
which can help them with their research and I have shared with them as Maori people. We simply
come to the whare nui and we learn through the weavings on the walls, which are called tukutuku, the
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stories that are woven in there of our ancestors. So that again is another simple explanation to them.
And then in simple forms we tell them how important life is and so we ask them and invite them, and
I'm going to invite you, show me your koru. Would you like to raise your right hand? That is your
koru. And would you like to raise your other hand? And this koru is symbol of life, which is where the
circle of life begins. Stay there and just unleash that koru and the other. And so the beginning of life
begins. In the womb, of course, and then through the natural process of our life in this earth for which
we are all at that level and then we pass on so that a new generation will emerge.
So, ifyou look up into the ceiling you will see many designs which is the beginning of the koru,
which is the beginning of life. And you will hear those stories and traditions amongst our Polynesian
friends and indeed amongst our Indian nations over, whether it be up in the Canadian area or even
South America. Naturally, because we initially have come from the same people. And of course the
carvings, as Brian has already mentioned some of the names, '/'hey are versions of a human being.
There will never be a carving that is exactly like a human being.
And that's important because many people come here and believe that Maori people initially
were heathens. Nothing could be further from the truth because we know that the good Lord in
heaven has protected us down through generations of time and to be here in Aotearoa knowing and
could see eventually what has happened in the Book of Mormon history, the great destructions of the
people which had occurred. And so he needed to have a gentle race of people, which is the Maori
people. However, their history hasn't always been gentle, but initially the good Lord saw that our
hearts would be prepared for the gospel and here we are today. And willing to share that information
with you. Are you satisfied with that korero. I thought you would be.

Now this here is another picture here which depicts, of course, a beautiful setting and the
artist called it Rangimarie, which interpreted means a peaceful setting. It's like how the Garden of
Eden must surely have looked in the eyes of the Maori because in here you would see the native
plants which are of great abundance and you would see the Maori warrior and his wahine dressed
in the beautiful cloaks. That they came with the weaving skills when they came from the Pacific
Islands into a colder climate. So they knew and could identify immediately the native plants which
they needed to weave their cloaks to keep them in a warmer climate. Hence, them being adorned
there with their korowai. And so it's interesting during the stages of time that have evolved with
our Maori people.
Today we have a great resurgence of back to ko reo, going back to the traditions of the
language, of retaining our culture. Now that was nearly wiped out through colonization as surely to
every country that colonization took place. They felt that we needed to be educated and when we
were really a highly educated people in terms of the care of the environment, of loving our families
until the gospel was ready for us, the Maori people were prepared. And so I wanted to share that
with you, and I'm sharing exactly as I share it with visitors that come onto the marae here. Now, do
you have any questions you would like to ask me? Yes.
Ken Baldridge: Since, the waka seems to be more memorialized more here than most
anywhere we have visited I think it would be well if our group could see you perform Ngawaka.
Lou: Fair enough. That's lovely, I know my husband and I might not be up to performing
Ngawaka, but we certainly can sing it.
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Later on, later on. I want to tell them about some Church history because you're liable to
miss it.
Okay.

)

I just want to talk about some of the early part of the history. When I say early, early, from
perhaps the 50's on. How many of you people have been to New Zealand before? Several of you
and some of you from here and a lot of you will be aware of the chapel in Queen Street it Auckland.
I used to go to church there before that building was there. I used to go to church there in the early
50's when there was a small chapel there. There was a palm tree outside. We had a big notice up
on the lawn and the notice said, "everybody welcome, seats free, no collection". And I probably still
have a photo of that at home because that can be very embarrassing going to some church where
you have a collection and you have nothing to put in the plate.
They restored a church up here years ago and I was invited to it. I sat next to a gentleman
called Merv Wellington. Merv Wellington was a Minister of Education and I said to Merv, "Is there a
collection". "No, no", he said, "Don't worry about that". While we were sitting there, half way
through the dedication they passed the plate around. And I said to Merv, "Merv, have you got any
money". And he said "No, I haven't. I was going to ask you". So we fosicked around in our pockets,
we finished up with about 10 shillings all in quarters and we shared it between us we put it right
over the plate, right up close so they couldn't see what we put in. But it gets quite embarrassing
sometimes.
Okay, that church was built there. When the old church stood there they bought the section
at the back building. There was an old house on the section and they used that as a mission home.
But the Church used that for classes and all sorts of things. No one wanted that place because they
had a floor that was on a slant and eventually they built that chapel. Now when that building was
opened on; I'm not sure of the date. It was around about 1954 there were 1250 people at the
opening. I'd never forget that because I was the district clerk and I took the notes and I took the
count and it was a huge crowd. It was a huge crowd for that time, but there were 1250 people
there.
Since then of course we've had the first stake formed and some of you people remember
that the first stake that was formed outside of mainland America. It took in the Auckland and
Hamilton area. And you probably heard all of this before. Tell me if you have so I won't go through
it. And the stake president was Elder Beisinger. Elder Beisinger was in charge of the construction
down at the college and temple. And he was the first stake president and his counselors were Stan
Bird and William Roberts and I don't know what they called it. It must have been the New Zealand,
Auckland, Hamilton Stake. And when the division took place they formed the Auckland Stake with
William Roberts as the Stake President and his counselors were Jeff Garlick and Matt Chote. And
that was pretty early in the beginnings of the Church.
And all the churches were numbered by wards. All the churches were numbered by wards
and the First Ward was in Auckland, the Second Ward was in Auckland, the Third Ward was Mount
Roskill, the Fourth Ward was out at Panmure, Fifth Ward was North Shore, and the Sixth Ward was
the area in which we are in now. The Sixth Ward then took in the areas from, now there are six
stakes in that area that there was one ward. It came from Otara, from over to the Howick area. It
took in Panmure. It took in Otara, south to Drury. And that was one ward. Fourth Ward, when they
set the stake up in that area when Jeff Garlick was the bishop then, he was called into the stake
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presidency. That was part of it was part of it as well. But when all those wards used to operate by
numbers, and we knew all the numbers.
Now, things that you don't forget that in North Shore the Bishop there was a Scotsman or
Englishman, Bishop Marquis and his wife was a non-member and she never even joined the Church.
And he had a very broad accent, but he was a wonderful fellow. But you know, that was one area of
the Church that never ever really got going in numbers. It never ever got going, even now, in
numbers. And you know why? Well, I don't know why, but there weren't many Polynesians over
there. There weren't very many Polynesians over there. It must have been a bit more difficult to
convert. That is still the same because part of the Harbor Stake takes in an area this side of the
Harbor Bridge. But there has been an explosion in the Church out here because we are part of it. As
I say this place was all part of the Sixth Ward. Oscar Westerlund was the Bishop. Oscar Westerlund
was called as a bishop about 1960 and that was the area he presided over. From Mangere south to
here. It went right down to Karaka, Clevedon, Otara. As I say from that area come six or seven
stakes now. Oscar was the bishop.
The next bishop was Eric Young. Eric Young was a tremendous fellow. He was a
tremendous fellow. He joined the Church when he worked in Te Kuiti and he managed the shop at
the Woolworth's. He managed the shop at the Woolworth's, he got converted to the Church, and he
moved up here, but he was a bishop. And then in 196 7 I was called as a bishop of this area. And in
this particular place my wife and I have lived in the same house and we've been in about five stakes
and half a dozen wards without moving anywhere, but the Church really has grown. And because
we've been part of it we haven't really noticed it, and I think that's what happens when you get in
the middle of something, you don't see the growth progress.
As an individual, my concerns about Maori. We have plenty Maori members, but the
activity, they have languished. They languished for the want of a better word and we find it very
difficult how to rejuvenate their interests because there was a time when they were interested
when they were baptized. So they have a tremendous role to play, but we implement all sorts of
programs to try to encourage them.
But the Church is growing. We have in our Auckland region, there must be 15 stakes, just
within the Auckland region. And there's been a tremendous growth. And I need to commend the
Island people. I was at the temple a couple weeks ago and I said to one of the fellows, "What a
wonderful turn-out from your stake tonight". And he said, "Not really, see we've only got two buses
and we usually have four buses that came down". They're tremendously faithful people and we
commend them for it.
The Church does have a profile in the community. The Church does have a profile in the
community and we work very hard to maintain a good profile. Not necessarily a high profile, but a
good profile and through our activities and through the standards. This marae in particular has
been blessed by the number of Church people who are employed here. They've helped us raise our
standards in hygiene, in dress, in conversation, in all of those things because these women belong to
a Relief Society. And when we look around in the community they have the skills that the people in
the communities are looking for to help them with the organizations that they've established. And I
can't speak highly enough of the Relief Society for the tremendous amount of good work that they
do. The Relief Society has a tremendous influence, not only upon the lives of women, but upon the
lives of families and the communities. And we can never speak highly enough of that.
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We wish, in our particular ward, if we could match the enthusiasm and the results shown by
the Relief Society, but we will get there and we have to. Now the restoration of the Church in this
area and the establishment of the Church has been the greatest blessing that has come to this area,
though people may not realize it. We have people involved in local body politics. We have people
involved in all levels of government agencies that are set up and so people are aware of the
standards that we talk about and we try to keep, but the Church is alive and growing out here. The
Church is alive and growing and with all the different programs that are introduced from time to
time to encourage growth and activity is just marvelous.
All right, now anybody got any question?
I have one.
Yes.
There seems to be a migration into the country from Asia. Are you having any success with
Asians?
Not at this rate. There aren't too many out here, yet. I can't speak for other areas. I've got
no doubts there are probably some that have joined the Church, but I'm not aware of a large influx
of them, yet. Anybody got any other questions?
Did you ever speak to Matthew Cowley?
As a boy, yes I did. He visited. Never forgotten it. We have photos of him, when my dad was
on a mission.
I'm aware that you people have had a long day. I'm aware that you've had a long day.
This is our stake president, Moses Armstrong. Some of you people from Panmure, those
areas, knew Ramona's dad, Ben. Hands up those of you
who knew Ben Armstrong. One or two here. Anybody
got any other questions while our stake president's
here. All right, perhaps you might want to walk around
and feel these things and see that they're real.
Because a lot of people in come here and a lot of
places you go you're not allowed to touch this, you're
not allowed to do that. We don't have such inhibitions
here. You can take photos. As long as you don't eat
food, you don't wear shoes, you don't smoke in here,
treat it as part of your own place. You're welcome to
move around and have a look. There's a lot of
traditional things about this building. The traditional
things are the carvings, the styles, and the patterns. The
contemporary things about our building of effect are the
materials we use for our weaving are not piahu or
harakeke, those traditional materials. We thought at
one stage it might have been too colorful for a
Moses and Ramona Armstrong
at Papakura Marae, Auckland
wharenui, but they seemed to be okay.
Now, if you look up here it talks about Tanenuiarangi, that pattern that weaves all the way
through that trail. That's the pattern to Heavenly Father. And it's all got symbolic meaning. We
talk about God. We have prayers all the time in here, Any huis we have in here. We have prayers.
)
)

)

)
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We begin and we close with prayers. And in some cases it's the only time people have a chance to
listen to prayers and say amen, but it's a good exercise.
(question)
The cross. When we were finishing this place off we had the minister come and he said to
me, "Boy you don't have a cross in there to signify Christianity". I said, "Not a problem, we'll put one
up". And that's a sign of Christianity amongst other denominations. And we know it's a cross. We
don't have to have a cross to know we're Christian, but other denominations look upon the cross as
quite significant in their beliefs.
Is this managed by a tribal council?
Yes, I suppose. I'm the tribal counsel. I work with people. I have a good team.
(Ben Armstrong speaks)
l spoke earlier president about the Church's had a significant input into this place right from
day one when your Dad took care of the dedication service, and we have a staff out here. We must
have had half a dozen members of the Church work here. Yeah, they've had quite an influence in
the running of this place. Yes?
There's different parts of the complex. There's the large building there. There's this one.
There's the small one, but then there's another one.
Yes.
But, what are each of those.
We have two more out the back and one down the side. That one over there is our dining
room hall where we have activities, where we eat, all that type of activity. In here we have our tangi
in here, funerals. Our dead lie below the cross where we mourn and grieve and celebrate the lives
of our dead in here. Plus, all sorts of meetings like tonight. All those activities are held here. For
smaller groups we go next door, but that building is particularly built for arts and crafts. The
building next to that is for kohanga reo, a Maori language nest for pre-schoolers. At the back we
have a building where all our staff who work here are based. Up the front there we have a doctor's
clinic. Down the side of the paddock we are renovating a building where we want to develop
recreation and health activities, and we have just completed a new building at the back and we
don't know what we're going to use it for yet. Yes.
(Question about the poles inside the whare nui)
Yeah, I suppose our purpose, for no other reason, but they obstruct the view of peoples from
time to time. And no particular reason. It's just constructed in this manner. We never had a post
out the front of our building until about six weeks ago. And we put that there for safety reasons, but
we want to have carvings attached to that as well. But if you were at Wairoa and if you were at
Takitimu. I don't know which marae you went to over there, but they have the poles inside the
building, but they vary from place to place.
(question)
Carpet instead of flax. I'll tell you. You see the Maori used kuta, Kuta was soft and it was
wool, but we could never get it in rolls and just roll it up like this. A lot of the traditional stuff we
would have found too difficult to obtain.
The carvings themselves are very old.
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No, no. About 90% of the carvings in here are macrocarpa. The only totara ones is that one
there, and that one over there. They are the only two that are totara. All the rest are macrocarpa.
And the carvers say macrocarpa is good wood to carve and so that's the story of the wood in here.
Rex Frandsen: On behalf of our organization we would like to present to your marae a copy of
our proceedings that we have accumulated over the number of the years. Our editor is here, Grant
Underwood. And we're very privileged to have him with us as well. But we'd like to present this to the
marae from our group.
Well, on behalf of the marae we consider it a great privilege to receive a gift of this nature, of
Voyagers of Faith. We have many religious faiths represented in the small team we have who work
here, but the majority being members of the church. And you heard my wife give her spiel on
where the Maoris have come from. And everybody that comes here has got to listen to that. And
she never misses the opportunity of talking about the Book of Mormon and where we've come
from. She never misses an opportunity. And she's just so tremendous for that. So, thank you very
much. When I begin work on Monday. I will show our group what's been presented on your behalf
and I'm sure it's a good book as well.
In these pictures there are chiefs of this area?
They're all chiefs, but those ones up the front there are Tainui. Another important chief is
that fellow down there. That's Wakanene from the North. People from Hawkes Bay. That one
down there is Whaanga. The two things that happened, coincidence that happened in here, we've
got Wakanene there next to the north carving, paupau and we've got the old man Whaanga there
next to the Kahungunu carving. This happened by coincidence. We thought that was pretty good.
One of the things that we're always fascinated by our building is the different hairstyles of
some of the carvings that the carvers have been able to portray. And I think it's absolutely
marvelous how carvers have that skill, and you see that long, flowing hair over there and you see
that fellow has a bun over there, and that fellow there has no hair at all, and all of those sorts of
things. I think it's just absolutely marvelous, the skills that some people possess, am able to
transfer their ideas onto a piece of wood that makes it visible for you to see. Real clever.
All these other chiefs around here, we've always been going to write their names bigger so
you can read them without having to squint, but we've never gotten around to it. But here they are
all chiefs and those down there in particular are all Tainui. Tainui have been good to us so we
recognize them and acknowledge that. They're a good people to work with. The Maori queen is a
good type of women, very friendly, warm personality and so we are grateful to them and her team.
Alright, thank you, thank you.
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ANDREW JENSON IN NEW ZEALAND 1895-1896 by Riley Moffat

Andrew Jenson was Assistant Historian of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints for
many years. He was born in 1850 in Damgren, Denmark. The family joined the Church in 1854 and
emigrated to Utah in 1866, settling in Pleasant Grove. After a mission back to Denmark Andrew
become interested in publishing material about the history of the Church. In 1888 he traveled
throughout the Eastern U.S. collecting material on Church history.
In 1891 Jenson was called and set apart as a "historian in Zion" by Apostle Franklin D.
Richards to collect Church history material in the stakes and missions of the Church. On May 2,
1895 Jenson was again set apart under the hands of Presidents Wilford Woodruff, George Q.
Cannon, Joseph F. Smith and Apostle Franklin D. Richards to travel throughout the world collecting
Church history in all the missions. This mission would last for over two years.
His missionary certificate is worded as follows:
"To all persons to whom this letter shall come: This certifies that the bearer, Elder Andrew
Jenson, is in full faith and fellowship with the Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter-day Saints, and by its
general authorities has been appointed to a mission to the various nations of the earth, where said
Church is established, to preach the gospel, and to administer in all the ordinances thereof,
pertaining to his office and to collect information by the examination of records, etc., essential or
desirable for the writing and preservation of the correct history of the various missions of the
Church, and we invite all men to give heed to his teachings and counsels as a man of God, and to
assist him in his travels and historical labors in whatsoever things he may need, or that may be
advantageous in the prosecution of his inquiries. And we pray God the Eternal Father to bless Elder
Jens on and all who receive him and minister to his comforts, with the blessings of Heaven and
earth, for time and all eternity. In the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.
Signed at Salt Lake City, Territory of Utah, May 9 th, 1895, in behalf of said Church.
Wilford Woodruff,
George Q. Cannon,
Joseph F. Smith,
First Presidency."
Jenson began his mission on May 11, 1895, traveling first to Hawaii where he spent two
months gathering records then sailed on to Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa. He finally arrived in Auckland,
New Zealand on October 10 th to commence his tour of the Australasian Mission, as it was then
known. All throughout his mission he not only kept a personal journal but prepared letters which
he sent back to Salt Lake to be printed in the Deseret News on what appears to be about a weekly
basis. Of course it took two or three months for the letters to reach Salt Lake from New Zealand.
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What makes Jenson's letters enjoyable reading as well as providing primary source material
is that like all successful writers of his era he used language to describe situations and scenery to
paint a picture in his reader's minds. Today we use photographs or videos instead, making eloquent
descriptive language nearly obsolete.
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Jenson's letters describe to the Deseret News' readers the condition of the Church in New
Zealand. He visited all the conferences and most of the many branches, usually in the company of
the mission president, William Gardner, and various of the missionaries. He collected information
to take back to Church headquarters and spent considerable time going over the historical records
of the mission, conferences and branches and teaching local leaders how to keep accurate records.
His itinerary was surprisingly similar to ours. Most of the little branches he describes no longer
exist. In the 1880s the missionary work in New Zealand had shifted from working with the
Europeans to working with the Maori. This meant going into the rural areas where the Maori lived.
Most of the branches then were associated with the Maori pa or villages rather than the European
towns. Now our wards and branches are centered in towns and cities.
In this presentation I will attempt to share some of Andrew Jenson's general impressions of
New Zealand, the Church and the Maoris to help us understand this pivotal period of Church history
in New Zealand.
Missionary work in New Zealand started in 1854 and was very slow and intermittent until
1875. Most of the strong European families that converted during that time emigrated to Utah. In
1895 there were 60 elders in New Zealand, working mostly with the Maoris. There were 12 Maori
districts and 3 European districts with 3288 members. Only 206 of New Zealand's 686,000 pakeha
were LDS while 3,100 of the 42,000 Maori were, or about 8%.
After arriving in Auckland, Jenson first went up north to see the Going family in Ruatangata,
just like us, where he describes in detail the kauri gum digging and logging business. In visiting the
branches here Jenson experienced a bit of culture shock when everyone lined up to "hongi" with
him.
"There being a flourishing branch of the Church at Te Horo, about thirty native Saints were
there to receive us. As soon as we emerged from the timber they commenced to call out, "haeri mai,
haeri mai" (come, come) and after we had forded the river they strung themselves in a long line in
front of the meeting house to receive our undivided greeting which meant both shaking hands and
rubbing noses. This certainly was a new and novel experience for me. I had learned a great number
of new departures and native ways during my sojourn among the Hawaiians, Fijians, Tongans, and
Samoans; but none of these indulge in that particular mode of greeting which the Maoris call
"hongi," (nose rubbing). Well I made a failure of the first attempt. Elder Gardner, evidently
forgetting that I was a new hand, started out in such good earnest for himself that he was half way
down the line before I had unsaddled my horse and was ready to commence. I was just getting my
nose ready to start in when my courage failed me. All at once I seemed to forget the verbal
instructions I had received about this same "hongi" business. Was I to press with the top of the
nose, or the left or right side or all around, I had forgotten all. The president of the branch, who is
also a chief, stood at the head of the line; and he was the first to be greeted as a matter of course.
There be stood with his large Grecian nose all ready for action. No, I could not, I had forgotten how!
Or rather, I had not learned yet. I simply gave him a hearty regular Mormon hand shaking and
passed on to the next, while he gave me a sympathizing look. He seemed to take in the situation;
but this was not the case with all the rest. What was the matter with the new Elder, or the
"kailuhituki" (writer) as they called me from the beginning. Did I feel above "hongi" ing with them;
else why didn't I do like the rest of the Elders. Well I made a public confession before conference
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was through, and in the absence of a better excuse I tried to make them believe that I was a bashful
young man who feared that I would be laughed at, if I shouldn't do it just right; and so I had
postponed the experiment till I could learn it in a more private way. But I assured them that as I
had been practicing with the president of the branch and others between meetings that I would
"hongi" with all of them before I left them. That was satisfactory, and according to latest accounts
none of the Te Hore Saints have apostatized through my neglect of duty."
He also noted the long ceremonial greetings called "poroporo" which we have also
experienced.
"After evening prayer in the meeting house, which was preceded but the singing of a hymn,
and the reading of a chapter in the Bible, the gathering was turned into a genuine Maori "poroporo"
during which numerous speeches of welcome were made, chiefly directed to Elder Gardner and
myself, to which we briefly responded; but as every leading man present seemed to have something
to say, the meaning was prolonged till about 11 o'clock in the night. This did not mean that all
present kept awake that time; many slept, and some even snored. Even we missionaries were half
asleep part of the time, and no doubt I should have gone far into dreamland had not one of the
Elders paid particular attention to me by whispering a translation of the speeches in my ear as they
were being delivered. At length the last speaker was through, and we Elders, after shaking hands
with all who were not asleep, betook us to our quarters on the hill, where we slept comfortably
during the night."
Another issue he had to deal with as he collected and organized historical records was the
difficulty of keeping track of natives who kept changing their names.
"In culling from the records I experienced great difficulties in keeping track of Maori
natives. The natives of New Zealand are in the habit of changing their names repeatedly in the
course of a little time; and thus we often find that a native has been baptized in one name, ordained
to some office in the Priesthood in another, and perhaps set apart to preside over a branch in still
another name. I have used my utmost influence against this practice, both in public and in private
and instructed all records keepers to see that these mixtures of names do not occur in the future, as
such as practice would almost destroy the value of records for historical purposes. Another trouble
that I have also encountered is that a number of Elders from Zion have been guilty of writing their
names in half a dozen different ways, thus making it impossible to trace them without an
interpreter".
By the end of his tour of the branches north of Auckland Jenson says he quickly learned to
love the Maori people and described their hospitality toward him.

u

"Thus ended my introductory visit to the Maori people, to whom I at once became attached,
because of their full heartedness and love for the Gospel and the servants of the Lord who are
preaching it to them. On general principles the Maoris are a hospitable people. During our sojourn
at Te Haro, they provided plenty of food for us Elders and all their other visitors three times a day.
The meeting house served as a dining hall. Nearest the wall on either side were placed mats where
the people sat during the meeting and slept at night, while the passage through the middle served
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as table at meal hours. Our food consisted of good bread, well cooked pork and mutton, a little
butter and jelly, ordinary potatoes, sweet potatoes, vegetables, etc. The hearts of the Saints were
over flowing with kindness towards us, and they gave us the best they had. The ringing of a bell
announced all meetings, prayers, and meal hour."
He often complimented the Huddart, Parker & Company steamship line for offering free
passage for Elders.
Within a month he was complimented on reading his Maori scriptures well. He compared
Maori vowel sounds to Scandinavian pronunciations and attributed his knowledge of Scandinavian
languages to helping him master Maori.
The Maori Saints at that time had a tradition of having daily morning and evening prayer
meetings.
"I will here explain once for all that Maori Saints in nearly all organized branches meet
together for prayer morning and evening in their respective meetinghouses or usual places of
worship. First a hymn is sung, and in the absence of a Latter-day Saint hymn book in the Maori
language, the Church of England hymn book is generally used, but the numbers are usually sung to
tunes which have been introduced by the Elders from Zion. Next follows a chapter from the Bible
or the Book of Mormon, the presiding officers calling upon whomsoever he will to read. This is
followed by all natives present chanting in pure Maori style an article from "Ready References"
which has recently been translated and published in the Maori language. Then comes the prayer,
which as a rule finishes the exercise; but often questions are also asked and answered, and in such
instances considerable time is consumed. Nearly all male members take part in these proceedings,
as they are called upon in turn to do so; and as a rule they cheerfully respond. In fact, most of the
members would consider it a great slight if they were not called upon in their turn to read, or pray,
or take the lead in the chanting and singing. That peculiar timidity with which every young
American or European Elder is so well acquainted, seems to be almost unknown among the Maoris,
who generally arise with an air which would indicate that they consider themselves perfectly able
to do anything in the line of singing, preaching or praying that is required of them."
Jenson noted that as was common elsewhere in the Pacific, villagers would often follow the
lead of the chief in converting or apostatizing. During the district conference held at Te Hauke in
Hawkes Bay he noted:
"Among the conference visitors was Hohepa Otene Meihana, of Taonoke, who was the first
Maori baptized in this part of the country. Most of the people in his village followed his example,
and for several years the Taonoke branch, over which he presided, was one of the best and liveliest
Maori branches in New Zealand; but he finally quarreled with the Elders from Zion which led to his
excommunication from the Church in 1892, since which, the Taonoke branch has gone down, until
it has almost ceased to exist. This circumstance serves as a good illustration of what the influence
of a Maori chief means. The Maori people are great sticklers for the right of their rangatiras or
chiefs. Whatever an influential chief does is generally endorsed by his people. Hence if a great chief
embraces the Gospel, numbers of his people will generally follow; and on the other hand, as in the
case of Hohepa Otene Maihana, if a chief is severed from the Church, it often means the dissolution
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of a whole branch, or the turning away of most of the people in his village. The probability is that
this particular chief will soon return to the Church which undoubtedly would mean the resurrection
of the Taonoke branch."
Jenson liked to walk around the cities he visited, ascend heights to get views, and visit
museums and libraries. He mentions this consistently in the European cities where there were
generally no members to visit During a stopover in Christchurch he hiked to the summit between
Christchurch and Lyttleton to admire the view and also in Dunedin he got permission to ascend the
tower of city hall to survey the city.
After a cottage meeting at Te Horo in the Wairau district of the South Island some drunks
started a riot outside the hall and the elders had to prepare to defend themselves.
" Immediately after the meeting was closed we noticed considerable rustling and heard
some boisterous talk on the outside, and in going to the door we saw three drunken Maoris with
bared arms, clinched fists and desperate looks attacking some of the Saints who had attended
meeting. They pretended to have a grievance to settle with the Elders, one of whom they accused of
having told a saloon keeper in Havelock not to sell whisky to the Maoris, which accusation was
without foundation in fact, as our Elders do not associate with saloon keepers in Havelock or any
other "lock" The Saints generally taking the part of the Elders, a general row and fight ensued, and
for about an hour there was a regular war of words and muscles going on, the like of which none of
our Elders present had ever seen before in all Maoridom. Both men and women participated
before the fight was over; and several men were knocked violently to the ground and severely
beaten, but no limbs were broken and only a little blood spilt, as no sharp instruments nor fire arms
were used. After trying in vain to act as peacemakers we Elders retired to a corner by ourselves
and formed a little group of our own, determined to defend ourselves as best we could, should we
be attacked. One of the drunks made a rush at one of our number whom they accused of being the
one who had talked with the saloon keeper, but Maori friends interfered and the assailant was
knocked down. While the fight was on, the excitement ran very high. Some of the combatants on
both sides looked desperate indeed; women and children ran to and fro crying, and the air was sent
by the terrible threats, oaths and uncouth language that the drunken crowd indulged in. Finally, the
intoxicated parties were drawn off; and nonmembers, who were wiser and better than many of the
rest, suggested that they settle their difficulties by engaging in some friendly games. This broke the
spell, and peace was finally restored. The whole affair seemed to be an attempt on the part of the
adversary to break up our conference and destroy the good influence and happy feelings that we
were so anxious to produce wherever we went."
In the early days of the Church one of the assignments of the deacons was to patrol the
congregation, especially during long and/or boring meetings and poke sleepers with a long stick
During a district meeting in Papawai, near Carterton on Christmas Eve Jenson describes the scene.
"This was the largest meeting I have ever attended in New Zealand or anywhere else, and
toward the latter end of it, it kept the Deacons busy most of the time poking away at the sleepers
with their long sticks. Whenever these officers of which there were quite a number in active service,
saw anyone dozing off or even nodding, they would step up close to the sleeper, and if this was not
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sufficient to awaken him, they would apply the point of the stick to the limbs, body or head of the
sleeper, until an awakening necessarily was affected. Our Deacons in Zion might learn profitable
lessons from their Maori brethren as to how people can most successfully be kept awake when they
are being addressed by tedious, long-winded speakers."
Elder Jenson and President Gardner had an eventful Christmas Day during district
conference in the Wairarapa district. The district conference was hosted by Tamahau, a friendly
non-member chief. After appropriate speeches in the morning 270 people sat down to eat
Christmas dinner. Twice during dinner messengers came to try to get Tamahau and his family to
leave and come to the Anglican service. The chief became annoyed and told the messengers he
much preferred the company and teachings of the Mormons. The afternoon was filled with games.
After supper and evening prayer a long "poroporo aki" was held which the local Maori Anglican
minister attended and he complimented the elders on their work with the natives.
Elder Jenson was happy to note the LDS missionaries had an exemplary reputation amongst
the natives, especially in their relationships with the opposite sex.
"It is also a pleasing fact to record that of all the Elders who have labored among the Maoris
during the past twelve years, not one of them is known to have transgressed or committed himself
with woman. And this has become one of the distinctive features of the Mormon missionary; it
being so different to the experience of the Maoris with other white men who have come among
them. Elder Bartlett, of the Bay of Islands district, related an instance where a Maori family was
visited by two of our missionaries, and stopped over night when the man of the house was away
from home. A neighboring woman, a non-member, who happened to call in and who saw the Elders
here remarked to the woman of the house how she dared keep these men in her house while her
husband was away. "You don't understand," was the reply. "These are Mormon missionaries. They
are not like other men, but more like God. No greater insult could be offered them than for a
woman to make unchaste advances to them."
While visiting Rotorua, Jenson and an Elder Linford wanted to go see the devastation caused
by a recent volcanic eruption and thought nothing of starting a 22 mile round-trip hike on foot at
3pm after the local stable master told them it was too late in the day to start such a long journey on
his horses. They proceeded to hike to the site of the village of Wairoa that was buried by the
eruption of Mount Terawera in 1886. Amongst the ruined houses were cherry trees that had
survived and provided a welcomed snack. Jenson relates that they arrived back at their hotel at
10pm and slept well.
At the end of his tour Jenson relates an anecdote about how the elders sometimes had to
compete with the livestock for their meals.
"Sometimes their meals are served to them on the green grass out of doors, on which
occasions they often have to wage a general warfare with pigs, canines and fowls which generally
roam about at pleasure, seeking what food they can find around the houses, and especially when
meals are served out of doors. On such occasions it is no uncommon occurrence for some member
of the quadruped family to steal up to the dish intended for the human party of the household, and
lay hold of some delicious joint or eat up the food altogether in a moment when it is not properly
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guarded. A story is told of a good Maori sister who had cooked for herself an extraordinarily nice
fowl, which she was preparing to eat on the green. She closed her eyes and asked a good long
blessing; but what was her astonishment when she had finished her prayer, to discover her pet dog
standing some distance away with her favorite fowl half-eaten. Often one Elder has to watch and
keep pigs away, while the other prays or asks the blessing. I am not referring to these things in the
light of ridicule; but simply to show some of the little odd experiences which some of the Elders
laboring among the semi-civilized people of the Pacific islands have to pass through."
In his last letter from New Zealand on January 23 rd, 1896 at the conclusion of his nearly four
month tour Elder Jenson summarized his observations of New Zealand and the Church as follows:
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"I have now visited every district and nearly all the principal branches of the mission, and I
have learned to love the Maori people, who notwithstanding their peculiarities and ficklemindness,
possess characteristics which any Saints might be proud of. Their devotion to God and their religion
and their love for the brethren who as the saints of God have brought them the true Gospel is so
practical in its nature that a great many members of the Church in Zion could learn very important
lessons in that regard, and in a great many other respects, from their dark-skinned brethren and
sisters in Maoridom. The Maoris are naturally a praying people. Usually where there is an organized
branch of the Church, all the members of the branch meet together morning and night for prayer,
and they also attend their public meetings, both on Sundays and week days with a regularity which
would put the members in many American and European branches to shame."
Though Andrew Jenson was a good historian, careful to record the facts, and he could be an
entertaining writer along the vein of Mark Twain he exhibits some of the prejudices of his times in
terms of colonialism and racism. Although the Church stood out and was noted for its inclusion of
local, even "native" members in its organizational leadership, it still had a ways to go to make that
barrier disappear.
As we attempt to document Church history in the Pacific we have a wealth of missionary
diaries and other sources but I think Andrew Jenson stands out as a unique source of information
from the hand of a professional historian. I am compiling all his letters from the Pacific portion of
his mission into a book with as many photos and maps that I can find to provide a survey of the
Church in the Pacific in the 1890s.
Andrew Jenson served as Assistant Church Historian for 44 years and completed 10
missions. He calculated he traveled over one million miles, visited every continent except Antarctica
and every mission but South Africa. We are deeply indebted to him for a great deal of history and
understanding of our Church in those early years, especially in the Pacific.
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MORMONISM AND THE MAORI: A LOOK AT BEGINNINGS by Grant Underwood

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints launched a sustained mission to the New
Zealand Maori beginning in the 1880s. Within a few short years thousands had been baptized. By
the turn of the century, the church counted nearly a tenth of the total Maori population as members,
with a significantly higher percentage in certain pas (settlements) along the east coast of the North
Island from the southern Wairarapa to Poverty Bay and beyond. 1 The reason Mormonism was so
well accepted among a significant minority of Maori in the final decades of the nineteenth century
and why it continues to thrive among them in the twenty-first century is that it provided an
unusually rich, culturally compatible resource for self-understanding. Becoming Mormon
represented religious, cultural innovation for nineteenth-century Maori. How that innovation may
have acquired authenticity in their eyes and how it played out in the first sustained attempt to teach
the Maori are the subjects of my presentation.
Prior contact with European traders, whalers, and missionaries had introduced the Bible to
the Maori. Naturally, they read it in light of their own attitudes and experiences. In the words of one
historian, "a Maori conversion of Christianity was apparent from the first." 2 Reading the Bible from
their "social location" in the second half of the nineteenth century and especially in the aftermath of
the land wars of the 1860s highlighted the particular ability of Old Testament imagery and
metaphor to encapsulate the contemporary Maori condition and to provide hope in the face of
dispossession and distress. Maori easily identified with Israelite oppression at the hands of Gentile
neighbors and shared in the Israelite dreams of deliverance and eventual restoration and triumph.
So closely did their recent history seem to parallel that of ancient Israel that some Maori began to
incorporate the Israelite saga into their own traditions. This was particularly true of the new Maori
religions like the Pai Marire and Te Ringatu. 3 The Maori prophet Te Whiti, for instance, once told
nineteenth-century historian James Cowan, "we come from the land of Canaan."' 4
The Book of Mormon reinforced this link and was read to account for the Israelite origins of
the Maori, indeed of all Polynesians, just as it did for the origins of the Native Americans. Book of
Mormon narratives were easily grafted on to Maori traditions. A prime example is provided by
early Hawkes Bay convert Stuart Meha. In the 19 SOs, as a very old man and one of the most revered
LDS kaumatua (elders), Meha was asked to preserve in writing some of his traditional knowledge.
He recorded this explanation of Maori origins:
I will now give the tradition as it was couched in words by our forefathers, also the
translation into English. The translation must be literal in order to retain as nearly as
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For Mormon beginnings in New Zealand see Brian W. Hunt, Zion in New Zealand : A
History of the Church of J esus Ch rist of Latter-day Saints in New Zealand , 1854-1977 (Temple
View, NZ: Church College of New Zealand, 1977); and R. Lanier Britsch, Un to the Islands of the
Sea: A History of the Lali:er-day Saints in the Pacific (Salt Lake City, UT: Deseret Book, 1986).
2 Belich, Making Peoples , 219.
3 The most detailed overview of these groups is found in a pair of books by Bronwyn
Elsmore: Like Them That Dream and Mana From Heaven: A Century of Maori Prophets in New
Zealand (Tauranga: Moana Press, 1989).
4 "Te Whiti-o-Rongomai III, Erueti, ?-1907: Taranaki Leader, Prophet." DNZ, 531. See also
M. P. K. Sorrenson, Maori Or igins and Migrations (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1979) .
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possible the real meaning which our antecedents wished to pass down to posterity. Here is
the position:
I haere mai taua i Hawaiki
Tawhiti nui, Tawhiti roa, Tawhiti pamamao, i Te Hono i Wai rua. No more, no
less--translation of the Maori: "1 hae re mai ta ua i Hawaiki:" English: "You and I have
come from Hawaiki." Maori: "Tawhiti nui. Tawhiti roa. Tawhiti pamamao;" "a great
distance away, an extended distance away, an extremely remote distance away."
Maori: "i Te Hono i Wai-rua;" "even from the joining at the two waters.""
The last part--"i te Hono i wairua"--is where the students of Maori history
fell into error. The last two words wai rua they regarded as one word, wairua.
w-a-i-r-u-a, one word, and when taken that way it meant "spirit." Thus, their
translations would read "from the joining of the spirit," presumably with a body. We
say the view they took is erroneous and that the old Maori migrant meant just what
he had said orally--that they had come from the joining (lliillQ)--the land where two
great waters meet. We declare and assertthe joining is the isthmus of Panama and
the waters are the Atlantic ocean on the eastern side of it and the Pacific on the
western. 5
A slightly different rendering of this traditional Maori verse was recorded by Alma
Greenwood, pioneering Mormon missionary along the East Coast, shortly after he arrived in the
Wairarapa to start preaching to the Maori there. Greenwood reported in his journal what he
"gleaned" from paramount Wairarapa chief Manihera Rangitakaiwaho "respecting the history of the
Maori where they came from &c." Wrote Greenwood, "Tawhitinui" is the ancient name for Fiji, the
place them Maoris were at before coming to New Zealand. "Tawhiti roa" the ancient Maori name for
Sandwich Islands, and means far away. The country where the Maoris were before coming to Fiji.
"Tawbitipamamao" the Ancient Maori name for America, and means still farth er away. the country
where the Maoris were before they went to the Sandwich Islands. <Te Honoiwarua> [above-theline insertion in original] "Wairua tapu" the ancient Maori name for Palestine, meaning the place
where the received the holy ghost. The place where the Maoris were first before going to
Americas." 6
What is distinctive in these accounts is how they provide an identity for the legendary Maori
homeland "Hawaiki" that is much earlier in time and more distant in geography than generally
portrayed. 7 Most chants, songs, and whakapapa (genealogies) are focused on linking Maori to the
seven canoes of the "Great Fleet" which supposedly sailed from a Society Islands Hawaiki around
1350 AD. Mormon accounts, however, penetrate that misty prehistory prior to the sailing of the
Great Fleet, prior even to the voyages of the "discoverer" Kupe.
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James R. Elkington, ed., "Interviews with LDS Kaumatua," unpublished transcription of
taped interviews, Brigham Young University-Hawaii Archives, 5-6.
6 Greenwood, Journal, 15 May 1883.
7 See S. Percy Smith, Hawaiki, t he Original H ome of the Maori : With a S ketch of Polvnesian
History, 2nd ed., (Christchurch, N.Z.: Whitcombe and Tombs, 1910). More broadly, see Alan
Howard, "Polynesian Origins and Migrations : A Review of Two Centuries of Speculation and
Theory," in Polynesian Cultu re History, ed. Genevieve Highland, et. al. , (Honolulu: Bishop
Museum Press, 1967) .
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The apparently mutual interest between Maori and LDS missionaries in a selfunderstanding that included an Israelite connection by way of the Book of Mormon is well
documented in the earliest LDS records. Missionary Alma Greenwood, for instance, linked the
conversion of the prominent chief Ihaia Whakmairu to the significance of the Book of Mormon. For
7 July 1883, Greenwood recorded, "continued rehearsing Joseph Smith's visions, the coming forth of
the Book of Mormon & the giving the origin of the Maoris .. .in the evening Isaiah [Ihaia] asked for
baptism." Three months later he wrote, "occupied most of the day reading the 'Book of Mormon"' to
the Maori. At one point, his auditors "became much animated & excited ... saying they had a
tradition among them, which referred to similar circumstances occurring in the history of their
forefathers. I related many things found recorded in this book to them & the more they learn of its
contents, the more they are convinced of it furnishing ample information to account for their
origin." 8 Shortly after commencing his mission, John S. Ferris, reported that he "talk[ed] to Some of
the Maories to learn their history and I Find that as a people they Claim to be the true descendants
of Ephraim and that they also Claim to the Best of their Knowledge that their Fore Fathers left
palestine in the days of King Nebuckadnezar and came on the Big Ocean and are Evidently
Connected With the ancient history of South America, and from there have Wandered off into the
Islands of the Pacific Seas and partly Lost them Selves in the flow of time." 9
Another link between Maoritanga and Mormonism was their mutual affirmation of the
supernatural. European Christianity had long since abandoned belief in the contemporary
necessity of what were termed the "spiritual gifts"-- miraculous healings, prophecies, visions, etc.
As in colonial Africa, Pakeha missionary indifference in New Zealand to the more fundamental
spiritual concerns of the Maori, specifically in relation to disease, infertility, exorcism, and makutu
(sorcery), left a void that the new religious movements and Mormonism were able to fill. Maori
belief in a lively and present interaction between the spiritual and natural realms had always been
fundamental to their worldview. The Christian rationalism of the Pakeha, which downplayed if not
denied such interactions, probably just seemed strange and incomplete to the Maori. Such a
disconnect, however, did not take place in their experience with the Mormons. Chided from the
beginning by other Christians for their vigorous affirmation and demonstration of the thinness of
the veil between this world and the spirit realm, Latter-day Saint missionaries to Aotearoa
encountered a people every bit as believing and accustomed to spiritual experience as they were.
Accounts of miraculous healings and spiritual giftedness fill the diaries of the Mormon missionaries.
Indeed, the very first Maori branch seems to have been raised up as the result of the dramatic
restoration to health of a chiefs daughter in the Waikato region. 10
Maori prophecy also aided in the establishment of Mormonism in Aotearoa. One of the
earliest accounts comes from Hirini Whaanga, son of prominent nineteenth century Te Mahia chief,
Ihaka Whaanga, and one of the most important early converts to the LDS church:
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Greenwood, "Mission Journal for 1883," 13 October.
Ferris History, 121.
10 See the account in the journal of William M. Bromley (24 Dec 1882-2 Jan 1883), the
Mission President who was present and assisted in the administration. Fred Bromley Hodson,
None Shall Excel Thee: The Life and Journals of William Michael Bromley (Yorba Linda, CA:
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"I desire to tell you of a prophecy by one of my forefathers, Arama Toiroa.
Amongst our people this chief was regarded as a seer ... In the year 1830 this Arama
Toiroa gathered his children, grandchildren, and relatives together. At this time
most of his descendants had joined the church of England, and the aged chief,
addressing them, said: 'My dear friends, you must leave that church, for it is not the
true church of the God of Heaven. The church you have joined is from the earth and
not from Heaven.' Upon hearing this his people asked, 'Where then can we find a
church where we can worship the true God?' Arama Toiroa answered, 'There will
come to you a true form of worship; it will be brought from the east, even from
beyond the Heavens. It will be brought across the great ocean and you will hear of it
coming to Poneke (Wellington) .... Afterwards its representatives will come to Te
Mahia .... When this 'Karakia' (form of worship) is introduced among you, you will
know it, for one shall stand and raise both hands to Heaven. When you see this sign
enter into that church.
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A half a century later, the Mormon missionaries arrived in the Mahia district. According to
Whaanga, "when the descendants of the old chief saw the Elders in prayer, with hands uplifted to
heaven, they marveled and said, 'This is indeed the church for us, for did not our revered forefather,
Arama Toiroa, prophesy about it?' In that year (1884) my people were baptized into the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints." 11
A number of non-LOS sources attest the existence and prophetic utterances of a Te Toiroa.
The interpretations, however, vary. By some, his prophecy is remembered as simply predicting the
arrival of the Pakeha and is therefore viewed as having reference to Capt. Cook. 12 Tradition among
the Maori Ringatu church and some of leader Te Kooti's mansucripts, on the other hand, identify a
matakite (seer) named Toiroa (Ikahiki) as having predicted the rise of Te Kooti. 13 Whether these
memories point to the same matakite or to different individuals in the same whanau (family) is not
clear. It seems unlikely, though, that the Arama Toiroa mentioned above by Hirini Whaanga is the
same as the Toiroa of Ringatu tradition because Hamiora Mangakahia, first Premier of the
Kotahitanga Maori Parliament and also a Mormon, claimed to be the one chosen to fulfill Toiroa's
prophecies in his work with the Kotahitanga movement.1 4
The preservation among the Ringatu of a memory of a Toiroa prophecy about the
association of the upraised hand (ringatu) with the new faith and the upraised hand is particularly
noteworthy because it means that two contemporary faiths--the Mormons and the Ringatu--laid
claim to what appears to be the same prophecy. 15 Ironically, the Mormon tradition is more explicit
in terms of prayer with raised hands being the distinguishing characteristic of the new, true religion
even though the association is weaker with the Mormons. While praying with upright hand( s) was
known to nineteenth-century American Mormonism, it was reserved for special occasions and was
Hirini Whaanga, "A Maori Prophet," Juvenile Instructor 37 (March 1902): 152-153. See
Binney, Redemption Songs, p. 13.
12 Binney, "Ancestral Voices," p. 153.
13 Binney, Redemption Songs , 11-13.
14 Binney, Redemption Songs , 13.
15 Binney, Redemption Songs , 24. Most Ringatu traditions about Toiroa's prophecies focus
on the person of Te Kooti.
11
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not the usual prayer format in congregational or personal worship. Judging by surviving journals,
the practice was either not very widespread or its significance was not appreciated by the LDS
missionaries who first went among the Maori, because there is virtually no mention of it by them.
As for Maori Mormon accounts, it is usually only mentioned in the context of prophecy fulfilled
rather than ongoing churchly practice. Among the Ringatu, however, it is a distinctive and central
liturgy. 16
We turn now to a specific moment in the Mormon-Maori encounter that illustrates how
from the beginning some Maori, particularly those in the Maori new religions, discerned a
fundamental cultural compatibility with Mormonism. Here I shall focus on an the relationship
between the Ringatu and the Mormons. Their shared values included belief in the revealed origin
of their respective religions, the efficacy of ongoing inspiration, the importance of "covenants," and
the connection to ancient Israel. Mormon missionaries would have been pleasantly surprised to
encounter the Ringatu tradition preserved by the tohunga Eria Raukura that the old Israelite
covenant "had been altered by [Maori] ancestors over the years, [for] more than 1000 years had
passed since [their] migration out of Canaan." 17 A number of Ringatu or Maori with Ringatu
leanings on the East Coast joined the LDS church when it arrived in the 1880s.18 Mormon
missionary Ephraim Magel by often preached in Ringatu whares in the mid-1880s. In one village, "I
asked the privilege of speaking to them in the evening after their services. The people being
Ringatus, my request was granted." 19 Elsewhere he wrote, "Ringatu people are very good to listen
to what we have to say," and he reported that the Ringatus said the LDS church "was like theirs." In
one pa, the Ringatu tohunga (priest) was "was good and rejoiced in our preaching, but when he saw
that people began to believe, he thought he had better put a stop to this," so he refused to allow
them to continue preaching in the Ringatu house. 20 According to Hana Puriri Cotter (b. 1912) of the
prominent LDS whanau, the Puriris of Hawkes Bay, her grandparents and Rangikawea and Hana
Terina Puriri were Ringatu before becoming Mormons.
The first sustained attempt to bring the Maori into the Mormon fold took place among a
group of Ringatu near Opotiki on the North Island's Bay of Plenty. The LDS missionary John S.
Ferris stopped there to replenish his nearly exhausted financial resources while en route to
Auckland. He got work as a laborer in the corn fields, working side-by-side with the Maori. Within
days, he was visiting the Maori each evening to share his message. It turned out that they were

16 Binney, Redempt ion Songs, 289, 420-21. Though simple liturgical incorporation dates
from the late 1860s, the practice evolved and expanded over the years and name Ringatu was
not applied to the faith until the late 1880s. It is noteworthy that Pai Marire practictioners
(also known as Hau Hau) who flourished in the 1860s also prayed with upraised hand, and
some who later joined the Mormon church had formerly been associated with this group.
Resonances between the two faiths did not go unnoticed. Sir William Fox described
Hau-Hauism as including "a large infusion of Judaism" and "some leading features of
Mormonism." Cit. in Stuart C. Scott, The Travesty of Waitangi (Dunedin: Campbell Press,
1995), 100.
17 Cit. in Binney, Redemption Songs, 28.
18 Lineham, "The Mormon Message in the Context of Maori Culture," 79 declares, but does
not document, that "it is sometimes claimed that the Mormons 'took over' from Te Kooti."
19 Ephraim Magelby Journal, 1885-1888, Church Archives, 7 March 1888.
20 Magleby Journal, 2 Feb, 31Jan, 12 Feb 1887.
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followers of Te Kooti, Ringatus, though the name was not yet in use. 21 Ferris found them quite
receptive to his emphasis on the Israelite identity of the Maori, as well as to his accounts of God's
dramatic revelations and conferral of power in the "last days." One Maori who heard about Ferris
traveled "from some 80 miles distant and met with me at their camp this evening ... they say he
wants to join my church." Ferris was clearly excited. He added that his hosts said that "if their big
Chief Te- Ko-Ta [Te Kooti] joins, they will all join." This conjured up visions of the great LOS
missionary success among the Hawaiians several decades earlier. These Maori "will be a band of
people like them at Honolulu that the Mormons have been working with for years," rhapsodized
Ferris, concluding, "this may be the beginning of another native mission and a great work if they get
started in the right of the church." 22
While subsequent events suggest that Ferris overestimated his chances for success, the
description he provided of an initially warm and spiritually open response from these Ringatu rings
true for what is known of some nineteenth-century Maori. European Christian partisanship did not
define their approach to the gospel. The Maori "showed a persistent reluctance to accept the
Christian doctrine of denominational exclusivity" and examples of "double and triple dipping" are
not unheard of. In time, this "tendency to float between or simultaneously adhere to two or more
religious groups" would, to a degree, also impact the Mormons, but in the early years it helped open
far more doors among the Maori than were ever open to them among the much larger Pakeha
population. 23
A week after Ferris recorded his hopes for success, he noted, "am now surrounded by the
Maoris that want to talk on the Gospel and learn all about the Book of Mormon and are willing to
take me to the Camp of te-Ko-ta [Te Kooti] in the Wy-Cat-to [Waikato]." 24 Right away Ferris wrote
to his missionary leader in Auckland for advice. The leader, William M. Bromley, recorded in his
diary: "receive[d] a letter from brother Ferris at Opotiki. He writes that he is preaching to the
Maories every night and that they are anxious to embrace the truth. He says that they propose to
furnish him a horse to ride and food to eat if he will go" to King Country where both Te Kooti and
the king, Tawhiao, who had given him political asylum, then resided. Ferris "further state[d] that
the Maories tell him that more than a year ago the king said a White man would come across the sea
and preach to them the true gospel and they affirm that they believe he is the man." 25 Presumably
to convince the king that he was indeed the one foreseen in vision, Ferris next "sent [his]
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21 Binney, Redemption Songs, 420-21 dates the earliest use of the term Ringatu to 1887, a
half a dozen years after the events Ferris is describing. Aside from their attachment to Te
Kooti, the tipoff that they are Ringatus comes from this brief entry in Ferris's diary for 4 June
1881: "they keep Saturday for Sunday." Ferris actually kept two diaries. One, more of a
scheduler, was kept in a book titled DAILY JOURNAL 1881 purchased in San Francisco on his
way to New Zealand. Hereafter it will be cited a Ferris Journal # 1. The entry cited above is
taken from a second volume, a lined notebook. At times, though not always, it appears to have
been written after the often briefer daybook entries in Ferris Journal # 1. Hereafter, it will be
cited as Ferris Journal #2.
22 Ferris Journal #2, 4 June 1881.
23 Belich, Making P eoples, 218, 223.
24 Ferris Journal #1, 12 June 1881. Te Kooti, who would not be pardoned by the
government until 1883, was at that time living in Te Kuiti in the Rohe Potae (King Country).
25 Bromley Journal, 16 June 1881.
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photograph and a letter to Te-ko-ta [Te Kooti], the counselor to the king, in the high mountains of
the Chat-e-Chat, by Chief Makatarina Tamaru [Makarini Tamarau]." 26
The mana conferred upon this unlettered miner from southern Utah by seemingly being
identified in Maori prophecy is attested by the fact he attracted the attention and involvement of
one of the pre-eminent chiefs of the large Tuhoe tribe. Makarini Tamarau was no passing player on
the stage of Maori affairs in the latter part of the nineteenth century. He held chiefly rank in Ngati
Koura, Ngai Te Riu, Ngati Muriwai, and Ngati Hinekura hapu (subtribes), and was one of the most
influential members of the Tuhoe governing body, Te Whitu Tekau (the Seventy). He had
represented tribal interests with the government since the 1860s. Later, he recorded Tuhoe
traditions and whakapapa for the Urewera Land Commission and was the chief informant for
Eidson Best's famous Tuhoe: Children of the Mist. His mana as well as his involvement with the
Ringatu faith is symbolized by the fact that following his death, his son, Takarua Tamarau was
regarded as the paramount chief of the entire Tuhoe tribe and also became the head of the Ringatu
church.27 That Ferris attracted the interest of such a man is no small matter.
It would be another two months before Ferris learned of the impact ofTamarau's visit (and
his photgraph) to King country. When he did, the reply was delivered by several other chiefs,
including Kereru Te Pukenui, paramount chief of the nearby Ngati Rongo hapu of the Tuhoe tribe.
Ferris was thrilled with the message that Te Pukenui and his delegation bore. They began by
acknowledging that Ferris was now known throughout "all of the upper country ... of the Urawera
[Urewera wilderness]," and they had heard about him from "many" of their people. Even more
impressive, the connection to prophecy was reiterated, "Tekota [Te Kooti] told them that I was the
same man that he had told them about two years ago that would come from a far country and give
them the good church, and that Tekota [Te Kooti] said there were two more coming, and then the
Maories would have no more war, but they would have peace, and many good things would come to
them, and that they would know the good way." 28 The plan now was that Ferris would move to Te
Pukenui's pa, Ruatoki, on the Whakatane river, and live under his patronage until December "when
I am then to go to Tekota [Te Kooti] and the King in the High Mountains of the Chate-chat and learn
the Maorie language and talk to all the King's people." Ferris concluded his report of the meeting
with the chiefs by remarking: "I have agreed to live with them four years and learn their language
and teach them the Book of Mormon and the doctrines of the Church, unless I am called home." 29
Thus, as of September 1881, the Mormon mission to the Maori looked promising indeed.
Ferris and LDS church leaders could hardly have been happier with the prospects. Yet, it is one of
26 Reported in Ferris to Editor of Deseret News , 11 Sept 1881, Deseret News , 10 Nov 1881.
Neither the original letter nor a copy of it has survived.
27 "Tamarau Waiari," in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, Vol II, 1870 - 1900, 499500; and Binney, Redemption Songs , 155, 227, 249-50, 395-96, 476.
28 Ferris to the Editor of the Deseret Everring News, 11 Sept 1881, as published in the
Deseret Evening News , 10 Nov 1881. This Te Kooti prophecy is similar to the earlier one
ascribed to the king, Tawhiao. Since Ferris did not speak Maori, it is possible that names and
details may have been confused. Nonetheless, it seems clear that whatever actually was said,
Ferris believed that someone of stature, either the spiritual leader of his Ringatu listeners, or
the king himself, or both were willing to consider him a divinely sent ally in their efforts to help
their people.
29 Ferris to the Editor of the Deseret Evenihg News, 11 Sept 1881, as published in the
Deseret Evening News, 10 Nov 1881.
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those many mysteries of a past that only partially survives into the present that nothing ever came
of this auspicious start. Though Ferris had been spotty and brief in making diary entries through
the winter months of July and August, he was continuing his work among the Maori. The meeting
with the Tuhoe delegation in early September energized him and he made a few more entries in the
days following. Then, abrubtly (and inexplicably), all is silence. The next surviving document from
Ferris is written in December. Instead of emanating from Te Pukenui's pa and reporting that he is
on the verge of a triumphal entry into King Country as anticipated in the September
correspondence, it is actually written from the southern part of the Coromandel peninsula a
hundred miles from his Ringatu friends, and it says nothing about what had taken place in the
interim.
That Ferris, the Maori, or both grew disillusioned and broke off the teacher-student
relationship seems obvious, but why it happened can only be guessed at. Despite the apparent
initial endorsement from Te Kooti, did the Maori come to believe that warming to Mormonism
would take them on a trajectory away from the Ringatu faith? Did Ferris become impatient and
sour on the whole proposition? Political events in west also may have played a role. By the 1880s,
the Government was anxious to complete the railroad from Auckland to Wellington and to put the
land wars of the previous decade behind them. King Country was a kind of Sherwood Forest for
uncaptured Maori "rebels" hiding out after the wars had fizzled to a stalemate conclusion. It was
also directly in the anticipated path of the railroad. Both sides were feeling pressure to resolve the
standoff. In July 1881, just days after Ferris sent off his photo and letter to Te Kooti with Makarini
Tamarau, King Tawhiao crossed the Rohe Potae border, marched into the military outpost of
Alexandra, and laid down his weapons of war. Accommodation and reconciliation seemed to be in
the air, and it may be that Ferris's message struck the Maori leaders as potentially helpful. Four
months later, however, the winds seemed to be blowing again in the old patterns. In November,
only a few weeks after Te Pukenui laid out the plan for Ferris and his future interaction with the
Maori, Parihaka, the religious community established by another visionary, Te Whiti o Rongomai in
the Taranaki near King Country was burned to the ground by Government forces. Did this alter
Maori plans and sentiment in such a way that interest in Ferris and what he could offer soured?
Or was it something as undramatic as failed communication at a personal level? Bromley
noted in his journal later that year after nothing materialized that the "Maori think Ferris is mad."
Which Maori? Why? As has long been recognized, sometimes there is a fine line between madness
and inspiration, and the Pai Marire prophet Te Ua Haumene was regarded as a "madman" by his
whanau. 30 The full story may never be known, but for a brief moment a humble, unlettered miner
from southern Utah a/most wielded a great impact on the encounter between Maori and
Mormonism. Had things gone differently, Mormons today might have viewed John S. Ferris in the
same way they do to the great pioneering LDS missionary to Hawaii, George Q. Cannon, or even the
later, the lastingly influential missionary to the Maori, Matthew Cowley. In any case, the episode
illustrates the many points of interconnection between Maori tradition and the Mormon message.
Sometimes that recognition led to conversion, sometimes, as in this case, it did not. However, if in
the succeeding century, in the relationship between Maoritanga and Mormonism, there has
continued to be ebb and flow, accommodation and adjustment, it has always been with the
understanding there is a fundamental and ancient compatability between the two.
30

Elsmore , Like Th em That Dream , 109.
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FROM KORONGATA TO TUHIKARAMEA by Ken Baldridge

(MPHS Conference, 21-22, 2008, Laie, Hawaii)
Sidney J. Ottley was a young carpenter in Murray, Utah, when he was called by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to service a mission in New Zealand. With three other missionaries
he arrived in Auckland, December 2, 1912, and was immediately assigned to teach at a little mission
primary school in Korongata, near Hastings, in Hawke's Bay. He had no previous teaching
experience and later remembered that he had never planned on acquiring any. But the Mormon
Church had been operating small schools such as this as early as 1886 and this is where mission
president Orson D. Romney felt he was needed. By the time of Elder Ottley arrival Mormon
missionaries had been conducting classes with some degree of regularity at five other areas on the
North Island. By the end of 1914, however, the Mormon primary school had ceased operation and
the Church's educational interests were concentrated on the new secondary school recently opened
in Hawke's Bay.
The idea of a boarding school for LOS Maori boys dated back at least to April, 1904, largely
because local leaders felt they were losing members to the churches which were sponsoring
boarding schools which the boys were almost forced to attend in order to get a secondary
education.
Six months later, missionaries were scouting the Hawkes Bay area for land which might be
suitable for the location of the proposed school and by November, 1907, mission president Rufus K.
Hardy was negotiating for 130 acres at Korongata. Then, in April, 1911, word was received from the
First Presidency of the Church to proceed and construction was underway by mid-November. In
addition to a dormitory of twenty-seven bedrooms - each equipped for two or three boys- and six
bathrooms, a kitchen, and dining room; the other major structure included the chapel and four
classrooms. The dedication was scheduled to take place during the annual hui tau, or mission
conference, traditionally held during the first week in April and this year scheduled for the new
school site.
For the five months preceding the conference the new principal, John Johnson, and
President Romney traveled throughout much of New Zealand stirring up enthusiasm for the new
school and encouraging the members to send their young sons to the college. They spoke at Church
gatherings and were quite willing to travel far afield seeking pupils. They worked primarily in
North Island among the principle concentrations of Mormons but one early sortie took them to the
northern fringe of South Island. At the little Maori village of Whangarai on Croiselles Harbor
between French Pass and Nelson the two met with a handful of Mormons and here persuaded John
and Wetekia Elkington to send their son James, a tall, serious lad of fourteen, away to Hawkes Bay
as the fourth entrant on the registration list.
Finally all was ready. Nearly 2,000 people gathered at Korongata, for the three-day hui tau
beginning April 4, 1913. Another 1,000 visitors journeyed out from Hastings and Napier on the 6 th
to witness the actual dedication of the Maori Agricultural College, or M.A.C., as it quickly became
identified.
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Classes began immediately, April 7, 1913, with approximately forty pupils enrolled and
fourth teachers. Rodney C. Allred, a professional teacher from America, handled the agriculture and
manual training classes and supervised the college farm as well. Eva Johnson, wife of Professor
Johnson and a trained musician, taught all the music classes and conducted the choir. The other
classes were taught by Johnson and missionary Sidney J. Ottley who had been transferred from the
primary school next door in Korongata to teach at the college and live in the dorm as overseer. To
keep the costs as low as possible the boys paid no tuition and the dormitory fees did not even cover
to food consumed by the pupils. A boy's uniform of blue knickers and long stockings cost
approximately $7; the cost of books averaged about the same.

'

The pupils, many of them out of the back blocks for the first time in their lives, were
expected to sweep the floors, make their own beds, and carry out most of the normal household
chores with which any institution is involved.

)

The students were expected to take care of the entire campus. This they did, but probably
no part of their venue showed the effects of their efforts as much as their own rooms in the
dormitory. The two or three boys assigned to each room each had their own responsibility of
sweeping, dusting, or other chores. They polished their floors vigorously and then to avoid scuffing
the hard-won shine they not only removed their shoes in the rooms but some even used pads on
which to slide around in the stockinged feet. As an incentive for cleanliness, prizes were award for
various periods to those having the best-kept rooms.
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Following morning chores, classes, broken by a noon-day meal, lasted until early afternoon.
Regular working assignments or sports activities lasted until dinner time when they ate in the
common dining room. They studied in the large reading room until nine o'clock after which they
closed their day's activities with a song and prayer before going to bed.
Naturally enough, the farm proved to be one of the most significant elements in the school
named for its interest in agriculture. In addition to its function as a laboratory for the development
of agricultural expertise the 130-acre plat also provided most of the food for the college as well as
added income from the sale of surplus vegetables, fruit, grain, and livestock.
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The boys worked on the farm both as part of their class-related work experience and also as
part of their regular chores. The duty of milking cows was studiously avoided by most of those who
had previous experience in this activity. One lad who had determined he was not going to admit
possessing the skill reported the following conversation with a teacher who was trying to get him
properly scheduled: "'Can you milk?' and I said, 'No.' 'Well,' he said, 'you get down to the cow barn
and learn."' However, after he learned that he was going to paid ten shillings weekly for the
assignment he was quite happy with arrangements.
In addition to caring for the dormitories and working on the farm the pupils had more
pleasant diversions through occasional cultural and sporting events. Student activities were limited
somewhat that first year although from the beginning, the college catered to the athletic interests of
the sports-loving Maori boys. In addition to rugby, athletics and wrestling, the games of baseball
and basketball-introduced by the American missionaries-also proved popular, and several teams
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were organized the first year. There were, as yet, no teams organized for the inter-school
competition in Hawke's Bay that was to become such a significant part of M.A.C. life in later years.
Mrs. Eva Johnson, an accomplished pianist, presented concerts in the college chapel that
attracted sizable crowds from Napier and Hastings. She set the standard for the outstanding
musical program of M.A.C. over the years to come, a program that received added momentum when
the American-trained Maori musician, Walter Smith, arrived in November, 1913.
Smith was raised in Nuhaka and had gone to America as a child with his uncle, Hirini
Whaanga, where he herded sheep in between attempts to complete his education. Exposure to the
snow and dampness of an Idaho farm hospitalized him for three years rheumatism where, confined
to his bed, he spent eight hours daily practicing the guitar, mandolin, and banjo. After his discharge
from the hospital he married and traveled widely with a Polynesian musical group before being
asked to teach music at M.A.C. He and his wife accepted and after a twenty-year absence, returned
to New Zealand in time to prepare the program marking the end of the first year of operation of the
school. This began an association that was to provide the college not only with outstanding inhouse entertainment but a public-relations and recruiting tool that was to endure for many years.
Calling upon his American experience in musical showmanship Smith proceeded to put
M.A.C. square in the public eye-and ear. He organized a marching band that performed at parades
and shows and in company with the orchestra and glee club, the band gave patriotic programs
throughout Hawke's Bay and offered concerts throughout North Island. The war years provided
many opportunities for community service, primarily in giving concerts either for wounded
servicemen or in fund-raising activities for patriotic societies and other community organizations.
Smith was released from his teaching mission in late November, 1917, and for the next
decade various faculty members filled in to keep the program going. The department hit full stride
again when Elder Richard Marsh, like Smith a transplanted Maori, arrived at M.A.C. in January,
1927. He soon had a full program underway with a string orchestra, a dance orchestra outfitted in
tuxedos, a glee club, and a twenty-six piece marching band. Marsh remained until 1929 and reestablished the musical reputation of the college, a reputation recognized in a monograph prepared
for the New Zealand Teachers' Summer School in 1931 which stated "The college band and
orchestra have probably done more to make the college known than any other of its activities."
A skeptical M.A.C. "old boy" might question this emphasis on music at M.A.C., thinking
instead the prowess of the college in sports was a more noteworthy achievement. In only the third
year of the school, the 1916 team was to create a considerable impact in the rugby of Hawke's Bay.
The squad roared through an undefeated season, soundly trouncing runner-up Napier High School
Old Boys 25-0 while gathering more victories during the season than the next two teams combined.
Although the new school was yet in its infancy, it succeeded in capturing the Hawke's Bay
championship three years in a row-1916, 1917, 1918 - losing only one game in the process, quite
an achievement for a school less than six years old.
It was in 1921. However, that the school hit its stride in rugby. When Eru Tengaio returned
for his fourth year at M.A.C. in 1921 he was accompanied by a fifteen-year old friend from Wairoa.
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His mate, a strong-looking lad named George Nepia, was actually enroute to Te Aute, a highly
respected Anglican school a few miles farther south. The pair had traveled together by sea from
Wairoa to Napier and covered the fifteen miles to Hastings by train. George was handing Eru's bags
out the window to him but the thought of being separated proved too much. As Nepia later recalled,
"All of a sudden the whistle goes and, well, I was homesick by this time. I grabbed hold of my bags
and tore out of the carriage .... "
)

And thus, at Te Aute's expense, M.A.C. gained its most famous personality. The next day at
football practice, George Nepia met Lui Paewai of Dannevirke and soon the two had formed an
outstanding combination at the two five-eighths positions.
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Curiously, Nepia later credited an American missionary-teacher at M.A.C. with providing
him with the inspiration and the knowledge that led to two of his greatest rugby assets: his
powerful kick and his devastating tackle. Elder Erwin V. Moser, 6'2" and about 210 pounds, became
the coach at M.A.C. the same year Nepia arrived. A boxer and wrestler, he kept the boys at a
strenuous training regimen. Although unfamiliar with rugby he had played American gridiron
football and, according to Nepia, could throw a football farther than most men could kick it. As
young Nepia saw the ball spiraling fifty to sixty yards through the air he thought of how valuable a
similar kick would be. He began staying back after practice - often missing his evening meal - and
with teammates Lui Paewai and Tipi Kopua began working on his spiral kick. After much practice
he perfected himself with both feet and continued to develop over the next three years. He was still
an M.A.C. school boy when his kick gained national attention at the first 1924 All-Black trial in
Wellington. Rugby journalist Winston McCarthy described the incident:
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The toast of the match was Nepia. He thrilled the crowd from the moment he first received the
bal/ .. .{and he] put a hefty right boot behind it. There were gasps from the crowd as it soared up and up
until it seemed the size of a golf ba/1...And when he repeated the feat a couple of minutes later, but with
his LEFT foot, there wouldn't have been a selector game enough to leave him out of a team-he would
have been lynched.
Although Moser's contribution to Nepia in this instance was primarily inspiration and
opportunity, the future All Black's tackle was a direct outgrowth of the American missionary's
gridiron training. As a defender, Nepia was game enough but he confesses to getting knocked
around considerably as a result of his somewhat imperfect technique. Moser worked with him
tirelessly, teaching him drive into his man low, and with eyes open. He taught his willing pupil-the
coach, himself serving as the target-to hit waist-high for the first tackle with his shoulder in the
ball-carrier's stomach. Subsequent tackles he advised, "to avoid an elbow on the head," would best
be made below the knees.
While at M.A.C. Nepia and Paewai continued to represent not only the school but also played
on the outstanding provincial teams of Hawkes Bay, then considered the football capital during the
"Golden Twenties" of football, an era unique in New Zealand rugby. There was no doubt but that the
school boys of M.A.C. were involved in big-time competition.
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Nepia and Paewai, both fast and aggressive, were selected to tour Australia in 1923 with the
New Zealand Maori team, but Nepia missed out when he returned to M.A.C. for his clothes and
Principal Leo B. Sharp refused to let him go because he was too young! A more fortunate Paewai
had arranged to get his clothes at his Dannevirke home and be picked up en route.
They both continued at M.A.C., however, until 1924, when - still school boys-they were
selected to tour England, a tour in which Nepia played in all twenty-eight games which the
"Invincibles" completed undefeated to establish themselves as one of the great rugby teams of all
times.
With the exception of Professor Johnson's son, Earl, there was no non-Maori students
present at M.A.C. that first year, but in 1914, little Cyril Going came down from the Northland
community of Maromaku. His parents, one of the very few European families in the Church at the
time, had been baptized in 1893, about five years before he was born. He had been associated with
Maoris all his life and experienced no difficulty at all in adjusting to virtually an all-Maori situation.
The following year two pakeha cousins from Auckland enrolled at the college and from that time on,
there were usually one or two European present.
Although the original student body was entirely Maori-with the exceptions noted - other
ethnic groups were soon represented. Non-Maori enrollment- mostly Samoan and Tonganclimbed to 40% in the mid-twenties, and closed out in 1930 with 20% of the pupils recording
countries other than New Zealand as the lands of birth. Students from Tahiti, Hawaii, and even
Papua New Guinea were found on the rolls.
In the mid-1920s under the leadership of principal Albert E. Sells, a concerted effort was
made by moth mission and school officials to secure government recognition of the M.A.C., largely
to gain the financial assistance such recognition provided. This was to be an on-going battle for the
rest of the decade as Sells and others tried to get changes in the curriculum as well as more teachers
with academic degrees to meet the demands of the New Zealand government.
Attempts were continued to bring M.A.C. more closely into line with traditional New
Zealand educational practices. To help implement this, in 1930 faculty member Robert Hodge was
named as the first New Zealand head of the school. Hodge, a convert to Mormonism and unmarried,
took over in July when principal Ariel Ballif and his family returned to the United States after three
years of service. Hodge continued the battle for governmental recognition, unfortunately with little
success.
At the same time, Church leaders in Salt Lake City were taking a serious look at the role of
the Mormon Church in education. By this time most of the Church-owned academies had been
disposed of and in 1927 the Church mission school in Laie, Hawaii, had been turned over to the
Territorial government.
The quality of New Zealand education, the high cost of maintaining the school and the lack
of governmental recognition contributed to a decision by The First Presidency to close the school
down, probably by the end of 1931. However, before these men, regarded as prophets of God by
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faithful Latter-day Saints, made their final decision, God himself-according to those who blame
Him for all natural disasters - took matters into His own hands.
It was Tuesday morning, February 3, 1931, when New Zealand's greatest natural disaster
occurred. From its epicenter in the mountains a few miles northwest of Na pier, the earthquake
struck just a few minutes before eleven, killing 256 people in Napier, Hastings, and Wairoa. Since
M.A.C. was not scheduled to open until the following week, most of the boys were still away on
holiday although some, mostly Pacific Islanders, were on campus.
The majority of the boys rallied quickly from the frightening experience. Principal Robert
Hodge called them together to take roll call and said, "Well, we're needed in Hastings." Smoke and
dust were visible from the college and most of the boys volunteered to make the five-mile trip over
the badly-cracked road to do what they could to help.
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The M.A.C. boys were organized into teams under their monitors and were immediately
pressed into service. Some boarded trucks to gather beds and bedding; others collected dressings
and medical supplies. The biggest task, however, was recovering bodies and taking them to the
temporary morgue set up at the YMCA.
Monitor James Southon and his small crew of boys were assigned to dig into the ruins of
Hastings' big public library. They carried several bodies outside and then found a badly-dazed man
with his shattered foot caught in a mass of boards and bricks. His foot was completely smashed, and
only skin remained to hold him captive. He was finally pulled out, leaving his boot and his useless
foot behind.
The boys worked with nothing more than their hands and experienced many heartbreaking incidents. Some of them knew the girls who were trapped in the rubble of a four-story
brick building, formerly one of Hastings' largest and now one of the most completely flattened. They
tried to get to one young lady but big concrete slabs blocked their way. Meanwhile flames from a
nearby service station were getting closer. The rescue team soon saw further attempts were futile,
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... so the only other thing the doctor did was to put a syringe on a long apparatus-/ don't
know what it was; it looked to me like a bamboo or a pipe or something-then he shot this serum of
some sort-morphine or whatever-which, of course, put her right out and that was it... it was mercy.
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Compared to the damage done in Hastings, M.A.C. got off lightly. No building collapsed, but
the walls of the dormitory were weakened and two other building were shaken to such an extent
that several pieces of masonry had fallen and further occupancy was deemed unwise.
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Many of the boys realized immediately that their M.A.C. days were over. Some Latter-day
Saints accepted it as the fulfillment of a prophecy made by mission president John E. Magleby that
the school would be taken away unless the pupils and/or the Church members in New Zealand
changed their ways. The enrollment had dropped to thirty-five in 1930 and lack of local support of
the college is often cited as a possible cause of divine displeasure.
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Of course, the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 would possibly have affected the 1930
enrollment although there had been unemployment problems in New Zealand since the winter of
1926. But, whatever the reasons, the number of new students joining the school was inadequate to
offset those who did not return and perhaps here is the justification for one scholar's final
indictment, "Constant urging and admonitions fell on deaf ear-the Maori Saints as a whole failed to
give any real support to the college."
Nor was the New Zealand government particularly sympathetic to the plight of the Church.
Although plans for sitting the external government examinations had been discussed, these had not
yet been implemented and the commercial world was reluctant to place much credence in such an
unknown commodity as an American-style graduation diploma issued after four years of postprimary schooling.
Today, few people are aware that the First Presidency's plan to close the school had been
announced to President John Magleby four months before the calamity occurred. The earthquake,
however, hastened the end and thus-in the eyes of most New Zealand Saints - the institution
experienced its demise as a result of one of nature's great cataclysms rather than the more
mundane reasons of economic stress and educational redundancy.
At the time of the earthquake the college consisted of only approximately 55 acres,
including 10 acres on which the buildings actually stood. Some of the Church members in the
vicinity were quite anxious to obtain land at the college site, build new homes and move from their
existing accommodations. That has proved to be the case.
It has been over three-quarters of a century since the Maori Agricultural College passed out
of existence. We need to ask at this point, just what impact its brief tenure had upon history in
general and upon the lives of those associated with the institution. Compared to the influence of its
neighboring school, Te Aute, the national impact might be considered negligible. New Zealand, of
course, benefitted by the development of young men who were generally considered assets to their
communities, Matthew Cowley, mission president from 1938 to 1945, often told the story of how
the M.A.C. old boys were regarded .
... as I went around among the native people, I discovered that the leaders of the native race
are the young men who learned at the feet of the Mormon elders at the Maori Agricultural College. I
went to a large gathering which was under the supervision of the outstanding statesman of New
Zealand of either race-a very brilliant man [identified in other sources as Sir Apirana Ngata]. And I
noticed at that great gathering the entire committee in charge of all the affairs ... were graduates or
former students of the Maori Agricultural College. I went to another conference, and there it was the
same thing, and I asked the reason why they always got these M.A.C. "Old Boys" looking after these
gatherings. The supervisor said "They have something my own boys do not have. They have something
that they do not get where I went to school. Besides that," he said, 'you can always depend on them in
their canteens, turning in the right amount of money. You know that they are not going to get drunk
and run away from their business. You know they will not burn down the unit with their matches and
cigarettes. You can always depend on them"
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Was M.A.C. then a waste? Can the expenditure of several thousand American dollars for the
somewhat questionably-regarded education of under 600 young men over an eighteen-year period
be thought of as financially responsible? The subjects themselves certainly feel that their education
was very worthwhile. I interviewed thirty-one old boys in New Zealand, Tonga, Samoa, and the
United States in the 1970s-about SO per cent of those still alive at the time - only one refused to
discuss his M.A.C. experiences and the others were not only willing, but eager to talk over what to
most of them had been among the social, spiritual, and academic highlights of their lives.
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Almost without exception, the former students gave highest marks for their religious
instruction. Nostalgia aside, these men seemed to feel that the greatest benefits to them came as a
result of their compulsory attendance at devotional assemblies and religion classes. Those spiritual
advantages with which the students feel they were provided proved to be the same advantages that
aided the sponsoring institution. Even while the M.A.C. was in operation the Church in New Zealand
instituted a practice of calling young men on six-month missions during which time they would be
assigned to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and the tenets of Mormonism in various parts of the
country. Nearly all of these were pupils assigned as soon as they completed their schooling at
Korongata. As they matured they were called to positions of responsibility as presidents of the
branches and districts in the mission and as leaders of the various auxiliary organizations
established to meet the needs to the children and the young people of the Church. The cadre of
Mormon leadership for over four decades was molded at M.A.C.
Perhaps the significance of the leadership training was most dramatically felt during World
War II. In 1940, President Heber J. Grant directed New Zealand mission president Matthew Cowley
to send all the American missionaries back to the United States while he alone remained behind to
direct the affairs of the mission. This recall of leadership could have proved disastrous as 9,000
New Zealand Mormons floundered in disorganization. Instead, Cowley wisely called on the M.A.C.
"old boys" to hold the Church together, not only in New Zealand, but in Tonga, Samoa, and Tahiti
where former pupils served as branch presidents during and immediately after the war.
Admittedly, Mormon membership declined during the Cowley period, due in large part to the
absence of the American missionaries. One scholar claims, however, that the fact that the Church
survived at all "can in large measure be attribute to the energy of the Maori Agricultural College old
boys who kept the movement alive ..."
The old boys are all gone now - John Apiti was the last - but at the time of their interviews
in the 1970 they were still talking about "dear old M.A.C." almost as if it were one word. At Mormon
gatherings one could occasionally see an M.A.C. lapel pin or, until his death catch a glimpse of the
dark blue "Old Boys" blazer worn proudly by "Uncle Jim" Elkington.

/
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Perhaps the major recognition of M.A.C. is given - often unknowingly - by students of
Church College of New Zealand, who still sing the old M.A.C. school song, the words of which have
been altered slightly for adaption by C.C.N.Z. And perhaps, for a school to which music meant so
much, that is not a bad way to be remembered.
Still, given the way in which M.A.C. had been forced to close down it is somewhat surprising
that less than two decades later serious steps were taken to replace it with another institution. My
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own guess is that the contributions of the M.A.C. "old boys" in holding the Church together during
the War and the support offered by Elder Matthew Cowley were major factors. Tumuaki Cowley, of
course, had been mission president from 1938 until 1945, was released just shortly before World
War II ended and within a month of arriving home was called to the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
in October, 1945.
Having experienced the value of M.A.C., Elder Cowley encouraged his fellow apostles to
consider the construction of a school since he and the M.A.C. Old Boys Association were very much
in favor of it. President George Albert Smith was persuaded and when he set apart Gordon C. Young
as new mission president in 1948 assigned him to look for land for a new school. In 1949 he began
looking in earnest and centered his search in the Waikato area near Hamilton, about ninety miles
south of Auckland, New Zealand's largest city.
A major event occurred in 1950 when George R. Beisinger, a successful contractor in Salt
Lake City who had been one of Tumuaki Cowley's boys in the 1930s, was called to supervise the
Church's building program in the South Pacific. He was the guiding influence in LOS construction
there for ten years before being re-assigned to a similar task in England.
Although New Zealand land sales were still frozen since the war years, President Young,
with the cooperation of New Zealand government, was able to engineer the purchase of 215 acres
on Tuhikaramea road about five miles south Hamilton. The creation of Temple View had begun,
although it was to be a few years before that name was adopted.
Construction in post-war New Zealand was difficult with an acute shortage of most building
materials but by arranging with government to import cement, steel, machinery, and trucks from
the United States, permission was granted. The Church purchased timber land near Kaikohe in the
northern part of the country and soon finished lumber was also available.
Construction of the college community actually got under way in 1951 while a chapel
project was also in progress in Queen Street in Auckland. Bill Curnow, long-time Laie resident, was
involved in that, as well as members of the Elkington family. By this time, Sidney J. Ottley, one of the
original faculty members at M.A.C., was mission president and helped initiate the labor missionary
program at the 1952 hui tau. Ironically, the Church had difficulty hiring men to come work on the
projects for wages, but who were quite willing to answer a call to come work for no wages at all but
a stipend of ten shillings a week. In fact, Uncle Jim's son, John Elkington, was one the original labor
missionaries to take up residence alongside the "green house" on the building project where the
Mathew Cowley Building now sits. The "green house" was later relocated in what came to be called
"Camp" and served as the kai hall or dining room for the labor missionaries.
(Since there is to a panel on the labor mission program I'll forego any further mention of that.)
Finally, work on the college proper began toward the end of 1952 when construction of the
classrooms finally got started. Shortly after that, Wendell B. Mendenhall, president of the San
Joaquin Stake in California - the stake in which we lived-arrived in New Zealand with his wife to
visit their missionary son, Paul. He soon met Beisinger (Elder B. as he was called) and before long
was cooperating on an unofficial basis. As a stake president and former New Zealand missionary
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himself, he was capable and motivated to provide great assistance over the next two months before
returning to California. He arrived home and soon lined up eight men from San Joaquin Stake to go
to New Zealand to help out. Mendenhall was soon to get involved officially when Pres. McKay
appointed him chairman of the Church Building Committee.
Through 1953 most of the classroom blocks were started and the following year saw the six
dormitories were under way. By 1954 construction had progressed far enough so that the annual
hui tau was held at the project at Tuhikaramea, which was not only the site of the college but the
hub of Church construction throughout the South Pacific.
Around that same time a curriculum committee was named to develop the academic
program for the school. This consisted of Beisinger, Ariel S. Ballif, soon to be called to replace
Sidney Ottley as mission president, Ray Olpin, president of the University of Utah, William C. Carr, a
transplanted Kiwi then teaching at Brigham Young University and Wi Pere Amaru, a Maori Latterday Saint then studying in America.
In 1957, however, President McKay appointed the Pacific Board of Education to oversee all
the schools in the Pacific Basin under the direction of Wendell Mendenhall, who now wore two hats
as head of the new board as well as continuing to head the Church Building Committee. These two
positions, incidentally, gave him constant access to President McKay, which eventually resulted in
some problems with Quorum of the Twelve.
)

)

)
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Owen Cook had been a school administrator in Modesto, California part of the San Joaquin
Stake, where he had come to the attention of President Mendenhall. In 1957, Cook was in the Mt.
Diablo School District in California when Mendenhall asked him to go to work for the Pacific Board.
Rather than accept a salary, however, Dr. Cook said he would prefer to fulfill the assignment as a
Church calling. As an administrator in the Mt. Diablo district and later Long Beach he carried out his
professional duties during the week and Pacific Board responsibilities in what little free time he
had.
The college actually opened its doors in February, 1958, with a student body of 341 and a
faculty that was largely American under the leadership of Dr. Clifton Boyack. Many of the original
faculty members were flown to New Zealand while their families came later aboard ship. In fact,
after teaching classes, the faculty usually got involved in helping to complete the buildings in
preparation for the dedication by President McKay in April, 1958.
Single-sex schools were very common in New Zealand and boarding schools were much
more prevalent than was the case in the US. However, the idea of a co-educational boarding school
was most unusual and caused considerable raising of eyebrows in educational circles throughout
the country. Staffing the school required serious negotiations with the government since New
Zealand was experiencing a shortage of professional teachers at the time. The agreement was that
most of the faculty would be brought in from American and the Yankees would not be allowed to
work during the summer months.
So CCNZ began in 1958, but the influence of the M.A.C. continued.
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Two years later, November 20, 1960, the Hawke's Bay Stake was organized. An American, J.
Alvin Higbee, was then supervising construction of Latter-day Saint chapels in the area and because
of his previous experience in ecclesiastical organization was called to be the first president of the
stake. He was soon replaced by the Mormon Church's first Polynesian stake president, James
Southon, former M.A.C. monitor and head prefect. He, in turn, was followed by Sidney Crawford,
another former monitor and outstanding athlete of M.A.C. Also, James Elkington, one of the original
students at M.A.C. was also one of the first in the labor mission program, and was also one of the
first staff members at CCNZ when he was appointed a dorm parent and later a faculty member.
So the history of LOS secondary education in New Zealand covered the eighteen-year period
from 1913 to 1931, then a gap of twenty-seven years to the beginning of CCNZ in 1958 which lasted
fifty years to 2008, a period of five years less than a century from the beginning of the first to the
end of the last. I feel very fortunate to have been a small part of that, an experience which our
family agrees was the defining moment of our lives.
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